Message from the Editor
Welcome back to the newest issue of the
global teaching and learning community of
the Language Center at South East European University.
Our journey continues and we hereby declare that we managed to grow this project
into an internationally recognized journal
for teaching and learning. On this occasion, I would like to thank the contributors
and the international editorial review board
who besides their full intellectual schedules found time to help us grow this project into an internationally acclaimed one.
Moreover, I would like to thank the advisory board who were willing to
come aboard this rather ambitious and challenging journey. Their ideas
were particularly helpful in order to divert this project into a more serious
one.
At the Language Center, here at South East European University, we
never stop talking about how our students learn and through this publication we are inviting other teaching scholars to join the discussion, from all
around the world.
In this issue, we are both grateful and happy to have contributors from all
corners of the globe who decided to share their valuable research with
us. The review board found their articles to be of value and a perfect fit
for the realm of our publication, thus we wholeheartedly accepted them.
We remain committed to continuing the discussion about teaching and
learning as we believe it is of vital importance to our relatively young
academic environment to maintain permanent progress in the teaching
and learning arena. This issue of our publication attests that the articles
published provide in-depth, lively, and practical discussion about teaching and learning. We truly believe that anyone who reads these will benefit at large from the provided rubrics and other hands-on teaching and
learning requisites.
Until our next issue, we hope you continue talking about learning.
Should you have any questions or comments please send them along
and I will gladly share them with the contributors.
Artan Limani
Editor-in Chief
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Message from Provost
Dear readers,

IN THIS ISSUE:

As Provost of South East European University, it is my pleasure and honor to
introduce this edition of Talking About
Learning, the journal of our Language
Center.

How to incorporate academic and digital literacy
development in information and communication
technology (ICT)-enhanced teaching and learning:
the case of Swaziland
Karen Ferreira-Meyers, Mrs. Jane Nkosi

The Language Center at SEEU is a regional leader in the good practice teaching of languages. As a unit, it has been
at the forefront of continuous assessment
language instruction in the Balkans. In addition to their teaching work,
the Language Center colleagues also contribute to the field with their
own research in methodology and linguistics, and present their findings
in local and regional conferences.
This journal embodies that commitment to good practice in the teaching
and scholarship of languages. Inside you will find a diverse collection
of articles related to language instruction. It is a particular pleasure to
note the wide variety of contributors, both in terms of subject matter and
academic affiliation. Here at SEEU, we strongly believe that diversity is a
virtue, and the collection of articles gathered here provides evidence to
support that conviction.
I would like to particularly thank the contributors; your generosity in
sharing your work and findings with us—and through this Journal, to
the wider circle of readers—represents the true community that exists
in scholarship.
In conclusion, I hope that this edition of Talking About Learning provokes
your thought, assists your research, and generates discussion. On behalf of the University, I wish you success in your own teaching and scholarship.
Andrew Goodspeed
Provost and Vice – Rector for Academic Affairs
South East European University
Tetovo, R. Macedonia
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Mrs. Jane Nkosi - University of Swaziland
My name is Mrs. Jane Nkosi, a Lecturer in Academic Communication Skills at
the University of Swaziland (UNISWA). I hold an M.A degree in Applied Linguistics with a major in ESL materials development. I also hold a B. Phil Ed.
Degree. I teach both full time and long distance students. Currently I serve as
coordinator of the UNISWA Self Access Centre, an ICT centre where students
access CALL programmes to enhance language learning. I am also involved
in piloting an E-learning (Moodle) programme for the Institute of Distance Education (IDE) at UNISWA. I have a keen interest in helping learners become
autonomous and independent. Hence I have been drawn to new technologies
for language learning and teaching. For that reason I became a member of the
New Technologies Interest group of IATEFL in 2007. This group specialises in developing and piloting ICT language learning tools
including Virtual Worlds and Second Life.
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Karen Ferreira-Meyers and Jane Nkosi
University of Swaziland
Abstract
The cas–e study looks at how and why the University of Swaziland incorporates various types of literacy in its information and communication technology-enhanced teaching and learning environment. A
variety of strategies have been set up to allow for
the development of academic and visual literacy
from 2008 onwards, when the University of Swaziland (UNISWA) introduced Moodle as its preferred
Learning Management System (LMS) through a
concerted pilot project - spearheaded by the Institute of Distance Education (IDE) in collaboration with
the departments of Academic Communication Skills,
Modern Languages and Mathematics. Looking at
the developments (2008-2011), this paper, building
on previous studies regarding academic and visual literacy at UNISWA, intends to analyze whether
these strategies have benefitted the students and/or
the faculty members and whether at the same time
the digital competencies of the target population
have increased or been made more specific. In a bid
to answer these research questions, the researchers looked at exercises, forums, chat rooms, quizzes
and other resources made available to learners in a
wide variety of subjects, focusing in particular on language instruction (English, French and Portuguese).
Our conclusion includes an overview of the strengths
and weaknesses of Moodle in view of setting up
a maximized complementary system which, ideally, augments academic, visual and digital literacy.
1. Introduction
With the increase in knowledge and developments
in information technology, universities find it imperative to integrate technology in their course delivery
to keep abreast with new developments and to be
relevant to the learning needs of the 21st-century
learner. In that regard they seek out resources and
tools to make learning and teaching more effective,
but have to take budgetary constraints into consideration at the same time. Thus, the choice of an appropriate Learning Management System (LMS) is
largely influenced by the extent to which the LMS
can be effectively used by lecturers and students
to facilitate classroom and distance learning. The
University of Swaziland has selected Moodle as its
preferred LMS. As reported in the 2009 E-Learning
in Africa conference, held in Dakar, Senegal (Ferreira-Meyers 2009a & Ferreira-Meyers 2009b), this
has been done through a concerted pilot project.
Since that date, various departments have started
posting resources on the system. In this paper the
researchers focus on the resources and strategies
proposed by the language departments (the Department of Academic Communication Skills (English)
and the Department of Modern Languages (French
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and Portuguese)) to ensure that the learners’ literacy
skills are developed through the courses they follow.
The learning community at the University of Swaziland has been on the look-out for tools that help
the learners enhance their literacy skills. Literacy
is often defined as the ability to read and write with
a level of proficiency essential for communication.
However, this definition confines literacy to written
texts. Individuals need various types of literacy to be
functional in today’s world. In educational settings
academic literacy is a vital skill. Academic literacy
involves a combination of relevant skills and knowledge for learners to be effective in their studies.
Learners, at the University of Swaziland, should
be able to display a variety of literacy skills. These
include appropriate use of academic language,
technical literacy, information literacy, knowledge
of the cultural context, etc. Learners’ knowledge
should go beyond reading and writing skills. They
should be able to locate information from various sources, synthesize and use the information
across the curriculum. Below is a summary of critical academic skills based on the ‘Big6’ by Mike
Eisenberg and Bob Berkowitz (http://big6.com/):
1.
Ability
to
clarify
and
understand the requirements of the problem
or task for which information is sought.
Basic questions asked at this stage are:
• What is known about the topic?
• What information is needed?
• Where can the information be found?
2. Locating: Ability to identify sources of information
and to find those resources.
3. Selecting/analyzing: examining the resources that
were found; selecting information deemed to be useful in solving the problem
4. Organizing/synthesizing the information in order
to develop solutions.
5. Creating/presenting: information or solution is presented in an appropriate format.
6. Evaluating: this involves the critical evaluation of
the completion of the task or the new understanding
of the concept. Was the problem solved? Was new
knowledge found? What could have been done differently? What was done well?
2. The enquiry-based approach: definition and possible benefits
In general, an enquiry-based approach to learning incorporates the following basic steps or components:
1. Ask questions.
2. Explore by observing and investigating.
3. Analyse and describe findings.
4. Communicate and share by writing and discussing.
5. Reflect on what has been learned.
Enquiry in education should bring about a greater
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understanding of the world in which we live, learn,
communicate, and work (A Context for Enquiryhttp://www.nap.edu/openbook/0309065577/html/
index.html; National Research Council). All of
these processes also require learners to analyse
two or more elements in terms of their similarities
and differences; this type of analysis is a mental
operation that is basic to human thought (Markman
& Gentner, 1993; Medin, Goldstone, & Markman,
1995; Gentner & Markman, 1994).
The enquiry-based approach encourages learners to take part in research practice which further
promotes active engagement in learning and collaboration with other learners and lecturers. This
approach is also noted for its contribution in fostering self-reliance and autonomy among learners.
As they become autonomous, learners develop
an identity and become aware of their strengths
and weaknesses. It is mainly this approach that
is used at the University of Swaziland, in the language departments, when it comes to learning
basic language skills. This method helps learners
in other ways. It provides a powerful motivation
to remain abreast of the workload, and learners
appear to appreciate this enforced discipline. Because student verbalisation is such a significant
component of class time, learners seem more
likely to respond to open-ended, whole-class enquiry. When learners form small groups and brainstorm on certain topics, it is not unusual for groups
to offer interesting and creative ideas, ideas that
can form a nice springboard for short discussions.
Finally, the queries asked of learners provide moments of mental refreshment, which help enliven
everyone in the classroom, including the teacher.
Our experience suggests that there are many
benefits to using this teaching approach. Foremost is that it teaches learners more than facts;
it teaches them an important cognitive skill - to
analyse literature for key elements of any topic
on which they will be reading. In addition to fostering the development of cognitive skills, the
enquiry-based approach helps learners by providing an organising scheme for making sense
of the mass of detail present in the reading.
While the lecturers and tutors of the University of
Swaziland have been using the enquiry-based approach mainly for smaller assignments, it is clear
that enquiry-based learning is at the heart of any
research activity, such as the end-of-study projects which all learners have to complete before
they can graduate. Because an enquiry-based approach is versatile, flexible for learners, highly motivating, and connected to the real world, it offers
benefits for both lecturers and students alike. As
today’s employers look for graduates with excellent generic skills - communication, interpersonal,
learning, numeric, self-management and use of information and communication technologies (ICTs) as well as individuals who can work independently
and who have high-quality, transferable research
skills. Learners who have had an opportunity to
study through the enquiry-based approach should

do better than those who have not. The enquirybased approach exposes learners to various literacy strategies such as directed reading-thinking.
According to Stauffer (1969), this strategy engages
students in a step-by-step process that guides them
through informational text. As learners go through
the text, they can ask questions, make predictions.
3. Learner-autonomy and self-directed language
learning
Learner autonomy implies learners participating in
the planning and reflecting on and evaluating the
learning process. Self-directed learning learners are
willing to assume responsibility for their own learning.
With this ability learners monitor their learning and
are able to assess their progress. They should be
able to test their ideas and evaluate how they are faring in any given task. Self-assessment is an integral
part of self-directed learning and learner autonomy.
However, learners need a framework within which
they can work in order to achieve these goals.
This framework includes suitable language learning tools that foster independent learning, learning new words, working with texts for both reading and listening comprehension, writing activities,
etc. Therefore, e-learning and its tools, such as
Moodle, have an added advantage in developing
skills required for autonomous and self-directed
learning within a learning community. According
to Palloff and Pratt (1999: 163), “the power of a
learning community promotes a new sense of self
and supports intellectual and personal growth”.
While it is clear that the enquiry-based approach offers
a myriad of advantages, there are challenges within
the University of Swaziland (UNISWA), within the elearning set-up and within Moodle itself that need
to be tackled before the university community can
fully benefit from this teaching and learning strategy.
4. Why Moodle?
4. 1. Features of Moodle
The following are some of the in-built features within
Moodle which the researchers are currently putting
to the test to verify whether they provide a better
way to implement enquiry-based learning strategies:
•
•

•

•

Moodle has a “Quickmail”, an email function
that makes it possible to email selected groups
of learners or all learners from within Moodle.
It has customizable content areas for course information such as course outlines, requirements,
staff information, learners’ lists, announcements, Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs).
It has a document repository facility that
provides an easy access to course materials such as lecture notes, handouts, past
tests and examinations, modules, etc.
Moodle provides access to a range of resources and materials which may not other-
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•

•

wise be available or accessible, for example
graphics, sound (very useful for teaching foreign languages), animations and multimedia.
It has efficient communication tools like
email facility, discussion forum (an asynchronous discussion tool; Moodle has several options for group forum participation)
and a Chat Room for real-time discussions.
Moodle makes surveys of opinions prepared
by instructors or administrators available.

4.2. Advantages of Moodle
Moodle is free to run (except for webhosting cost),
easily installed/used and can be scaled from a single
course to numerous courses for a large university.
Unlike in many Learning or Content Management Systems, activities/courses can be altered in
Moodle, during their progression, enabling adaptive responses to pedagogical needs, and are formatted as a localized, entire set of weekly or topical learning activities on one page rather than
over a variety of activity pages which can create
confusion for students (Berggren, Burgos, Fontana, Hinkelman, Hung, Hursh and Tielemans,
2005; Beatty and Vlasewicz, 2006; Cole, 2005).
The advantages of Moodle with regard to language
teaching have been detailed in various studies such
as that undertaken by Klaus Brandl (Are you ready
to ‘Moodle’?) in which he cites Brandl 2002, Cziko
& Park 2003 and Gonzalez-Lloret 2003. According
to Brandl, the layout and organization of Moodle,
as well as its course management features, content
and resources (e.g. the built-in Html editor and the
glossary module) all contribute to making it appropriate language learning and teaching tool as it is
based on constructivism and participatory learning
viewpoints. Eclecticism, which is the most recent
pedagogical methodology in language learning and
teaching (following the communication model), asks
for the use of any appropriate resource, wherever it
can be found. Moodle is noted for its usability and
intuitive interface, and it supports various automated
personalized services that are easy for faculty and
students to access, create, deliver and present. The
platform is a widely-tested, high-availability system,
allowing tens of thousands of learners, faculty, and
administrators to simultaneously log in and carry out
their daily tasks. Moodle is interoperable with international and industry learning materials standards,
and is IMS (Information Management System) and
SCORM (Shareable Courseware Object Reference
Model)-compliant. This means Moodle will support
content from different sources and multiple vendors’
hardware/software solutions, for the authentication of
users, enrolment, and for content such as reusable
learning objects, quiz questions and forum discussions. According to Cole (2005), although Moodle can
be used in a variety of ways, it lends itself to a social
and interactive learning process and challenges the
educator to create an effective educational design
that utilizes the affordances of the Moodle software.
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4.3. Limitations of Moodle as a Learning Management System
Several
studies
have
looked
at
specific limitations of Moodle. Kumar and Dutta
(2011:
234)
identified
the
following:
1.
Moodle is for IT experts mainly as it
is quite complex to use. It is difficult for beginner technicians to install and operate.
2.
Moodle does not work by itself: there has
to be a course administrator, and teachers and
technicians need to create learning materials.
3.
It has a number of security vulnerability points as it stores user data into cache.
5. Classroom examples of strengthening literacy
5.1. The University of Swaziland experience: the
Department of Academic Communication Skills Experience gained by the lecturers in the Department
of Academic Communication Skills (ACS) over the
years shows that, while it is assumed that by the time
learners get to university, high school learners have
acquired sufficient knowledge to understand academic texts they have difficulty with understanding
academic texts. They perform poorly in tests that require higher orders skills such as analysis, synthesis
and application. They also lack vocabulary decoding
skills and the ability to infer meaning from context
which implies that they focus on the sentence level
of the text and rarely use a deep surface approach to
reading. In order to address this problem, we have
employed the enquiry-based approach to reading
and writing, in particular in our ACS classes. The Department of ACS uses the enquiry-based approach to
learning with full-time and part-time learners. Learners in this Department are mainly young adults who
have either just finished their high school or have
had a couple of years of professional of work. The
ACS programme aims to develop academic literacy
and research skills. In this section we only focus on
reading and writing which are an integral part of developing academic literacy.
Reading and writing on line offers a wide range of
reading and writing options, as a result it encourages learners to use different genres and conventions and to be multi-skilled as readers and writers.
It allows learners to explore all the levels of Bloom’s
Taxonomy of cognitive skills including critical thinking and evaluation. It is premised on the theory of
constructivism which encourages learners to be
personally involved in knowledge construction and
to collaborate with peers in this process. Learners develop text analysis skills, use a wider range
of vocabulary, filter skills and develop skills to infer
from context. They practise skimming and scanning, learn to paraphrase and summarise texts.
It should be noted though that reading and writing on
line is more demanding on learners as it requires multiliteracies which is a shift in approach from a linear
to a more interactive reading and writing approach.
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5.1.1. Some examples of activities in the ACS
programme.
The reading class provides learners with texts from
different contexts across disciplines. The activities
are divided into three phases: the pre-reading phase,
the reading phase and the post-reading phase.
5.1.2. During the pre-reading session
Before learners engage in reading they have
to think about reasons for reading a text.
They have to bring on board what they know about the
subject under discussion and how this relates to their
curriculum. To guide this process, learners are given
a topic or short text on which they are to find more
information. They make a list of questions which they
would like to find answers to in relation to the topic.
When they have collected their information they make
class presentations and bounce their ideas with their
peers. The following Know-Want-Learned (KWL)
chart illustrates the sequence of a pre-reading activity.
K: What I KNOW. Have students brainstorm what
they already know about a topic.
↓
W: What I WANT to know. Have students brainstorm
what they would like to learn about a topic.
↓
L: What I LEARNED from reading the text. Have
students list several things they learned after reading the text.
(adapted
from
http://www.brighthub.com/
education/k-12/articles/4316.aspx#ixzz1afAl9DuM)
5.1.3. The reading phase
During this phase learners read the text and explain how it clarifies some of the questions they
had in the pre-reading activity. They then check
if the text answers all the questions they had
for the pre-reading activity. They check for the
main for the main argument and support ideas.
They then answer comprehension questions.
5.1.4. The post-reading phase
This last phase give an opportunity for the learners
to ask questions. Learners reflect on the information
they have read. The lecturers ask them to apply what
they have read by discussing new things they learned
from the activities in which they were involved in
phases one and two. After this they write a summary
of the reading text and are encouraged to raise questions which were not answered during the pre-reading
and the reading phase and discuss these with their
class mates. Discussion with peers allows learners
to consider different approaches to which approaches they can use to reach a solution to a problem.
This helps the learners retain the information they
have learned and to further interpretation of the text.
5.1.5. Web quests
Another form of enquiry used activity used in the Academic Communication skills class is a Web quest.

According to Dodge (1995), this is an enquirybased approach in which information presented to
the learners is from the internet (web). It is designed
to “support learners’ thinking at levels of analysis,
synthesis and evaluation” (Dodge 1995:2). Learners are directed to specific sites to perform a series
of tasks to develop understanding of one topic at
the same time challenge the learners to think and
to use appropriate strategies to perform the task.
The following Web quest on the Supreme Court
was designed for learners doing law. The following section gives the main features of a Web quest.
1. An introduction that sets the stage and provides
some background information.
2. A task that is doable and interesting.
3. A set of information sources needed to complete
the task.
4. A description of the process the learners should
go through in accomplishing the task. The process
should be broken out into clearly described steps.
5. Some guidance on how to organize the information acquired e.g. guiding questions, timelines,
concept maps (Marzano 1988, 1992; Clarke 1990).
6. A conclusion to bring closure to the quest. This
also reminds the learners about what they have
learned.
5.2. The University of Swaziland experience: the
Department of Modern Languages (French and
Portuguese)
5.2.1. French
With regard to French, the University has recently
decided to suspend the programme, because of
the limited number of applicants. It is hoped that
through the conversion from a conventional faceto-face programme to a more dynamic, interactive,
e-learning programme this number will be raised
significantly in the future. At the moment, as there
is only one staff member in the Department, limited
work towards e-learning activities has been done.
5.2.2. Portuguese
As the Department only started offering a Certificate
programme in Portuguese in the 2009-2010 academic year it was easier for the University to prepare material in view of inclusion for online teaching. A variety of modules has been prepared; they
should all be available online soon. The activities
include listening exercises for which 4 CDs have
been recorded so far (PT101, PT102, PT103 and
PT104). Another set of 4 CDs still has to be recorded (for the PT201, PT202, PT203 and PT204 modules). These CDs accompany the language use/
grammar and the speaking/listening modules. The
reading and writing modules have no audio components (this is mainly due to financial constraints).
The enquiry-based components are proposed
throughout all modules. For example, in the
PT107 and PT108 modules, where the focus
is on writing activities, the students are encouraged to go and acquire knowledge about their
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natural environment and the challenges faced by
it, about HIV/Aids, malaria and tuberculosis, etc.
They do so at their own pace, in preparation for
the writing activities proposed during their classes.
Lesson tasks can be linked to any resources that are uploaded to the teacher’s server or that are readily available on the Internet.

forms, while not necessarily accepting e-learning
technologies. Such a gap has implications on the
challenge that the Institute of Distance Education will
face with faculty and students when implementing elearning.

6. Challenges

Moodle’s use of the classroom metaphor, its sophisticated support for interaction and collaboration, especially in group-work, its support for conventional file management as well as its general
ease of use would at least set the best possible
conditions for the broader improvement of student
achievement and performance. One key pedagogic aim is to go beyond the use of an LMS as a
document repository, and to use it as an interactive learning system, where the emphasis is on student communication, activities, collaboration and
exchange in one-on-one, group and class settings.
The initial response at the University has been a
relatively rapid uptake and steady stream of requests for Moodle course environments. At the
same time, the University and the LMS coordination team were acutely conscious of the digital divide experienced by its students. The LMS team
also faced difficulties in developing a coherent policy for use of the LMS by learners and staff. One
particular concern is the policy with respect to instructional design consistency, where, until today,
pedagogical strategies were designed haphazardly.
The University faces ongoing concerns about technical issues, in particular bandwidth control. A process of analyzing and negotiating appropriate bandwidth requirements for any given course has to be
undertaken by the LMS team. This is crucial to the
long term viability of the LMS offerings by the University, as the goal of moving all courses online
becomes more pressing. These different advantages and disadvantages then led the researchers
to analyze the enquiry-based approach to learning
and in how far Moodle is compatible to building literacy (defined as a broader concept than mere reading and writing) via the enquiry-based approach.
While in our language courses, academic communication skills in English and foreign language learning (French and Portuguese), we concentrate on
literacy skills that are composed of, among others,
reading and writing skills, visual and information literacy skills, an additional benefit of using Moodle is
that the learners are automatically acquainted with a
variety of technological and electronic literacy skills
as well. Moodle allows for student-based cooperative learning where feedback can be given regularly and immediately on a ‘need to know’ basis as it
were. Because of some inbuilt features, Moodle offers great opportunities for the development of literacy, be it academic or digital. The most important
issue facing the LMS is its relevance to the kinds
of initiative-based and authentic learning that it will
be used to support. For the LMS to be useful in the
new world of e-portfolios, it will have to be integrated into the World Wide Web that it will be difficult

Learners at the University of Swaziland often come
from public schools in Swaziland. These schools are
often poorly resourced and have fewer libraries. Hence
learners have limited exposure to texts of different
genres, to online learning and interaction, to technology and e-learning tools such as Moodle. A number
of research projects have looked at the initial hurdles
linked to the introduction of e-learning and Moodle.
It has been outlined that one main challenge with innovations is affordability and acceptability by adopters,
implementers and users. Other challenges include:
•
Some students and lecturers are not computer savvy and knowledgeable. Even though
all students go through a Computer Foundations
Course during their first year of study at UNISWA
and the Institute of Distance Education (IDE), they
may not have been exposed to learning management systems such as Moodle. Yet, some researchers warn of the challenge of LMS adoption,
namely the discomfort of the initial implementation.
•
Lack of administrative/management support: it has been observed, on numerous occasions, that institutional support is a crucial factor for adoption of an LMS (Black et al. 2007: 36).
•
Time constraints: most lecturers employed
by the Institute of Distance Education also teach fulltime at the University and may not have the additional
time to generate the interactive material for Moodle.
•
Lack of technical support. In support of the
notion of technical support being essential, Black et
al. (2007: 38) quote Bersin: “One of the biggest factors that affects overall satisfaction is not satisfaction
with the product features themselves, but whether
they are getting the right level of support: technical
support, service, …”
•
Lack of policy: neither the Institute of Distance Education nor the University of Swaziland has
an Open and Distance Learning (ODL) Policy with a
strategy to integrate blended e-learning.
•
Lack of calendar/roadmap: the establishment of a calendar would guide the adoption and
implementation process greatly.
•
Attitudinal problems. It seems that there is
often a considerable degree of reluctance on the
side of the teaching staff “to try to accommodate a
more open and less directive teaching/learning approach” (Motschnig-Pitrik and Derntl 2008: 257).
•
The gap between students’ perception of
technology and that of faculty continues to widen.
Students and faculty continue to view and experience technology very differently (Horizon Report,
2008). For example, students continue to embrace
social technologies like Facebook and similar plat-
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7. Conclusion
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to recognize. Facebook has taught us that learning
is fundamentally and irrepressibly social in nature.
The different types of literacy should never be in
competition against each other. It is only when they
are seen as complimentary that they can be useful both for learners and academic staff. In order to
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Introduction

To expand students’ problem-solving skills and
to facilitate a deeper understanding of complex
theoretical constructs in the social sciences, we
have developed a practical approach to teaching
theory. Our students have become increasingly
adept at applying and synthesizing theory in relationship to real-world settings with this approach.
Students in our courses are required to
read a rigorous series of materials that require
mastery of complex concepts. The readings may
be challenging for students. To facilitate students’
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mastery of the readings and their understanding of the concepts, we have developed a teaching model that achieves our goals of a) students’
mastery of the readings; b) students’ demonstration
of applications of the concepts to real-world critical incidents; and, c) students’ active engagement
in the discussion of the concepts and the applications. We offer this model for your consideration.
Theory Application Strategies
Our students’ first encounter with a new
theory is typically through assigned readings.
During class discussion, we probe to determine
if students grasped the independent readings
and what, if any, aspects of the new theory they
struggle with. We ask them to write in their own
words on an index card their understanding of the
theory, what ideas were most dominant about the
theory, and what ideas were confusing or unclear.
Checking for understanding in this way provides
us a “map of emphasis” for the following steps.
Next, we review the theory through a minilecture, deconstructing the theory to its simplest form
and identifying the most critical attributes or components of the theory. This portion of the lesson is central in developing complex cognitive skills in students.
The experience to deconstruct and reconstruct the
connections within the construct provides students a
“big picture” of the theory and all the necessary interrelated components that make the theory what it is.
Scenario Practice
We then probe students to sharprofessional
and personal experiences that exemplify the theory
in practice. This discussion helps solidify the idea
that theory informs practice, and practice emulates
and informs theory. At this point in the lesson, students begin to see the meaningful application of
theory to the real world, where they make the connections. This approach is supported by Craik and
Lockhart’s (1972) research. In their seminal findings
on memory research, the researchers proposed that
learning memory was enhanced not by how long
information was rehearsed, but by the depth they
process the information. They also contended if
the rehearsal was done in a deep and meaningful
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way, rehearsal’s effectiveness was also improved.
If students experience a deeper processing
in learning, they create more intricate and sustaining memory traces and establish networks of associations. One way students amplify this processing
is through self-referenced learning. When students
personally relate to new information, this processing
makes the learning a deeper and more memorable
experience.
As a form of guided practice, students are then given brief scenarios that incorporate the new theory and its attributes. Through
small group discussions, students identify how the
theory plays out in the scenario and impacts the
scenario’s outcome. During this step, students
are encouraged to offer competing interpretations and defend their conclusions in small groups.
Students then re-convene for a class discussion and share their small group conclusions. As
this point in the process, we dedicate some class
time to further develop student inferential thinking
skills. Through elaborative interrogation (Ozgungor
& Guthrie, 2004), we ask students how they arrived
at their collective conclusions with posing questions
such as, “Why would that be true?” From those conversations around their responses, students come
to recognize that they made inferences, that is, they
filled in information not directly presented in the scenario. We identify and categorize their inferences as
either default inferences (automatic assumptions) or
reasoned inferences (conclusions based on existing
information) (Marzano, 2010). From here, rich discussions materialize, addressing the validity of their
thinking and concluding that inferring information
sometimes may be based on a faulty premise. During this segment of the learning process, students
augment their understanding of the theory focus and,
also important, hone inferential thinking skills, a foundation for more higher-order thinking development.
At this point, we go on to introduce additional theories, through readings and guided
practice in developing student understanding
of these theories. Our approach to each new
theory may vary but the structure of an introduction to the new construct, its deconstruction and
re-construction, and guided practice and application with the new construct remains the core of
our instructional design in conceptual learning.
Applying theory to practice is imperative
in any discipline if students are to succeed as successful professionals in their fields of study. In our
field of developing educational leaders, we value
the importance of providing students meaningful dress rehearsals (Craik & Lockhart, 1972) for
real world decision making and leading. We do
this with the cumulative activity of a case study.

leadership. Their task is to articulate and delineate
the real problem even though it may be ill-defined;
identify perceived root causes of the problem;
and present a solution that addresses the identified issues, supporting all with theories learned.
Throughout their analysis of the case
study, students are asked to synthesize theories
previously learned and apply them appropriately to
the context of the case study. What we look for in
their responses is the identification and application
of the most suitable theories that manifest within
the critical incident and offer a solution or a number of solutions also grounded in learned theory.
The key to their success with the case study is
that they exhibit and defend connections between
aspects of the critical incident and these theories.
Learning Assessments
We measure the success of the teaching model by a) reviewing the students’ index
cards that provide a check of student understanding of the concepts; b) recording students’ contributions to discussion of the theory in practice; c)
monitoring small group discussions of scenarios
and the applications of the theories to real-world
critical incidents; and d) reviewing the students’
analyses of the final case study. These artifacts
or measures provide evidence of student mastery of readings, students’ demonstration of applications to real-world critical incidents, and,
students’ active engagement in the discussions.
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Case Study as Synthesis
Students are given a case study with potential for the identification of new learned theories
embedded in the study. The case is typically multifaceted and focuses on an ill-defined problem or
problems to be solved. It centers on a real critical
incident that has occurred in the field of educational
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This paper discusses how students and an instructor
in an online classroom environment alter the lifeworlds
of one another through discourse. With discussion
posts from an actual classroom experience, the author of the paper, who was also the instructor for that
course, explores discussion threads and how they
reflect a co-created growth of I-Thou communication
patterns that foster an encouraging, safe community.
Theoretical frameworks used include Coordinated
Management of Meaning and Engaged Pedagogy.
The Sloan Consortium shared in a 2011 report that
in the United States, 30 percent of students in higher
education take at least one online course, and the
number of students taking online courses is growing
rapidly (Allen & Seaman, 2011). I have experienced
varied success with this form of education, and the
variable seems to be how discussion areas are coconstructed. My first encounter with online education occurred when I took a world literature course
online as an undergraduate student. One course requirement was to post an essay every week as well
as reply to two other students’ posts. I found this
task to be boring and tedious. There was no true
dialogue; it was just another dead homework assignment. I found myself wishing that there was more
interaction among the students and that the instruc-
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tor would give more feedback. Rather than being
a discussion area, it was a series of threaded essays. Most weeks, I did not bother to thoroughly
read what others had written. No one was responding to my posts or responses to their work, and so I
gave up and did what was asked of me but no more.
More than five years later, I had another opportunity
to experience the online classroom, this time as an
instructor. After three years of teaching in an onground, face-to-face classroom, I took an assignment for teaching a basic grammar course online. I
was attracted to the opportunity because I was curious about the experience of teaching online. Delighted to see that the discussions in this class were
of a higher quality than the ones I had previously experienced, I experimented even in that first quarter
of teaching online to see how I could elicit a greater
quantity of robust responses. However, it was a
grammar course, and I fear that many students are
not as excited about the Oxford Comma as I am.
After one quarter of teaching the grammar class, I
was offered the chance to facilitate another online
class that, for purposes of institutional anonymity, I
shall call “PDW”. I had been facilitating PDW at the
on-ground campus level for several quarters, and I
enjoyed it more than any other class I taught. The
class is based on the principles proffered by The Pacific Institute (TPI), which is a consulting firm led by
Lou Tice. TPI uses cognitive psychology to teach
that “… individuals have a virtually unlimited capacity for growth, change, and creativity, and can readily adapt to the tremendous changes taking place
in this fast-paced, technological age” (The Pacific
Institute, 2006). Having already seen the positive
impact PDW had on students’ lives in the face-toface classroom, I readily agreed to take this online
assignment so that I could further discover how TPI
concepts can be used to better the students’ educational, professional, and personal experiences. I
have now been facilitating the online version of PDW
for six quarters. In this case study, I explore how
lifeworlds are transformed through dialogue in an
online classroom’s discussion area. Also explored is
how this online dialogue can be used to encourage
college students to excel in their academic pursuits.
Methods:
My online journey with PDW began in the fall of 2008.
In the summer of 2009, I was still teaching PDW online, and that quarter I had three sections of the class.
One section in particular captured my attention.
Something was different there. From the first week,
I noticed that many of the students were participat-
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ing far beyond the requirements of the class. They
were playful. They exhorted one another toward attaining goals and emotional freedom from past and
present wounds. It was not until the last few weeks
of that quarter that I started graduate-level classes
as a student, and so I did not at the time have the
lenses and vocabulary that I have since learned in
my graduate-level classes. The quarter ended, but
my curiosity about what made that class special was
not lost in part because time after time the concepts
I was studying as a student reminded me of experiences I had as a facilitator. Unnamed questions had
been nagging me, and so I asked permission from
the educational institution for which I work, which
we shall call “Acme College”, and from my graduate school’s Institutional Review Board (IRB) to copy
five of the weekly discussion topics and their related
student posts from that class and analyze them. I
was granted permission by both Acme and the IRB.
Methods
My method of research was a grounded approach
whereby I examined the posts with a sense of wonder and imminent discovery. I chose a grounded
theory approach because grounded theory allows researchers to interact with their research, “[leading] researchers to go back and forth between analysis and
data collection because each informs and advances
the other” (Charmaz, 2011, p. 361). This approach
makes sense for this case study because I first started with the posts and the questions they triggered. I
then analyzed the posts and found relationships between them and the ideas presented in Coordinated
Management of Meaning and Engaged Pedagogy. I
then further delved into the posts and searched for
ways in which the posts illuminated these theories,
and also how these frameworks explained the posts.
Copied here are the five discussion topics that I
surveyed and analyzed for this research. The topics include “Introductions” and the weekly topics for
the first four weeks of the quarter. Five hundred
eighty posts were collected. These posts were
made both by students and by me. The requirement each week for the students was to write one
original post and reply to at least one other post.
The requirement for me as an instructor was to
create no less than six posts each week. Discussions opened each Monday and were locked the
following Monday. My course policies states that
late posts would not be accepted. Note that all student posts are copied here as they were originally
written. Typos, grammar errors, and misspellings
are left to ensure that each student’s unique voice
is intact. Editing out these uses of language may
mean the loss of valuable nuance. As well, all students’ names and the names of their family members have been changed to protect their anonymity.
The discussion area in the PDW classroom is a potentially transformative experience for several reasons. First, PDW is a first-quarter class for most
students. It is a course Acme College requires all of
its students to take, and registrars try to schedule it
during the first quarter because it covers such con-

cepts as study skills, time management, and goal
setting. Briefly, other ideas included in the curriculum are self-talk, scotomas, efficacy, sanction, and
perception of truth (The Pacific Institute, 2006).
These are all mentioned in the first four weeks of
the quarter and serve as foundational concepts.
The online course is facilitated by an instructor
who grades and comments upon weekly reflective
questions and discussion posts. The meat of the
course is presented through the textbook Thought
Patterns for a Successful Career and a series of
videos presented by Lou Tice (The Pacific Institute, 2006). There are two videos, thus two book
units, per week. Students watch the videos, take
open-book quizzes, complete two sets of reflective
questions, and the posts already mentioned. Students discuss the work that they are doing in the
course in the discussion area and are invited to
delve more deeply into topics that interest them.
The primary topics for the discussions are written
into the course by curriculum developers and thus
are not controlled by the facilitator. Once the topic is
officially introduced for the week and students begin
to respond, I as a facilitator throw out other avenues
for dialogue. The official topics for each of the weeks
discussed in this paper are listed here exactly with
the formatting that the students see. Not all of the
topics’ posts are explored in this research; however,
they are part of the conversation of the classroom
as students move from weekly topic to weekly topic.
In chronological order, these assignments include:
Introductions: Each discussion question is worth
points (not extra credit). Submit a discussion posting each week. There isn’t a right or wrong answer.
Support your answers with examples from your own
experience. You must answer at least 2 other students’ answers for full discussion credit. Please use
full sentences with
complete
punctuation.
Sharing something about yourself here will be a
great way to start the class. For online classes,
writing and reading about others in the class is
a great way to increase your learning. Following
are some of the questions you may want to start
answering for me and others to get to know you:
• Please, share personal information only
to the extent that you are comfortable.
• What level of education are you in? 1st quarter,
2nd quarter, etc.
• How many online classes have you taken?
• What are your expectations of yourself in this
class?
• What are you expecting from me as your instructor in this class?
• What are your five strongest skill sets and
strengths?
• What are your learning methods?
• Do you consider yourself as a superior learner?
• What has been your biggest achievement in life
so far?
• Where do you see yourself in 1 year, 3 years
and 5 years?
• Other personal information your feel comfort-
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able sharing with the class that you feel would
be important for us to know.
•
Name one thing you would like to learn in
this class.
•
Also respond to at least one other student.
Week One:
What do you believe often holds
people back from realizing their full potential?
Week Two:
How
does
your
selftalk
affect
you
in
your
academics?
Week Three:
Write a short summary of your life
and explain how you made the decision to continue
your education. What new challenges did this decision
bring? How are you adjusting to these new challenges?
Week Four:
What habits or attitudes do you
have that have prevented you from being as successful as you know you could be? How are you
letting past habits control your present and future?
As you can see, the discussion topics are set up
in such a way that they invite students to use the
language that they are learning in the video/book
units. However, they also ask students to divulge
their own experiences and comment upon others’
ideas. Notice that the Introduction states, “There
isn’t a right or wrong answer… Please, share personal information only to the extent that you are
comfortable.” This is significant because PDW
is attempting to generate a safe atmosphere for
open dialogue about experiences and ideas. Also,
the topics ask students to reflect on the changes, or critical moments, occurring in their lives.
Discussion Posts, CMM, and Engaged Pedagogy
As this case study unfolded, I began to recognize
patterns of interaction that could be examined from
Pearce’s practical theory of Coordination Management of Meaning and hooks’ theory of Engaged
Pedagogy. Coordinated Management of Meaning
(CMM) is a dialogic, systemic perspective of the
process of communication. Developed by W. Barnett Pearce, this theory views the communication
process as a question of what is being co-created.
Pearce has envisioned a “communication perspective” in which socials worlds are “’made’ (not found
or discovered)”, “made in processes of communication” and “made in ways shaped and determined by
how you act in specific moments” (Pearce W. B.,
2007, p. x). “Social worlds” are “the conversations
produced” (Pearce W. B., 2007, p. 92). This idea
is not new; indeed, Aristotle argued that “… human
beings are political creatures – we interact to coordinate our social lives” (Arnett, Fritz Harden, &Bell,
2009, p. 17). In a book section about the Public Dialogue Consortium, CMM was further described: “It
does not so much look at wholes as at patterns of
iterative processes. In this way of thinking, communication always is a matter of doing something, in
specific contexts, and in a give-and take, turn-taking
relationship with other people that produces interactive sequences that have an order” (Pearce, Spano,
& Pearce, 2009, p. 619). According to Pearce, Spano, and Pearce, CMM asks four primary questions:
•
In description, what are people doing to and
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with each other? Out of what context are they acting? Into what context are they acting?
•
In analysis, how is this social world being
made?
•
In critique and intervention, what are people
making together? How can they make better social
worlds?
•
In action, how can people go forward together? (2009, p. 628)
Another important facet for the purposes of this
paper is the definition of “episodes”, which Pearce
(2007, p. 131) has defined as “sequences of
speech acts, punctuated with a beginning and
an end, and united by a story”. CMM is a functional tool with which to view how students and I
co-created a social world in the PDW classroom.
Now that I am a few years removed from the beginning of that quarter, I am able to view the posts with
more objectivity. However, I am aware that I was
a conversant in that class – not just an observergrader - and that I was/am emotionally tied to my
students. I care about their growth and outcomes
as students and as humans. Pearce has written,
“For me, the cutting edge of this work is figuring
out how to make permanent (or at least “lasting”)
the changes in the local range, ration, and distribution of speech acts” (Pearce, 2007, p. 128). This
is how I viewed – and still view – the discussion
area within the PDW classroom. As an instructor,
I yearn for my students and me together to experience enduring transformative experiences and to
recognize that it is through the conversations that
we share that these transformations occur. Resubmerging myself into that particular classroom
discussion experience, I discovered that through
intimate I-Thou dialogue, a topic to be discussed
later in this paper, my students and I co-created a
transformational quarter-long episode that has the
potential to be, as Pearce has stated, “lasting”.
Creating a safe learning environment is an important
aspect of this communication process. Students who
seek education with Acme College are typically nontraditional students. Nontraditional adult students
face numerous challenges as they seek formal higher education. According to Richter-Antion (1986), “In
general, nontraditional can be distinguished from traditional students in terms of their greater number of
non-related commitments and responsibilities, along
with their experience of limited social acceptability
and support for their nontraditional role of adult ‘student’” (qtd. in Bauman, Wang, DeLeon, Kakentzis,
Zavala-Lopez, & Lindsey, 2004). Nontraditional students’ current employment, families, and communities may not support their decisions to attend college, or their current circumstances may simply be
very complex. Also, some students feel a tremendous pressure to perform because their job security
is contingent on further education or because they
are currently unemployed and are seeking a degree
to help them find new employment. In the first weeks
of the class, it was revealed that many students in
this section of PDW were over the age of 25 and/or
had families and careers. Also revealed in the dis-
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cussions was the fact that many felt insecure about
being in college and were unsure how they would
succeed. As an instructor, I wanted in this section
of PDW to co-create with students a place where
they could express their concerns and fears without fear of judgment. Educators such as bell hooks,
have offered thoughts about educational practices
that will further illuminate the dialogue that occurred
in PDW that fostered a safe learning environment.
For hooks, the pinnacle of higher learning that is
empowering occurs through engaged pedagogy.
hooks has defined engaged pedagogy in this way:
“… engaged pedagogy espouses a combination of
‘anticolonial, critical, and feminist pedagogies … for
interrogating biases in curricula that reinscribe systems of domination… while simultaneously providing
new ways to teach diverse groups of students”. In
her commentary on hooks’ theory, Florence (1998)
divided hooks’ pedagogy into five sections: re-conceptualization of knowledge, linking of theory and
practice, student empowerment, multiculturalism,
and incorporation of passion (95). hooks’ pedagogical theories integrate her many social ideologies into
a practical tool for radical reconstruction of education
systems. hooks considers the classroom a location
in which females and males can transcend White
supremacist capitalist patriarchy and have conversion experiences(Trend, 1995, p. 127). hooks has
argued, “I believe that the classroom remains a
place of possibility and transformation, one of the
few places in our anti-intellectual, ever-growing-inits-fascism culture where we can have hope” (Trend,
1995, p. 127). hooks believes that students belonging to marginalized groups, such as people of color
and females, are systematically oppressed in traditional classrooms (hooks, 1993, p. 8). She wrote
in a 1993 article about multiculturalism, “... biases
that uphold and maintain White supremacy, imperialism, sexism, racism, etc. have distorted education
so that it has not been about the practice of freedom” (hooks, p. 8). hooks has commented, “… it
is difficult for individuals to shift paradigms and that
there must be a setting for folks to voice fears, to
talk about what they are doing, how they are doing it, and why” (hooks, 1994, p. 38). As we will see
later, the PDW classroom discussions were a place
where transformation occurred through dialogue
and can even be seen as the practice of freedom
because discussion participants co-created an IThou dialogue that fostered such transformation.
Multiple sources havepointed out thatthe process of education is not automatically safe for
many students. Feeling safe is a vital part of the
communication process for the studentsin PDW
if transformation and ongoing college success
is to occur. CMM uses the concept of Martin Buber’s notion of I-It/I-Thou dialogue to discuss how
we shape and are shaped by dialogue. According to Johannesen (1983), Buber’s thoughts were:
… the fundamental fact of human existence is ‘man
with man’, person communicating with person. Interaction between humans through dialogue promotes developmen of self, personality, and knowl-

edge. For Buber, meaning and our sense of ‘self’
are constructed only in the realm of the ‘between’
of relationships; our becoming ‘persons’ rather than
self-centered individuals arises only in the ‘between’
of dialogic relationships. (Johannesen, 1983, p. 47)
When humans encounter one another in an I-It
framwework, we treat one another as strangers
and possibly even as not-quite-human. In contrast,
when we converse from an I-Thou persepective, we
recogize that the other is part of who we are, and
we seek to build a foundation of seeing one another
as similar others, people with whom we share commonalities and trust. This idea is illustrated within
the framework of CMM when Pearce quoted Edward Sampson in Making Social Worlds with, “All
that is central to human nature and human life –
andhere I mean mind, self, and society itself – is to
be found in processes that occur between people
in the public world of our everyday lives” (Pearce,
2007, p. 10-11). Thus self-actualization comes
about through I-Thou dialogue. In the discussion
areas, students and I quickly moved from I-It communication toward I-Thou dialogue, indicating that
wewere co-creating a safe environment where we
could explore ourlives and ideas. For example,
study this exchange made in the Introductions:
Tim:
I’m very excited about restarting my college career through [Acme College]. After I graduated from high school, I started taking classes at
… where I majored in Business Administration.
Shortly thereafter, I had my one and only son…. I
dropped my classes and went to work. Since then,
I have become a fully certified HVAC installer and
have been doing that for the past several years. Realizing the income potential topped out at a fairly
meager amount, I’ve decided to further my education. This quarter is my first at [Acme College],
and I take all my classes online since I am a single
father with custody of my son. In my free time I
enjoy playing and writing music, golf, reading, and
spending time with my boy. I hope this is a great
quarter and I look forward learning with all of you!
Mona: Tim,
Good Luck! You sound like a wonderful person and
father. What kind of music do you like to write?
I am sure this will be a great quarter. I am taking
3 classes and this is my first quarter. I know it is
just the first week, but I am stressing that I will miss
something and forget to do something. I am sure I
will fall into a routine and it won’t seem so stressful.
I have 3 children. My oldest son is becoming quite
accomplished on the violin and viola. He is currently
attending a camp at Denver University and being
taught by some of the DU professors. He is in heaven.
Sorry, didn’t mean to brag. I am proud of all my kids.
Again, good luck. Looking forward to further discussions.
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Tim:
Your son must be very talented. I just
play the guitar and write original songs - some
folk, rock, and country infused into one. We’re
both newbies so maybe we can be of assistance
to each other. Let me know if you need anything!
Instructor:		
Nice
to
meet
you!
Ralph: Hey Tim, sounds like your a great guy.
This is also my first quarter at [Acme College]. Actually my first time anywhere. I had all right job to,
but relized how much it topped out at. Then I new
if i wanted to have a family that that wouldn’t cut it.
Man, golf is one of the best games. I love when its
me it lets my clear my head and kinda see where
im headed. Well best of luck to you and your boy.
This example shows a movement toward I-Thou dialogue as students were seeking to find similaraties
among their lifeworlds.Also, notice the passion, a
concept of already-mentioned importance to hooks,
about joining a community and starting classes. As
hooks has noted, “Excitement is generated through
collective effort” (hooks, 1994, p. 8). This co-created
excitement may have contributed to the swift metamorphosis of the communication from I-It to I-Thou.
However, not all students were excited at first to participate in the discusions. hooks has noted that when
students encounter a democratic classroom in which
free speech is valued, they may not readily take
the opportunity to voice their true thoughts (hooks,
1994, p. 179). hooks has noted that engaging in a
classroom experience that is different from what we
have come to expect can be emotionally upsetting
(hooks, 1994, p. 9). Though the directions for writing
posts in PDW stated, “There isn’t a right or wrong
answer… Please, share personal information only
to the extent that you are comfortable”, it was not
in itself enough to bolster all students’ confidence.
It was the posts themselves that brought about authentic dialogue. Students were encouraged by the
amount of positivity and support in the class.As students saw the fervent participation mounting around
them, they shed their reticence and began to divulge
their own thoughts. One student wrote that week:
Maria: I have taken many online classes before.
This part of the class always scares me,Talking
that is. I have to say I have enjoyed this class so
much and this is just the third day! Everyone seems
so comfortable with eaach other even though we
have never met face to face. Thanks everyone.
Thus we see that a tone of safety and intimacy was
being set. Through the power of reflexivity, students
gained energy from others’ posts and then shared that
discovered energy, thereby creating more excitement.
Students in PDW used the space within the discussion area to explore their own feelings about becoming college students. We also encouraged one another to look beyond the discomfort of the present
moment and focus on visualizing goals. This coordination strengthened individual commitment to attaining a degree. Here in this first week of class, in a
topic in which we were simply introducing ourselves,
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my students and I co-constructed a community that
affirmed their choice to pursue their educations. This
caused a shift in the overall life conversation of the
students. The students changed their ratio of speech
acts by co-creating this safe classroom experience,
and they encouraged one other to co-create and further this choice. However, Pearce has written that
speech acts are not alike in their ability to empower
us (2007, p. 123). He wrote, “Whatever the reason
for these unequal distributions…, I think it legitimate
to assume that the quality of life for people in them is
also uneven” (p. 123) and has also stated that “… the
quality of their lives is directly related to the nature of
the speech acts that those around them perform” (p.
108). See this exchange, also made the first week:
Lisa: Hi Everyone,
My name is Lisa…, I live in Indiana. I have a 22
year old daughter that is also attending [Acme College]. I was so nervous yesterday that I did not get
very much done. I am taking 3 classes. This is my
first quarter in college. I am 42, I was married for
12 years. I have been divorced for 12 years. If I feel
something is hard, I try harder to achieve it. I don’t
give up easily! My weakness is procrastination. I
want to learn to manage my time and not be so nervous. I usually take one day at a time, I try not to
look too far into the future for fear of disappointment.
Ginnie: Hi Lisa, I can totally relate to what you
are saying. I have had the same fears and i
do sometimes procrasinate. good luck to you
Scott: Lisa,
Great post! I too was very nervous about starting online
classes but keep telling myself that i can do this. Also
everyone else here is in the same boat. Sometimes it
may not be easy but we will all get through it im sure.
Instructor: Nice to meet you, Lisa!
There is absolutely nothing to worry about. I think
that you will find that by Week Three you will be in
a groove - and it will be smmoooooooothe sailing!
Shannon:
Hi Lisa, well I glad that I am
not the only one that is there first quarter of college. I was being put down, that I could never
do better than being a factory worker or waitress, but now is time to delicate time for myself,
and prove to myself that I am better then all that.
Lisa: Hi Shannon,
Don’t believe everything you hear. You can do anything you set your mind to. I was a factory worker
also.
Lisa’s first post expressed both her excitement and
her “fear of disappointment”. Three of her classmates and I responded with words of encouragement. Shannon represented herself as a similar
other, a possible “Thou”, to Lisa, and Lisa responded
by empowering Shannon. The nature of the types
of speech acts to which students had been accustomed – derogatory, demeaning, etc. - was changing. Students were enforcing and reinforcing their
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choice to positively alter their social worlds by engaging in mutually edifying speech acts. They encouraged one another. This iterative theme of affirming
one another through the medium of the discussion
area became a major theme all quarter.
Understanding the lifeworlds of my students
that quarter helps us understand why encouragement was such a powerful critical moment in the discussion posts. “Lifeworld” is an idea used by Jürgen
Habermas that describes “the vehicle of all knowing”
(Scambler, 2001, p. 12). Reflecting on Habermas’
model, Scambler has written, “Individuals can no
more step outside of their lifeworld than they can their
language” (12-13). Our lifeworlds constitute all that
we understand about ourselves, the worlds in which
we live, and how we engage those worlds. Our lifeworlds are who we are, and our lifeworlds change
as we change. Through the posts written in PDW,
it is evident that students had lifeworlds fraught with
hardship and personal struggle. Also seen is that
they were intentionally changing their lifeworlds, and
were assisting one another along the way. Many
times that quarter threads followed a similar pattern:
Student A:
Statement of pain or fear.
Student B:
Relates. Shares personal example.
Encourages Student A.
Student C:
Relates. Encourages Student A and
B.
Student D:
Relates. Shares personal example.
Student A:
Encourages Student D.
Seen as conversational turns, what is immediately
noticeable is how Student A moves from being the
focus of encouragement to the encourager. As students moved through these roles, they learned that
they can positively affect their own and others’ lives.
However, the PDW classroom was not a closed
system. Each student had a life outside of our virtual classroom, and many faced challenges every
day that threatened to interrupt their success and/
or enrollment in college. Interestingly, sometimes
a situation was at the same time a reason to attend school and a potential reason to un-enroll.
Students discussed family, health, finances, time
management, and other issues. Following are two
posts that students made during the third week of
the quarter when the topic asked students to write
their own stories and explain why they were pursuing their education at this time. These illustrations
are not intended to reflect an entire conversation
or thread, and so the posts have been edited to
highlight the motives and struggles of the students.
Tim:
As a child I excelled in school to a very high
degree. I was in the accelerated programs and even
took foreign language classes starting in the first
grade! However, upon getting to junior high school I
became interested in other things like girls and parties. By high school, I had lost all motivation for getting good grades and only worried about the weekend. As a Senior, I was absent 118 days of school
and graduated with a D+ being my lowest grade in
any class (the next year our school developed an

attendance policy, because of me I’m sure). My principal actually made me a framed certificate for missing the most days in one year in my high school’s
history! Needless to say, I had the intelligence but
lacked the motivation to try harder and go to a prestigious university. After graduating school and being
in the workforce for 10 years now, I’d had enough.
Lisa: My life has not been what I would call good.
I did graduate, but was married before graduation.
A foolish mistake. He never wanted kids. My dream
was to go to college but I decided to have a baby
instead. That’s when everything got really bad. It’s
not my daughter’s fault, I planned her 100%. Her
father changed, and after putting up with physical
and mental abuse for 12 years, i had had enough. I
got a divorce and raised my daughter. Something I
didn’t think I could do without her father. I didn’t feel
like I needed an education to do the factory work I
was doing. After the economy went down hill and I
lost my job, I figured it was the perfect opportunity
to pursue my high school dream. I believe my decision inspired my daughter to do the same. I am
so proud of her! The financial burden worries me
but I am not going to let it discourage me. I am not
sure if I could work and go to school at the same
time. Right now, I really shouldn’t worry about it because there are no jobs here. I really have a rough
time with time management and stress… I will finish my education. I have a lot of support from my
family. I have someone in my life that tells me,
you never finish anything. I will prove him wrong!
The above posts exemplify that students were participants in a larger conversation outside of the
classroom that included past pains, present struggles, and hopes for the future. Students entered into
the PDW classroom with experiences that were not
yet interwoven into one another’s realities. Their
posts initially reflected their own, individual experiences of the worlds in which they live. Once they
shared these experiences through the posts, students’ lives were affected, and even the meanings
of the posts themselves changed. Pearce calls this
interweaving and managing of lifeworlds “contextualization” (2007, p. 101). During that third week of
the quarter, the context of the PDW classroom solidified as one of encouragement. View these same
posts within the threads in which they were written:
Tim:
As a child I excelled in school to a very high
degree. I was in the accelerated programs and even
took foreign language classes starting in the first
grade! However, upon getting to junior high school I
became interested in other things like girls and parties. By high school, I had lost all motivation for getting good grades and only worried about the weekend. As a Senior, I was absent 118 days of school
and graduated with a D+ being my lowest grade in
any class (the next year our school developed an
attendance policy, because of me I’m sure). My principal actually made me a framed certificate for missing the most days in one year in my high school’s
history! Needless to say, I had the intelligence but
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lacked the motivation to try harder and go to a prestigious university. After graduating school and being in
the workforce for 10 years now, I’d had enough. I’m
going to school now and making A’s in all my classes, and have already started a foundation in my life
with having had a child. I have more motivation now
than I have ever had (thanks in part to this class).
No one doubts my abilities to complete these
courses, nor do I, but the test will be the marathon not the sprint. I don’t believe that there will
be to many challenges adjusting to the workload, but the initiative to finish will be the true trial.
Chuck: I wish you good luck Tim! Your story is one
that is familiar to many of us. I’m glad that you have
reached the point in your life that the party is no longer priority. Once you start that uphill climb, you start
to look back and say “what the crap was I thinking!”
Nan: Wow I did that my freshman year, but good
luck Tim.
Instructor: Ah! I really like that thought and will
spend some time thinking about it It’s about the marathon not the sprint...
Neat thought, Tim.
Here is another thread:
Lisa: My life has not been what I would call good.
I did graduate, but was married before graduation.
A foolish mistake. He never wanted kids. My dream
was to go to college but I decided to have a baby
instead. That’s when everything got really bad. It’s
not my daughter’s fault, I planned her 100%. Her
father changed, and after putting up with physical
and mental abuse for 12 years, i had had enough. I
got a divorce and raised my daughter. Something I
didn’t think I could do without her father. I didn’t feel
like I needed an education to do the factory work I
was doing. After the economy went down hill and I
lost my job, I figured it was the perfect opportunity
to pursue my high school dream. I believe my decision inspired my daughter to do the same. I am so
proud of her! The financial burden worries me but I
am not going to let it discourage me. I am not sure
if I could work and go to school at the same time.
Right now, I really shouldn’t worry about it because
there are no jobs here. I really have a rough time
with time management and stress. I always say that
if God brings you to it, he will bring you through it.
God does not give us anything that we cannot handle. I will finish my education. I have a lot of support
from my family. I have someone in my life that tells
me, you never finish anything. I will prove him wrong!
Maria: You go girl!!! You can do it. We are all here if
you need anything. This is such a supportive class.
Lisa: I agree! Thank YOU!!!
Bobbi: good for you Lisa!! just take it one day at a
time and believe in yourself! you CAN do this!!! :)
Scott: Lisa,
Good for you!!! That’s awesome that you are here
right now. It sounds like you’ve been through a lot.
My mother was a single mother as well. My fa-
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ther was never around, and if I do say so myself,
I turned out just fine. We all hit humps in the road,
its just knowing how to get over that hump that
makes us stronger and better people. Congrats
on being here and I know we will all do just fine.
Ginnie: Wow sounds very familiar to me. I had a
child at my high school graduation and was married
as well. He was very abusive and after 5 months of
marriage i filed for divorce. I raised a diabledchild
, due to the abuse during my pregnancy he was
born with C P . I raised my son with the wonderful support of my mother. she was my saving grace
Bill:
Lisa= My inspiration!
When I look at your life, mine aint so bad. But you
sound encouraged, goal oriented. Keep the faith,
love your daughter, be her parent NOT her friend.
Don’t do this to prove him wrong. HE DOESN’T MATTER ANYMORE. Do this because you are a person
of worth and dignity and a blessing to your child. She
will see, through you, that obstacle are put in front
of us to build up character. And remember... “Success happens when Preparation meets Opportunity”
Lisa:
Thank You!!! :)
What was being co-created here? The students
shared their lifeworlds with one another in their
original posts. The responders replied with mutual
self-disclosure. As a class, they encouraged one
another’s choice to change negative lifeworlds by
changing the ratios of speech acts. As Pearce has
noted, there are two ways of doing this: one is to
choose to act in speech acts that affirm our personal choices, and we can also resist speech acts
that do not coincide with what we choose for ourselves (2007, p. 106). Notice how the students at
once relate to one another’s traumatic experiences
and also look together toward a present and a future that is closer to what they choose for their lives.
What continued to unfold that week was a classroom
community in which students and I co-created an affirming atmosphere of trust and passion. The idea of
“support” was a theme that emerged over the course
of the week. I was intrigued by the students’ use of the
word “support”, so I posed a question to the students:
Instructor:
All:
The word “support” has been used a few times this
week.
What does a supporting person do for you? What
do you need from others right now as you begin or
continue this college journey?
Following are a selection of the posts
that were written as replies to my query:
Lisa: A supporting person helps give you the confidence you need. My family supports me, along
the students and instructor in this class. There are
times when you need encouragement to do things
that you don’t want to do or don’t feel like doing.
Scott: I think we need people that we know are going to be there for us no matter what. Especially as we
continue our journeys into college. But with anything
in life its very comforting to know that there is someone
there for you no matter what you are going through.
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It could be a good or bad situation. Also it makes you
feel good knowing that you can be there for people
as well. With a good support system you can do and
overcome pretty much anything life throws at you.
Maria: Support to me is the confidence and positive
feedback you get from people. Always being there
when you have doubt and they put you in check!
This class and instructor have been the biggest
supporters along with my children! Thank you all.
Ron: A supporting person will help me see the
light at the end of the tunnel. I have a few personal issues right now that can easily take away
from my schooling. I would say the most important thing for me that I need from others is support. Friends and family will help me see my
goals the way I do and help me reach them.
Tim:
I don’t need monetary or physical support as much as I need the mental support. This
class helps tremendously in keeping the right
attitude to finish school and strive for the best
grades possible, but a few extra pats on the back
from friends and family members do wonders.
Bill:
A supporting person is vital for inspirational
reasons. For making sure you are continuing on
the straight and narrow. I need to know from others that this is important and not to give up, to keep
moving forward towards the goal. Finding employment would be a boost as well. From the threads
I’ve read, I can see too many of us are in that boat.
Ginnie: A good support system such as family
and classmates helps you to realize your potentail and gives you the strenght you need to finish waht you start and feel good about yourself.
Nan: Right now I’m not receiving the support I need from the people that claim to love me.
So this is hard for me to talk about.
Maria: Hi Nan,
We all support you here. So if you need any help
or just a boost to get your day started remember
we are all here for you.Hang in there girl!
Lakisha:
A Supporting person pushes
you to do your best. They give u encouragement
and amd support you in any way possible. Right
now all I need is mental and emotional support.
Though I am focused and “locked-on” to my goal,
its still nice to know someone has your back and
is there for you when you have the urge to give up.
Instructor:
These replies are really good,
all. Thank you for your ideas and your honesty.
I’d like to add my one cent just for fun For me, support means listening to me and
all my worries - and then asking me, “What
do you need to do to take care of you?”
My husband’s uncle asked me that one night
when I was mulling over a major life decision,
and it rocked me to the core. I ask myself that
question regularly now, and it helps me stay focused on what I want rather than the “downers”.
It also reminds me that I am in control of my life.
Giving and receiving random kindness to and from
strangers boosts me tremendously. Also, I work
around a lot of children during most days, and I feel

like a grand person when I make a little one laugh.
Maria:		
I love that I will try and remember that when I am down.Thanks
In these threads, what emerged was joy for all of
us as we exercised what hooks has termed a “privileged standpoint”, speaking from our own “unique
mixture of experiential and analytical ways of knowing…” (hooks, 1994, p.90). We each boldly shared
our own ideas. We did not rely on scholarly sources
but on the wisdom that we had garnered through
life experiences. Because we engaged one another
in this liberated-liberating way, we freely contributed to the threads and one another’s lives in an
I-Thou paradigm. We showed that we were connected to one another’s stories because of our own
similar histories and aspirations. Notice how many
of the turns talked not about family and friends
outside of the classroom, but how the students
and I could collaborate and were already collaborating to co-create a supportive environment. We
ultimately co-constructed a future that was hopeful and safe for further discussion and learning.
The critical moment in this set of posts was here:
Nan: Right now I’m not receiving the support I
need from the people that claim to love me.
So this is hard for me to talk about.
Maria: Hi Nan,
We all support you here. So if you need any help or
just a boost to get your day started remember we
are all here for you.Hang in there girl!
It would have been simple for Nan’s post to go unanswered. However, Maria replied to Nan’s pain,
encouraged her, and invited her to lean on the class
for support.Had Nan’s post gone unanswered, opportunities for co-creating intimacy would have
been lost, and it is possible that the tone of the
quarter’s posts would have changed for both of
these students as well as the class as a whole.
Discussion
Only a small handful of the posts from that
section of PDW were used in the writing of this paper. Out of the first four weeks (a total of five topics), I pasted here posts made in the first and third
weeks. Thus the story that I am presenting here
is incomplete. Pearce (2007) has referred to the
communication process as episodic (p. 131). His
notion is that our lifeworlds are made up of individual speech acts that are grouped into larger
episodes, which are all part of one story. This concept fits well with the events in PDW. Each student
entered the classroom with her/his own story, and
then out of those individual stories speech acts
were performed. From those performances, new
stories began to unfold. Overarching all of this
was the single story of a classroom community.
As a closing discussion, consider the four questions of CMM mentioned above (Pearce, Spano, &
Pearce, 2009, p. 628) in relation to my students’ and
my experiences in the PDW classroom discussions:
• In description, what are people doing to and
with each other? Out of what context are they
acting?
Into what context are they acting?
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The students and I co-created a sense of encouragement to assist our classmates to seek more whole lives
and to continue to journey of higher education. Each
student brought her/his own lifeworld into the class,
and as our lifeworlds intertwined, we co-created a new
context of a safe space and a dynamic classroom.
• In analysis, how is this social world being made?
The social world was made through online discussion posts that were authentic communication. This
authenticity was reached and reified through I-Thou
dialogue patterns. The students and I treated one another as similar others and allowed ourselves to reveal
ourselves deeply. There was no judgment or other
feedback that could have dampened the experience.
• In critique and intervention, what are people making
together? How can they make better social worlds?
In critique, I noted that not all students participated
equally. Indeed, some students chose not to participate at all and/or to withdraw from the class.
Thus though some individuals were engaged in
the process of co-creating this community, it would
have potentially been an even more profound experience had all of the students participated at
high levels of number and quality of posts. In this
light, a better social world could have been made
had the active participants reached out to their
silent peers/students and overtly, one-to-one,
asked them to join the classroom conversation.
• In action, how can people go forward together?
Students in this and other classes have commented that they will miss the class and that they wish
there were an opportunity to easily stay in touch
with one another as well as continue to practice
and learn concepts published by Lou Tice and
TPI. A quarter is only eleven or twelve weeks long,
and that is not long enough for many of the students to shape new habits that will last a lifetime.
Therefore, an online community of PDW graduates would be ideal. Using a networking website
such as Ning or LinkedIn would provide the space
for continued engagement among the students.
In conclusion, it was exciting to be a part of that
class, and I have at times wondered what lasting
change students have experienced. The only hint
that I have had arrived in an email sent to me from a
co-worker at Acme College. She had talked to Maria
one day and then sent this email to my team, “…
[Maria] told me that his (sic) instructor was amazing! She hated to leave her [PDW class] because
of this instructor. ‘[My instructor] made all students
feel so comfortable with one another, she was extremely interactive and just fantastic to work with’”
(email, November 25, 2009). Maria shared this with
my co-worker more than two months after the end
of the class, and so it could be argued that there is
some lasting effect from the class. However, what I
would like to share with Maria and my peers is that
it was not I, the facilitator, of the class who made
the class so empowering; PDW was empowering
because of how we worked together to co-create
an engaging, empowering classroom experience.
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Abstract

According to Fink (2003, 2004), an integrated educational model requires making careful and deliberate connections among
the goals for learning, feedback and assessment measures of
the goals, and active teaching and learning experiences that
enable learners to achieve the goals. Educators should employ
valid and reliable measurement instruments that allow the most
direct evaluation of their learning goals. This paper describes
one type of measurement instrument, the assessment rubric.
I identify the advantages and disadvantages of three types of
commonly-used rubrics, provide an example of each, and the
design steps that all valid rubrics should have in common. I
conclude by reviewing issues related to establishing validity, reliability, and rater objectivity for educational assessment rubrics.

Introduction

Fink’s Integrated Design Model
L. Dee Fink (2003, 2004) developed an important model for
assisting educators design more coherent courses and learning experiences for their students. His “integrated course design model” (Fink, 2003; 2004) might be more aptly called an
“integrated educational model” because it describes the four
critical elements that come into play whether an educator designs a single hour-long lesson, a course taught over a full
term, or even a multi-course curriculum. The four elements
identified by Fink (2003, 2004) include the goals (or outcomes)
for learning, measures of assessment and feedback by which
achievement of the learning goals can be evaluated, engaging active teaching-learning experiences through which students have ample opportunity to achieve the learning goals,
and, finally, the situational variables that influence the other
three elements (e.g., age and experience of the learners, the
physical setting in which the learning will occur, the number of
learners, the time of day). Fink’s describes his model as “integrated” to the degree that each of the four elements is tightly

connected to each of the other elements (Fink, 2003; 2004).
Fink (2003, 2004) emphasizes that once an educator has
identified the appropriate learning outcomes or goals then
the second step always should be the design of valid and
reliable measurement instruments. These measures enable
the educator validly (i.e., accurately) and reliably (i.e., consistently) to evaluate the degree to which the learners have
achieved the learning outcomes. An active learner must receive regular and timely feedback about her learning to inform and motivate subsequent efforts. At the same time, the
educator needs the feedback from assessment to appreciate the degree to which teaching and learning activities have
successfully helped students acquire the learning outcomes.
Failure of Written Tests as Direct Assessment Measures
In most typical classroom settings, educators traditionally use written tests for assessing student learning. When
well-designed, written tests, particularly those which employ
a wide range of question types designed to evaluate all levels of cognitive achievement ranging from knowledge and
understanding to application, integration, and synthesis
(Bloom, Engelhart, Furst, Hill, & Krathwohl, 1956), can be
appropriate. Unfortunately, many educators do not have the
knowledge, experience, or time to create written tests that
do more than simply test lower-order knowledge of facts.
Many written tests are simply not capable of evaluating the
degree to which a learner has achieved learning outcomes
to a deeper level of learning (Bloom et al., 1956). Too often
from my experience, the numeric assignment (also known as
the “grade”) that is calculated from a written test represents an
arbitrary number with little or no direct relationship to achievement of the learning outcomes. In other words, a high score
on a test may or may not indicate the degree to which students have achieved one or more of the desired learning outcomes. For many students, grades take on a life of their own,
unconnected from what they were actually supposed to have
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learned. This is particularly true when an instructor has created a lower-order factual test that does not reveal how well the
learner can apply or integrate the tested information or illustrate
higher-order intellectual skills such as critical thinking or inquiry.
Rubrics as Direct Assessment Alternatives
An alternative measure that can directly assess the degree of
achievement of student learning outcomes is called a “rubric.”
In fact, the term “rubric” derives from the large red-colored (as
in “ruby”) text used as headings and sub-headings in medieval
hand-copied manuscripts. While the exact etiology is not completely clear, apparently the original purpose of a rubric was to
identify the main topics or divisions in some written tome such
as an outline would do. As an assessment device, a valid and
reliable rubric ought to identify and allow evaluation of the main
elements associated with the specified learning outcomes.
Of course, rubrics can suffer from the same deficits as standard written tests. To the degree that rubrics are not carefully and systematically developed and their validity, reliability, and rater objectivity not fully established, they may fail to
provide an adequate measure of learning that a student has
achieved. When properly designed, however, not only can
rubrics provide more than a simple test score, but they actually can serve both diagnostic and prescriptive functions for
learners and educators alike, allowing both a measure of
evaluation as well as providing invaluable formative feedback.
Three Rubric Categories
Rubrics come in a wide variety of shapes, formats, and designs. For ease of understanding and discussion, I propose
that rubrics can be organized into three fairly simple categories,
based upon their general precision and type of decision that
an evaluator makes in using the rubric. The three categories
include checklist rubrics, quantitative (or numeric) rubrics, and
qualitative (progressive) rubrics. I briefly describe characteristics of each rubric category, provide examples, and discuss
their advantages and disadvantages in the following sections.
Checklist Rubrics. A checklist is the simplest form of an assessment rubric. Readers readily may recognize while perhaps
being surprised that a checklist is, in fact, a measurement instrument. An adequate checklist usually is characterized by
an explicit or implicit declarative statement or question (called
a “decision rule”) that identifies each essential characteristic or
component of the learning artifact being evaluated. Importantly,
each decision rule in a checklist uses a dichotomous assessment choice: yes or no, present or absent, check or no check.
Almost everyone has used some kind of checklist in their personal or professional lives. Versions of checklists are the proverbial “to do” list, the shopping or grocery list, or packing list we
may use before a trip. As an example of a more explicit assessment instrument, I have provided a checklist that I regularly use
as a peer observation instrument when I teach swimming (Table
1). As a matter of personal training and experience, I prefer to
state my “decision rules” as questions to make the desirability
of answering “yes” or “no” more apparent to naïve observers.
The particular checklist in Table 1 is one that I actually give to
students who peer evaluate each other during swimming class.
College students have reported that these checklists for various
swimming skills and strokes are easy to use and extremely valuable in developing their own observation and assessment skills.
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Table 1. Comprehensive checklist rubric for observing the front crawl stroke

Critical Feature

Body Position

Observation Decision Rule Criteria

Is the body in a prone (front) position?

Scoring
Y N

Is the trunk angle near vertical [>45o]?

Y N
Y N

inclined from 45o-20o?
level (less than 20o)?
Arm Action
recovery phase

power phase

Leg Kick Action

Breath Control

Other/Timing

Y N

Does body “wiggle” side-to-side?
Do the arms alternate their action?

Y N
Y N

Do the arms recover over the water surface?

Y N

Are arms flexed and held high at elbow?

Y N

Does “pinkie” finger leave the water first?

Y N

Do thumb/finger tips enter the water first?

Y N

Do arms stretch forward fully during entry?

Y N

Does each hand follow an “S” curve path?

Y N

Does the “catch” sweep outward first?

Y N

Are elbows bent & high during “midpull”?

Y N

Do the hands sweep outward during “finish”?

Y N

Do legs alternate up and down?

Y N

Do heels come to surface of water?

Y N

Do the toes/feet point (plantar flex) at ankles?

Y N

Do knees flex less than 30 degrees?
Does head/face enter the water during stroke?

Y N
Y N

Is head breathing motion done smoothly?

Y N

Are bubbles visible before the head rises?

Y N

Does inhalation come without a pause?
Is there a natural and fluid body roll?

Y N
Y N

Does the kick have an asymmetry?

Y N

Does stroke appear fluid, graceful, smooth?

Y N

For additional examples of checklists, I highly recommend readers consult Western Michigan University’s Center for
Evaluation (http://www.wmich.edu/evalctr/checklists). WSU’s Evaluation Center has compiled an impressive list of examples
of checklists developed for a wide array of purposes and uses. My all-time favorite is a checklist used for developing other
checklists!
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For additional examples of checklists, I highly recommend readers consult Western Michigan University’s Center for Evaluation
(http://www.wmich.edu/evalctr/checklists). WSU’s Evaluation
Center has compiled an impressive list of examples of checklists developed for a wide array of purposes and uses. My alltime favorite is a checklist used for developing other checklists!
The clear advantage of a checklist rubric is its simplicity of construction and ease of decision-making evaluation.
A rater simply has to ascertain whether the particular object, event, behavior, or characteristic is present or absent.
This is probably why checklists are so prevalent for evaluating the completion of many simple chores and tasks.
Obviously, a checklist is only as good as its comprehensiveness
as well as a lack of precision. When items or critical elements
that need to be evaluated are missing from the checklist, then
the checklist is not a particularly valid assessment instrument
for its intended use. Similarly, when the items such as behaviors or events require a degree of precision that exceeds a
dichotomous choice such as a simple “yes” or “no,” then the
checklist lacks reliability and may not be used objectively by
different evaluators. When evaluators find themselves wanting
to choose “maybe” or “sort of” instead of a clear “yes” or “no,”
then a more precise form of rubric than a checklist is needed.
Quantitative Rubrics. Quantitative rubrics probably are the
most-commonly used kind of rubric question in surveys and
other similar kinds of instruments. What I have dubbed the
quantitative or numeric rubric is actually a slightly more precise
version of a checklist. Instead of using a dichotomous choice in
scoring, a numeric or ordinal rubric uses a scale ranging from
three to eleven (or even more). The most recognizable form of
this rubric item is the so-called “Likert scale.” Like a checklist,
quantitative rubrics ought to identify each critical element to be
evaluated and then a scoring decision is applied. Because the
number of choices may range from three or more, a greater degree of precision is possible than when using a checklist rubric.
Quantitative rubrics can take a wide variety of formats including choices that are actually not really numeric such as the
commonly used “strongly agree, agree, neutral, disagree,
strongly disagree” survey question. Some versions of quantitative rubrics provide other qualitative descriptors to match
up with the numeric numbers. The key common characteristics are that quantitative rubrics use three or more category
choices and that decision making occurs along an ordinal
continuum with minimal qualitative descriptions provided.
I have provided a version of a quantitative rubric as Table 2.
Table 2. Simple version of a quantitative rubric used to evaluate
writing quality
Rate the following qualities of writing along the 5 point scale (5
= best quality):
Clarity
5 4
3
2 1
Comprehensiveness
5 4
3
2 1
Inclusiveness
5 4
3
2 1
Authenticity
5 4
3
2 1
Because the quantitative rubric is an elaboration of a checklist, it shares some of the same advantages as well as disadvantages. Each item is relatively simple to construct
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and score. Scoring can easily be tabulated numerically
and recorded electronically. There are many commerciallyavailable software instruments available that allow development, administration, and scoring of quantitative rubrics.
A quantitative rubric has similar drawbacks to a checklist as
well. The quantitative instrument is only valid to the degree that
all appropriate elements and criteria are represented as individual items. While it ostensibly allows greater discrimination
in scoring, such presumed precision may come at the price of
reduced rater objectivity (i.e., the degree to which evaluators
agree on scoring). Because a number along the continuum can
mean something very different among different raters, training
and calibration for raters ought to occur for quantitative rubrics
in order to be reasonably consistent. If the intent is to survey
a wide number of individuals to discern the average, median,
or modal responses, then use of quantitative rubric items may
be quite appropriate. If the purpose of the quantitative rubric
is to provide an objective score to a student, lack of training
can undermine the validity and reliability of that instrument.
Qualitative Rubrics. The third and most sophisticated type of
rubric is what I have designated a qualitative or progressive rubric. In place of a dichotomous choice or a numbered scale, the
qualitative rubric systematically describes the characteristics of
events or behaviors along an ordered continuum. A qualitative rubric that has established the validity and reliability of these qualitative descriptions can provide both diagnostic and prescription
information that serves as formative feedback to both learners
and educators. As long as the changes are correctly ordered
and objectively described, the progressive rubric can diagnose
where the behavior lies along a continuum and then can prescribe
what kind of change is needed to progress further. Neither of the
other types of rubrics offers the precision of feedback information or ability to diagnose and prescribe of a qualitative rubric.
In my personal research work in the field of motor development,
we always have used versions of qualitative rubrics applied as
instruments to describe developmental sequences. I believe the
progressive principles apply similarly between the cognitive and
psychomotor domains: the researcher identifies first the unique
elements, criteria, or components and then proceeds to describe
how each component changes progressively over time. I have
provided one very simple psychomotor example of a progressive
rubric from my research work in aquatic development (Table 3).
Table 3. Example of qualitative rubric: movement component from the Aquatic Readiness Assessment
(ARA) adapted from Langendorfer & Bruya, 1995.
Arm
Propulsion
Action
Step/level			Decision rule		
					
1. No arm action Arms not used in a propulsive action; they
either hang at the side or extend forward
2. Short downward push
Arm pushes downward rapidly
with virtually no backward pulling action; action is short and
rapid with little forward propulsive action
3. Long push-pull paddle
Arm action initially is downward
push, followed by backward pull with arm extension
4. Lift propulsion Arm enters water by driving forward, catching and pulling backward with an ‘S’ pull action, ‘high’ elbow, and
rapid backward acceleration; main propulsion is lift rather than
paddle action
In addition, I am providing the URL to the Association of American Colleges and Universities (AAC&U) website where readers
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can see and even download examples of 15 qualitative rubrics
created as part of the Liberal Education as America’s Promise
(LEAP) and Valid Assessment of Learning in Undergraduate
Education (VALUE) [http://www.aacu.org/value/index.cfm ]. The
VALUE rubrics represent excellent examples of qualitative rubrics intended to validly and objectively measure the Essential
Learning Outcomes (ELOs) identified by AAC&U as important
learning outcomes that all U.S. college students should achieve
before graduating with a baccalaureate degree (Rhodes, 2010).
As with the two previous kinds of rubrics, qualitative rubrics
have both advantages and disadvantages. A validated qualitative rubric has a primary advantage of providing more objective
formative evaluation that is both diagnostic and prescriptive.
The disadvantages are probably equally apparent to readers.
The educator needs to know substantially more about how the
evaluated behaviors change qualitatively over time. In principle,
progressive rubrics require longitudinal validation which can take
a substantial amount of time and effort. A gradual approach to
such validation would seem to make sense. Start by proposing
the elements of the rubric and begin testing it one group of students at a time, saving the results to accumulate them over time.
Hybrid Rubrics. I have described three primary categories of assessment rubric formats. In practice, many assessment instruments represent what I call a hybrid rubric because the overall
instrument comprises several different formats. For many purposes, a hybrid rubric is very much appropriate. I argue that
the type of rubric item should match the goal, intent, and needs
of the specific information being obtained. For example, when
one designs an overall survey instrument, some of the demographic information can very easily represent checklist-type
items while actual survey questions may most appropriately
be quantitative in nature. If diagnostic information is required
for formative evaluation to support student learning, particularly when specific feedback needs to be provided, then using
qualitative or progressive rubric items would be most appropriate. The sophisticated rubric designer indeed ought to mix
and match category types to serve the specific item purposes.
Designing
Rubrics
All three types of rubrics have certain commonalties. These commonalties represent the steps through which educators should
proceed as they create valid, reliable, and objective rubrics for
assessment and feedback purposes. The steps also relate back
to elements of Fink’s integrated design model (2003, 2004).
The perhaps obvious first step before beginning to design an
assessment rubric involves very carefully and explicitly defining what the educator intends to assess. If the student learning
outcomes or specific goals have already been identified, then
this step is complete. If not, identifying the learning outcomes
and all of their specific sub-parts is a necessary first step in the
rubric development process. Once the educator has identified
and written down each element of the learning outcomes, she
needs to brainstorm a “table of specifications.” This “table” lists
each of the elements of the learning outcomes and provides a
relative weighting for each element. The total weighting must
sum to 100% across all elements to be assessed. This step is
important because it recognizes that certain elements may be
more important than other elements and should be given more
weight, either by scoring or by the number of items created.
The specific elements of each learning outcome being assessed
represent the critical dimensions, criteria, or elements that form
the individual items that make up the overall rubric. The reader
will note that regardless of the type of rubric to be created, these
first steps are universal: all valid checklists and rubrics must es-

tablish the content validity of the rubric. This means simply that
the established learning outcomes need to be directly represented as critical elements in the rubric. The next step, determining
the degree of precision and the type of information required
from each item and for the rubric as a whole, discriminates the
type of rubric item and overall rubric that is most appropriate.
Once the educator has decided upon the types of rubric items
that are most appropriate, she creates a working draft of the
rubric. If the first steps have been followed explicitly, then the
working draft of the rubric will take shape readily. For educators designing a qualitative rubric, however, the descriptions
of the ordered, progressive levels within each critical dimension will take much more time and work. I strongly recommend
that novices first satisfy themselves with designing a checklist
or quantitative rubric before proceeding to ultimately design a
qualitative rubric unless they choose to adopt an existing model
such as one of the AAC&U VALUE rubrics (AAC&U, 2012).
The final initial step in creating a rubric is to conduct one or
more pilot tests. An educator might informally request several
colleagues to use the rubric and provide feedback. One might
take a sample of six to ten learning artifacts and apply the rubric
to them, making careful notes where the evaluation was difficult or unclear. Establishing content validity of the instrument is
acceptable initially; ultimately, more rigorous forms of internal
validity, concurrent validity (using another similar instrument),
or construct validity will strengthen the confidence one has in
the results provided by the instrument. In order to evaluate the
consistency with which the instrument provides results, the educator needs to compare her results with those from several colleagues (called inter-rater objectivity), looking not just for high
correlations, but the degree of exact agreement. The educator
also needs to repeat their assessment of the same learning
artifacts to discern their degree of intra-rater objectivity (i.e.,
how well they agree with themselves on different occasions).
Summary
Proponents of the direct assessment of student learning outcomes have called for more valid and reliable assessment measures (AAC&U, 2012; Rhodes, 2010) particularly with respect
to creating more connected and coherent learning experiences
(Fink, 2003, 2004). This paper proposes that any of three categories of rubric (i.e., checklist rubrics, quantitative rubrics, qualitative rubrics) may offer strong alternatives to traditional written
tests as means to enable educators to evaluate the degree to
which learners have achieved student learning outcomes using
higher-order thinking. The paper compares and contrasts the
three categories of rubrics particularly stressing how each can
directly assess learning outcomes using the careful identification of critical dimensions associated with learning outcomes.
Checklists are the simplest and easiest rubric to design, but provide for the least precision of assessment. At the other extreme,
qualitative or progressive rubrics offer the promise of diagnostic and prescriptive power while requiring the most knowledge
and expertise to create them. I have provided an example of
each rubric along with online resources for other examples.
Most importantly, the paper identifies the steps necessary for
initially creating and eventually validating an assessment rubric.
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Abstract
Multiple choice tests have been a staple teaching and assessment mode in university level History courses for many
years. Usually they have been adopted as an efficient means
of assessing large numbers of students (usually at the freshman level). Their detractors insist, with some justification,
that multiple choice tests can only evaluate students’ comprehension of isolated factoids and cannot test students’
grasp of more complex historical themes, processes and
arguments. This paper draws on ten years’ experience in
the use of multiple choice tests and argues that they can
provide an excellent mode of formative and, with appropriate planning and administration, summative assessment.
Introduction
Multiple choice tests have been a staple mode of assessment in university level History teaching for many years.
They are, after all, a relatively quick (though most would argue limited) way of evaluating the academic achievement of
large numbers of students (usually at the freshman level).
The publishers of college textbooks often offer substantial teaching resources, including test banks and instructors
are understandably keen to avail themselves of the assistance these provide. What follows is a brief analysis of the
use of these tests over the last decade in Western Civilization and World History courses at all undergraduate levels.
Informed discussion not only underpins but usefully exemplifies
the scholarly historical enterprise. It has been found that the
classroom discussion arising from the use of multiple choice
tests in formative – rather than summative – assessment is especially generative of quality, higher order learning. In such a
scenario students are far more likely to take risks and expose
their ignorance, both fruitful preconditions for learning. More
significantly, the very fact that a variety of answer options is
immediately presented to learners provokes the engagement
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with a range of possible explanations and invites the complexity
of response which are characteristics of professional scholarship. These pedagogic virtues of the multiple choice question
are often absent in the more open questions usually constructed
to produce and evidence deep learning, as recent research in
pharmaceutical education suggests (Medina, 2010). As “most
students...learn the forms of knowledge and develop the cognitive abilities that they are asked to demonstrate” (Scouller, 1998,
p. 454) in class, there is value in the use of summative examinations in which such learning outcomes are explicitly demonstrated. It is proposed, then, that multiple choice questions be
employed in a manner which affords students the opportunity to
detail at length their rationale for the answer options they choose.
While reflecting here on the teaching and learning of History specifically, it is anticipated that the conclusions adduced will prove
applicable in a number of academic disciplines. Barnett (2009)
insists that “higher education calls for an authentic appropriation
of knowledge on the part of the learner”; and that the process
of attaining any knowledge ( or attempting “to come seriously
to know the world”) inculcates qualities crucial to all scholars
and to all human beings (p. 434). In addition, it is clear that students’ experience multiple choice tests in a variety of disciplines.
Any learning process which alerts them to the kinds of knowing
encouraged and tested in the multiple choice format “provides
a rich opportunity for meta-learning” (Fellenz, 2004, p. 705).
History and Higher Education
Because contemporary students have a variety of educational
backgrounds – and because of institutional pressures to retain
student numbers in later years (Biggs, 2003, pp. 1-3) – History
programmes cannot be as cumulative (in terms of content) as
once they were. Thus, most instructors’ objective is not to prepare students for later level studies in terms of content, but to impart or transmit or model the skills and sensitivities appropriate
to those higher levels. For rather than the simple acquisition of
historical data “it is the process of doing history that constitutes
the core of the discipline”, as Timmins, Vernon and Kinealy point
out (2005, p. 97). This is fundamentally a critical and constructivist process; and history teaching has long recognised this
fact having “shifted its focus from the memorialisation of facts
towards interpretive skills, analysis and investigation” (Bailey
& Hughes-Warrington, 2009, p. 13). Yet the acquisition of basic content remains an important pedagogic objective for two
reasons. Firstly, such enhancement of students’ core historical
knowledge is the source of much learner satisfaction, and thus
functions as an impetus to more exacting learner tasks. More
importantly, this basic data – whether primary sources or secondary interpretation, summary and analysis – also provides the
essential raw material upon which the real skills of the historian
are exercised (Burenheide, 2007, pp. 56-57). Ideally, students
are encouraged to view such historical data as constitutive of
a contested body of knowledge about which there exists scope
for speculation, creativity and re-interpretation. Students earning higher grades will be cognizant of, and able to articulate,
the contested and contestable nature of such content and manipulate it in the creation of complex historical explanations.
Relevant Conceptions of Teaching and Learning
The transmission of core knowledge(s) is, then, a key element of
teaching, but the ultimate point of this transmission is to model
and impart the legitimate ways in which the historian employs
this data. Useful here is Pratt’s “Apprenticeship Perspective”
wherein “teaching is the process of enculturating learners into

a specific community”(1998, p. 43). This community includes
the wider community of professional historians as well as its
subset, the immediate classroom community. These communities of historians have their own norms of procedure and
conceptions of truth. Truth is the outcome of dialogue within
these communities and is always provisional. The classroom
community is ideally one in which the pursuit of this truth is
foregrounded. As Parker J. Palmer says, “…to teach is to create a space in which the community of truth is practiced” (1998,
p. 148). This entails both the minimalization of egoism and the
acceptance of those subjectivities which necessitate dialogue.
Brookfield and Preskill (2005) have thoroughly and perspicaciously enumerated the myriad learning benefits accruing from the use of “discussion as a way of teaching” (See
Appendix 1). Through classroom discussion, it is hoped that
students derive a sense of the thought processes and sensitivities of a more experienced practitioner of historical analysis and communication. Pratt’s “Apprenticeship Perspective” supposes that “authentic” learning can only occur in its
proper “context” or “place of…application”(1998, p. 44). As a
fundamentally discursive discipline, then, one of History’s ‘real
life’ places of application is clearly the classroom community.
In using multiple choice tests it has been found that teaching practice shades over from Pratt’s “Apprenticeship Perspective” to his “Developmental Perspective” in that teaching is predominantly directed to “developing particular ways
of thinking or problem solving” (1998, pp. 45-6). “Most often
this is expressed as helping learners think and problem solve
in ways that resemble expert thinking or problem solving…
Content is the means through which preferred ways of thinking are developed” (1998, pp. 46-7). Students are, of course,
encouraged to articulate their own insights and impressions, prior to an instructor’s input or assistance. Invariably
the teacher learns from this discussion and, ideally, shares
this experience with the class. In doing so the notion is emphasized that one exists in a community of scholars and that
one’s perspectives and knowledges are always incomplete
and provisional and are generated dialogically or communally.
Conceiving of historical scholarship as a fundamentally communal exercise, then, classroom discussion is both a precondition
for, and ready example of, scholarship in general. The following
examines the value of formative multiple choice tests in facilitating the kind of discussion productive of higher level learning.
Multiple choice tests and surface level learning
Clearly, multiple choice tests have pedagogic drawbacks.
As Higgins & Tatham (2003) note: these may include the opportunity they afford students to “guess” a relatively high proportion of correct answers; the tendency for multiple choice
marks to be substantially higher than those achieved on other
forms of assessment; and the failure of such tests to reward
partial knowledge or test a student’s engagement with the
full complexity of a topic. These defects are also noted by
Boulton-Lewis (1995, pp.148-49) and Paxton (2000, pp. 11215). Generally, multiple choice tests are assumed to facilitate
only surface-level learning. A report by the American Historical Association is typical. Its authors maintain that, (especially) with first year students, essays should be preferred to
multiple choice questions as these better enable students to
understand the intellectual approaches specific and crucial
to academic historical study. Such “foundation[al] course[s]
should eschew the ‘one-damn-fact-after-another’ approach
to history, centering rather on historiographical or thematic
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topics” (1990, pp. 13-14). Implicit in such critique is the assumption that multiple choice questions encourage the rotelearning of isolated factoids. Where such raw, unproblematic
and unchanging data are conceived as constituting a subject,
discipline or field of enquiry, learning may be conceived simply
as the transmission of this set of data from teacher to student.
Many History students retain a worrying tendency towards a factoidal notion of their discipline. Multiple choice
tests badly administered seem to confirm them in this.
Derek Rowntree describes an extreme scenario in which
all assessment is by means of multiple choice tests.
‘Because of students’ expectations of such tests, it might suffer
the side-effect of students’ learning to scan the learning experience for factual, testable items, gobbets of detail or technical
terms, rather than looking for the larger, encompassing insights
that might be demanded of them in essays’ (1977, p. 65).
While none of us would countenance the exclusive use of
multiple choice tests to gauge a student’s acquisition of
historical knowledges and skills, Rowntree’s hyperbolic
speculation ought to impress on us the importance of conducting the tests in an informed and sophisticated manner – whether we use them summatively or formatively.
Multiple choice tests and higher level learning
Other scholarship assures us that multiple choice tests can
indeed be used productively. As Paul Ramsden remarks: “You
can use any teaching method in an information transmission
way or in a way that makes [real] learning possible” (2003,
p. 148). Multiple choice tests are especially useful, Ramsden
goes on to say, in class where extended discussion of answers
can be a very efficient form of feedback, especially in large
classes (2003, p. 188). A major rationale, then, for the use of
in-class multiple choice quizzes, is as a mode of formative assessment defined by Sadler as “assessment that is specifically
intended to provide feedback on performance to improve and
accelerate learning” (1998, p. 77). Higgins and Tatham argue
that multiple choice questions can be of value in at least two
ways. Firstly, such tests can be useful “for formative assessment
throughout a unit”; and secondly, as a compulsory section on
an end of course examination, they can enable “efficient testing across a greater range of the syllabus” than allowed by “a
large number of compulsory essays or problems” (2003, p. 3).
While multiple choice quizzes are usually regarded as encouraging lower-order or surface-level learning, Biggs reminds us
that not all forms of “memorization” evidence a “surface approach” to learning: “…verbatim recall is sometimes entirely
appropriate, such as learning lines for a play, acquiring vocabulary, learning formulae ”(1999, p. 14). Even if one conceives
all multiple choice questions as simply testing seemingly isolated facts, those that appear to do so provide students with
essential information from which they can construct – and
with which they must construct – larger patterns of meaning. Such facts are the vocabulary with which a specific kind
of conversation is conducted. Or, to enlarge upon Biggs’ theatrical example, such facts are the lines with which a student
may, with a degree of licence, interpret a character, so to speak.
Moreover, as students are encouraged to contemplate the wider
ramifications and significations of such apparently isolated facts,
it is possible, suggests Biggs, to “…explicitly bring out the structure of the topic or subject” in a way that is characteristic of a
“deep approach” to learning (1999, pp. 16-17). Indeed, the use
of multiple choice questions in class discussion often proves
the most effective way of demonstrating the complexity of historical enquiry. Firstly, discussion of the answers (and often the
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questions) can help emphasize the inadequacy of simple binary
answers to the vast majority of meaningful historical questions.
Secondly, psychological research suggests that when given a
range of answer options to choose from and required to find the
best answer, students employ more sophisticated forms of reasoning. Such evaluation of options constitute a higher order of Sigel’s “distancing strategies” (Bibace, R., et. al. 1999, pp. 28-29).
“[Sigel]...details the use of psychological distance, or distancing,
as an
intervention in which expert-others pose questions...in
ways that create an
appropriate level of distance between what an individual knows and what he
or she is still
working to understand” (Cocking & Renninger, 1993, p. ix).
The confrontation by a range of answer options in the multiple choice quiz (and the instruction to evaluate their relative
strengths) creates in turn a range of distancing acts whereby
an “inner tension” is created in the student thereby ultimately
“activating mental transformation”(Sigel, 1993, pp. 142-43).
Teaching Practice: Learning Outcomes and Activities
The following discussion refers to courses composed of three
50 minute classes per week. Two of these classes are devoted
to traditional-style lectures and the third to a more unstructured
tutorial/workshop format. In these workshop classes multiple
choice questions are used as “adjunct questions”, defined by
Crooks as “questions inserted before, during, or after a written passage that students are to study” (1998, p. 450). Students are given a series of multiple choice questions related
to stipulated chapters of the textbook and to material covered
in previous lectures. The quizzes thus provide necessary continuity between the course’s various component activities.
Students are given 15-20 minutes to work on the quiz – individually or collaboratively, as they choose – and are encouraged to use their textbooks. For the last 20-30 minutes of the
class the questions and answers are discussed as a group.
Students’ performance of the tests and ensuing discussion provides an opportunity to elicit and model professional responses
to historical questions. Such responses are invariably more
complex, detailed, discursive and qualificatory than the simple
right/wrong, binary answers traditionally associated with multiple
choice questions. So while it is intended that students acquire
some basic factual knowledge, it is also intended that they appreciate such factoids as the raw material rather than the end
product of historical enquiry. In addition to the desire to instil basic vocabulary, then, the intention of the in-class multiple choice
questions is mainly to encourage learning defined by Pratt as “…
as a change in the quality of one’s thinking rather than a change
in the quantity of one’s knowledge” (1998, p. 47). This qualitative change is readily summarized as that which proceeds from
basic factual recall to a comprehension off the ways in which
such data or evidence may legitimately be reconfigured and
deployed so as to provide sophisticated explanations of historical phenomena. Biggs’ (1999, pp. 37-40) SOLO (Structure
of the Observed Learning Outcome) taxonomy best describes
the generic learner’s acquisition of understanding as proceeding from knowledge of basic content to a position in which that
content is perceived, manipulated and configured more extensively and with greater degrees of complexity and sophistication. Biggs’ SOLO taxonomy is used to structure workshop class
activity and evaluate learning outcomes, as discussed below.
The historical explanations sought in class are those which
take account of a variety of basic data and a variety of possible interpretations of that data. Classroom discussion of
multiple choice items is herein invaluable as the existence of
plausible answer options foregrounds the possibility of a vari-
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ety of valid opinions which can and must be explicitly articulated
and debated. Having to respond to a range of specific putative
truths generates an uncertainty, “tension” or “‘disequilibrium’”
(Bateman, 1990, p. 181) which is invariably productive of quality learning and of that “deep and personal encounter with
knowledge [which] calls for and helps to nourish certain ethically worthwhile forms of human being” (Barnett, 2009, p. 435).
The ensuing section details the kind of response sought to a
typical multiple choice question used in a level 2 course on
Western imperialism. It is imperative that time is spent selecting out the question-answer units that are most productive of
higher order learning and that specific learning outcomes are
prescribed. In working through a question prior to class the
instructor discovers a concept or set of concepts with which
students ought to achieve familiarity upon completion of the
exercise. Ensuring this outcome usually requires the construction of additional questions (Welty, 1989, p.42) which
are injected into the discussion at the appropriate juncture.
Q. In Africa, the Great Depression resulted in all of the following
except
[A] an enhancement of self-rule for most Africans.
[B] widespread unemployment among educated elite.
[C] hardship and discontent among the African masses.
[D] a sharp rise in hostility toward whites.
(This question was taken from the CD Instructor Resources
package associated with McKay, J. P., Hill, B. D., Buckler, J., &
Ebrey, P. B. (2004). A History of World Societies. Boston: Houghton Mifflin.)
The answer is A. Students with relevant basic knowledge are
aware that African self-rule did not begin to occur until well after World War 2. Indeed, lectures in this course had devoted
considerable time to discussing Kwame Nkrumah, leader of the
first African state to attain independence in 1957. As a consequence, students possessing a very rudimentary knowledge
of such historical factoids could render a correct response. It
is impressed on students, then, that a satisfactory answer
is one which, as a minimum, explains why A is correct and
why B, C and D are incorrect. Having the students approach
the topic thus in terms of the question and all the answer options requires a response to a series of implied questions, viz.,
What impact did the Great Depression have on:
(a) self-rule for most Africans?
(b) employment levels among educated Africans?
(c) the economic condition of most Africans?
(d) African attitudes to Europeans?
Providing a factual (evidential) response to each of these implied
questions can be regarded as satisfying “multistructural” learning as proposed by Biggs (1999, p. 39). Insisting that all such
opinion be sourced to the text or lecture notes reinforces the
fundamental evidentiary requirements of historical scholarship.
Students can be encouraged to explore the ways in which B, C
and D indeed were legitimate consequences of the Depression.
Appreciating this requires knowledge of the basic economic
relationships of metropolis to colony and of the effects of the
Great Depression on both. D - There was indeed “a sharp rise
in hostility to whites” because economic downturn in the metropolis meant industrial redundancies therein. Therefore, there
was less need for the raw materials produced by the colonies, so
orders were cancelled or diminished. At the same time, and for
the same reason, the price of manufactured imports to African

colonies increased. This inflation clearly led to “hardship and
discontent among the Africans” (C), particularly among the “educated elite” (B). Most so-called “uneducated” Africans worked
in the primary sector at a subsistence level – colonialism had
changed little for them. In contrast, many (Western-) educated
Africans had positions of some responsibility and prestige in the
colonial economy and bureaucracy: this existed in direct proportion to the scale of metropolitan economic involvement. The
“uneducated” Africans had much less to lose from the economic
downturn. Moreover, the educated elite had a better grasp on
the historical and political reasons for their economic vulnerability. They were also aware of European political models, ideals
and tactics. The experience of the Depression (among other
things) helped create a newly radicalised indigenous leadership.
In thus exploring why A was the correct answer (and B, C and D
were incorrect answers), students become aware that although
the Great Depression ultimately was a factor in the development of self-rule for Africans, in itself, and in the immediate
term, it didn’t enhance self-rule. It did, however, emphasise or
enhance Africans’ perception of the need for independence.
On this basis, then, students begin to approach Biggs’ first
stage of qualitative learning, the “relational” stage. This occurs
where comparison and evaluation of multistructural responses
produce a “contribution to the topic as a whole” (Biggs, 1999,
p.39). In this case, the topic suggested by the question and
answer options may be expressed by the broader question,
“What were the causes of African colonial independence in the
twentieth century”? Students attaining this stage appreciate that
no matter how disaffected Africans had become as a consequence of the Depression, further causes need to be sought
for the actuality of political independence. These include: (i)
the financial stress incurred by colonial powers like France
and Britain as a consequence of World War 2; (ii) changing attitudes to the morality of colonialism; and (iii) real or perceived
communist support for indigenous anti-colonial movements.
Attainment of the final stage of qualitative learning, the “extended abstract” is indicated by the application of the subsuming
explanation of the particular topic – African decolonization – to
broader or extrinsic phenomena. As Biggs puts it: “The coherent whole is conceptualized at a higher level of abstraction and
is applied to new and broader domains” (1999, p. 39). This
might be expressed by the following question: What factors
contributed to twentieth century decolonization? These causes
constitute the extended abstract learning outcome in that they
summarize decolonizing processes in Africa and, by extension,
other parts of the world such as South Asia. Students attaining
this level would be able to point to ways in which the characteristics of colonialism and decolonization were replicated in parts
of the world other than Africa. For example, as the Depression
helped to create a newly radicalised indigenous leadership
in Africa, an almost identical process occurred in South Asia
where the Western-educated indigenous elite included people
like Mohandas Gandhi, (the first Indian prime Minister) Jawaharlal Nehru and (the ‘father’ of Pakistan) Mohammed Ali Jinnah.
Students might even be able to make some general abstract
comments about current instances of the imposition of foreign
power – for example, the placement of Western troops in Iraq
and Afghanistan. Students could observe that sufficient conditions for the withdrawal of this foreign influence include factors
common to the decolonization experience, such as financial
stress on the occupying powers and concerns over the morality of occupation, as well as the disaffection of the occupied.
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Conclusion
Clearly, the traditional use of multiple choice questions in final
summative examinations encourages factoidal, surface learning. Yet multiple choice questions can be employed profitably by
allowing students to respond to questions in the same complex
and discursive ways they do in class. That is, by providing an
opportunity for them to detail their reasons for selecting option
A, B, C or D and any comment they might wish to make on the
adequacy or otherwise both of the answer alternatives and the
question. Without elaborating, Ramsden (2003, p.186) advocates just such a hybrid approach, as does Rowntree: “Actually,
there’s no reason why we should not combine multiple-choice
and essay, inviting the student to add short notes explaining
his choices” (1977, p. 157). As demonstrated above, such an
approach foregrounds the distancing acts through which higher-order learning occurs and thus evaluates and rewards the
process whereby students come to knowledge. While such summative exams cannot replicate the learning occurring during the
discussion process undergone in the formative exercise, it may
be hoped that the skills modelled, practised and enhanced in
the latter would better enable students under exam conditions
to produce high-order responses. Indeed, as History is a fundamentally discursive discipline, it is not clear that the sensitivities, skills and procedures of the professional historian can be
learned in any other way than through classroom discussion.
As Mitchell remarks of the process whereby students learn the
techniques of Socratic discussion: “As with playing a game, an
abstract comprehension of both the skills required and the rules
governing that activity is an advantage but one cannot effectively
learn how to play a game without actually playing it.” (Mitchell,
2006, p. 192).Of course, employing and evaluating multiple
choice tests in the hybrid fashion suggested above perhaps
defeats the purpose for which they were initially invented: the
rapid summative assessment of large numbers of students. But
if one is to insist (as most do) that History is a difficult subject,
then one cannot complain that there exists no simple way to
teach or assess it adequately. Multiple choice tests are a useful tool in pursuing the objectives of university History teachers.
Firstly, they enable students to observe and practice the analytical and discursive skills of the professional historian; secondly,
they draw attention to the complexity of historical explanation;
and thirdly, they cement key data either crucial to, or illustrative of, a subject’s major themes. In general, the analysis and
discussion of multiple choice questions instantiates the general
skills pertaining to – and to be developed throughout – the whole
of a course. Thus, classroom work on, and discussion of, the
tests can be perceived, in part, in terms of what Palmer calls the
“holographic logic” of intellectual (in this case, historical) enquiry; for “…every discipline has a gestalt, an internal logic, a patterned way of relating to the great things at its core” (1998, pp.
122-23). Multiple choice tests can thus profitably be employed
as a means of formative and even summative assessment.
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Appendix 1
From Brookfield and Preskill (2005, pp. 21-22) .
FIFTEEN BENEFITS OF DISCUSSION
1. It helps students explore a diversity of perspectives.
2. It increases students’ awareness of and tolerance for ambiguity or complexity.
3. It helps students recognize and investigate their assumptions.
4. It encourages attentive, respectful listening.
5. It develops new appreciation for continuing differences.
6. It increases intellectual agility.
7. It helps students become connected to a topic.
8. It shows respect for students’ voices and experiences.
9. It helps students learn the processes and habits of democratic
discourse.
10. It affirms students as cocreators of knowledge.
11. It develops the capacity for the clear communication of ideas
and meaning.
12. It develops habits of collaborative learning.
13. It increases breadth and makes students more empathic.
14. It helps students develop skills of synthesis and integration.
15. It leads to transformation.
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Pirates of the Caribbean and Melville:
Using popular culture to interrogate the
high western canon
Carolyn Fortuna, Ph.D.
Rhode Island College
Carolyn Fortuna is a New England public high school English teacher, a new literacies
scholar, and an instructor in
the Introduction to Classroom
Research at Rhode Island
College in Providence. Her
research is grounded in educational reform around social
justice and digital media tools
and technologies. As a master
teacher, Carolyn infuses multigenre, multimodal, and transcultural instruction into the classroom
and has published five articles on media literacy. She is finishing
her first book, which has a working title of “Play Ball! Inspiring
Literacy Learning through the Analysis of Media Sports Texts.”
U.S. public school teachers are caught among many conflicting forces. In an era of accountability, high stakes testing can seem the sole indicator of a child’s progression as a
learner. Yet we must educate all children from pre-school
(age four) through secondary school (age eighteen) in conjunction with a mandated curriculum. State legislators,
district administrators, school principals, and families regularly exert pressure on us to achieve extraordinary goals.
And then there are the students themselves. Many youth have
difficulty with literacy that is contained within an “idealized, printcentric environment” (D.E. Alvermann & McLean, 2007, p. 10)
grounded in the western canon, which comprises a compendium of work that has been influential in shaping western culture.
Early in my career as a public school English teacher, I became
torn as I saw students struggle --- again and again --- with these
power and identity stories told predominantly by white, AngloSaxon males. Student voice and discourse around non –dominant persons --- those whose race, gender, class, religion, heritage, ability, or sexual orientations lay outside dominant western
practices --- was little more than a token occurrence. Students
and non-dominant persons had been Othered, or relegated
to status of “us versus them” within a western binary system.
I saw teaching a curriculum-mandated, high canonical text
like Billy Budd (Melville, 1924/ 1998) as an opportunity to create a “third space that is hybrid and open to intersections of
multiple, divergent cultural resources and meaning” (Encisco,
2007, p. 70) and which might disrupt commonplace discursive channels and boundaries. I contend that, through infusing
multimodal, multiliterate, and transcultural foundations for social justice in the classroom, students can create meaningful
literacy practices. Two research questions guided this study.
First, how would students respond to popular culture as serious educational discourse (Freire, P. and Giroux, H., 1989) in
the public school classroom? Second, how would frontloading
sociocultural terminology through popular culture analysis help
students to interrogate the print-centric, high western canon?
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The setting for this six-week teacher-researcher study was an
eastern U.S. suburban public high school, and the participants
were primarily white, European-American, and upper-middle
class youth in two senior honors English classes. To plan for
the unit, I revisited Melville’s existential assumptions as contained in the Billy Budd primary text. Existential assumptions
are meanings which can be logically inferred from features of
language. Melville described the world according to binaries,
or pairs of unequally valued terms in which the higher value
is associated with masculinity and the second with femininity,
and Mendick (2005) argues that young people locate themselves in a series of inter-related gendered binary oppositions. Remembering also how McLaren (1992) contends that
“one cannot simply give primacy to experience without taking
into account how experience is structured and power produced
through language” (p. 7), I decided that a focus on dialogicality through sociocultural analysis could help my students gain
distance on experience, power, and language. We would
seek transformation (Shor, 1993) through interrogation of
Melville’s existential assumptions around a world of binaries.
Second, in a small pool of midnight light over my desktop, I
researched and considered a wide array of Billy Budd recontextualizations including digital sources, newspaper and magazine articles, song lyrics, comic books, and video games. To
conduct my research, I identified key terms that might connect
Melville’s high canonical print text to my students’ contemporary popular and media culture texts. I wanted my students to
think about culture, that is, their own shared ways of knowing,
thinking, and believing in a symbol-saturated (Lakoff & Johnson,
1980) world. Themes around “maritime,” “justice,” and “identity”
pointed to key terms of “mutiny,” “rebellion,” and “resistance.”
Borrowing from Hall’s (2003) argument that seemingly straightforward media telecasts decode in a “hegemony of the dominant code“ (p. 515), I chose Disney’s Pirates of the Caribbean:
The Curse of the Black Pearl (Verbinski, 2003) film to introduce
Billy Budd. Hegemony is a contention over particular visions
and representations of the world as having universal status.
In the first two minutes of this Disney film, a many-masted sailing ship eerily enters and envelops the misty frame. A young
girl sings softly to herself from the bow. A sailor comes forward
and hushes the child, Elizabeth Swann. Her father, the Governor, appears. The sailor mutters about having a female on
board. An officer states, “Any man who flies under a pirate flag
will get what he deserves.” After viewing the 20-minute exposition, students discussed their impressions in assigned small
groups with a series of questions for critical literacy as well
as an explicit list of sociocultural terminology to guide them.
Abby: This is the best film! Everyone should watch it.
Debby: It’s a film about pirates.
Reggie: Ships. Hanging. It puts us in the action of the
events involved. It’s written in a pirate narrative. Next:
it’s ‘English’ words.
They’re imaginary characters.
Abby’s first response to the topic of “pirates” reflected her innocence and imagination, yet Giroux (1999) argues that “Disney promotes conservative ideas and values as the normative
and taken-for-granted” (p. 34). Abby was part of an audience
that embraced the film’s dominant ideologies as normal ways
of thinking. Debby and Reggie interrogated the Disney text
through traditional narrative structure, reproducing the New
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Criticism analysis with which they had public school success.
Donnie: Are we to take this as a learning activity or entertainment?
Lisa: To entertain.
“Through the experience of entertainment, the world wires
us for involvement,” explain the anthropological psychologists Hunter and Csikszentmihalyi (2003, p. 29). Lisa drew
on the pleasure principle to inform her academic discourse, in
which her engagement with a familiar, comfortable text contrasts with a text that unsettles the reader or which produces
a bodily reaction such as fear or resentment (H. Giroux & Simon, 1989; Hamston, 2004). Donnie, conversely, stopped to
pose a question about my pedagogical goals; he was prepared
to distance himself critically from the text. His comment cued
me to interject new guidance and dialogicality; I suggested
that students consider the contextual elements of the film.
Caleb: What is ‘contextual’?
Caleb needed his knowledge base to be activated, constructed,
and made meaningful (Polanyi, 1958), so, instead of rejecting a
term that was not part of his inner vocabulary, he posed a question.
His action demonstrated an investment in popular culture textual
analysis enough to take an academic risk in front of his peers.
BJ: ‘Who sets the standard for the text?’ So, do you mean people in the text?
Jonathan: So, ‘who sets the standard for the text? The
characters in the text? No? So, it’s the people outside in our society? Like the producer? Like Disney?
BJ and Jonathan stepped outside a Disney revisionist world history and considered how composers create characters according
to particular ideological views. They were on the way to see how
some actors have the capacity to exercise social power, domination, and hegemony. These early conversations shaped students’ interpretations of implicit assumptions within ideological
messages and instilled mechanisms for deeper metacognitive
self-awareness. Their next step was to create a visual that represented their group’s sociocultural interpretation of the Disney text.
Benny:
We made a spectrum.
Here to the left
are the characters that most adhere to the society.
Brandy: Governor Swann contrasts against his daughter. She seems more willful. She’s more likely to come
out of character and say, like, ‘Hey, how are you?’ to Will
Turner and others not in her class. The governor doesn’t
approve of that. He wants to impose English traditions
and beliefs, like the dress, which is the latest fashion.
Audrey: A pirate is expected to be the lowest of the low. And
there are even expectations for this lowest level of society. Yet
it is the pirate’s genius and confidence that they are able to recognize. He doesn’t regard rules at all, but he keeps his own
set of rules. Which is strange, because it seems that the other
level of the spectrum loses themselves. Individuality through all
that gets reached through disobedience rather than obedience.
Benny, Brandy, and Audrey recognized the paradoxes of upper class (aristocrats), middle class (soldiers), and lower class
(tradesmen) as depicted in the film. These would be the same
types of paradoxes students would later critically identify in
Melville’s Billy Budd. Through a “spectrum,” they indicated
that each Disney character had distinct qualities that placed
her or him on a special point on a social hierarchy. Gender
distinctions in which father “contrasts against his daughter”
point to patriarchy within family dynamics and led Brandy to
describe imposition of “traditions and beliefs.” Audrey extended the group discourse to apply stratification, in which the pirate “doesn’t regard rules at all” but also reaches individuality
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“through disobedience rather than obedience.” They described
ways that gender distinctions played out in a narrative of rituals
that play forward to today’s society, translated their own lives
within social hierarchies to the film, and identified resistance
and rebellion to hegemonic ideologies through class struggles.
Casey: The women had less power. They’re expected to
just sit there and look pretty. They aren’t given much of a
voice. They were sometimes maids: passive observers.
Connie: The men had more power: all men were either lieutenants or guards. They push the women around.
Casey confidently asserted her own academic contributions,
in contrast to the depiction of film’s heroine as silenced; Casey
had her own early struggles in my classroom as an uncertain
student in the honors track. Connie’s identification of gender
divisions, active individuals, and passive recipients would build
throughout the study, as she moved from identifying designations of females to lower strata careers, to lack of agency,
and, eventually, to sociocultural coding of her observations,
interpreting gender power imbalances as institutional tensions.
Next, moving deeper into sociocultural analysis, the students
read the high canonical text, Billy Budd and decoded its complex sentence design, archaic vocabulary, elusive symbolism, quixotic allusions, and unfamiliar maritime terminology.
We set a background for reading, offered hints for decoding,
paraphrased methodically, shared close readings, read and
discussed in short chunks, and reflected through interpretive writing assignments. I explained how the protagonist
was a metaphor for thousands of impressed European sailors. To play forward the protagonist’s life circumstances, we
read articles in Yes! magazine about students who, although
as equally hard-working and intellectually talented as my students, fight impoverishment, experience racial stereotyping,
and possess few opportunities for meritocratic success. We
constantly revisited our critical analyses of Pirates of the Caribbean and reconnected constructs of power, class, and gender.
Each student’s final assessment was a scientific research
poster, whose novelty of format was partially derived from its
multimodal, popular, and media culture sources (Kress, 2000).
Each student designed an argument statement and supported
it with textual and peer-reviewed research excerpts, artistry/
creativity/ graphic compositions, and a public performance.
Casey: Claggart. His urge to push Billy to failure. Billy Budd is just
a young and innocent boy who is forced to take place in fictitious
life, and Claggart forces him to participate in that type of life. He
knew nothing about creating false stories. Although innocence is
commonly viewed as a positive attribute, it often leads to demise.
He was dragged into a conjured situation created by Claggart.
First, Casey interrogated “innocent” Billy as a metaphor of a “fictitious life” due to his inability to design a narrative in “false” ways.
The structures she interrogated were based on dominant ideologies to which Billy Budd, Elizabeth Swann, and Casey herself
were Outsiders. She transcended academic fears of being less
prepared, qualified, or capable, and, instead, offered a dynamic
and fascinating recontextualization in which power invites corruption, in which a mythology of innocence perpetuates hegemonic
societal structures, and in which many individuals are prohibited
from achieving agency through disparate distribution of justice.
Caleb: Throughout the novella Billy Budd, Herman Melville is
able to portray that men are not exclusively one way or the other,
but rather they can express many qualities both male and female.
Titled, “The Real Man,” Caleb’s research poster was rich was
imagery: magazine cut-outs of male torsos, a white policeman
in uniform, a white male with cloth biker jacket over jeans, a

white male with rippling stomach muscles, a white male with a
mop of blonde hair, Jacoby Ellsbury of the Boston Red Sox at
bat, a white male in camouflage with green beret hat tipped to
the side, and a pig-pile of football players. Another magazine
cutout said, “Wild.” The middle section feature the text title and
a white heterosexual couple with the handwritten subtitle: “It
will never be me.” Caleb, openly gay, challenged the validity and consistency of heteronormative discourse and focused
on non-heteronormative sexualities and sexual practices. He
controlled his selection of “certain structural possibilities and
the exclusion of others (Fairclough, 2003, p. 23) in connection
with his self-description as “one of the only people in school
that actually feels comfortable with themselves; so much, to
the point where they are able to identify with their sexuality at
the age of sixteen. I am a white, middle-class, American, gay
teenager.” Caleb’s critique included discussion of the role of
performance in creating and maintaining identity and the socially constructed interrelationship of sexuality and gender.
Jonathan: Members of society are transformed into machines
that only see the actions and are incapable of understanding emotions, thought, and reasoning behind one’s actions.
Also this shows that societal ideology limits one’s response
to situations, allowing for only one acceptable way…. They
are tools of society and hierarchy… As society continues to
move away from and destroy nature due to technological advances, modernization, and imperialistic ideology, humanity loses its organic identity, innocence, and individuality that
are embedded in its coexistence with nature, resulting a
mechanical, corrupt, and unnatural society. People are forgetting and turning away from their natural identity and finding a false security in the structure and conformity of society.
Jonathan, as captain of the Mock Trial team, avid history student, lacrosse player, and my student in both his junior and senior years, transcended a revisionist view of colonial history to
play forward how Billy Budd exemplified institutions, systems,
and structures within contemporary U.S. society. Jonathan
decried the objectification of humans and subjugation of some
individuals for the betterment of dominant power: “Members
of society are transformed” from an essential, natural self into
“machines” altered by messages. He called upon constructs of
nature to analogize a society gone awry into anarchy. Jonathan
fluidly interconnected media messages, technology, persuasion,
terrorism, and “Othering” so as to acknowledge that symbol
systems enforce a “mechanical, corrupt, and unnatural society.”
Brandy --- one of five students to live in a single-parent home,
one of three students whose family rented their residence,
and the only student who never met her father --- drew together Depp’s non-dominant depiction of a male in Pirates of
the Caribbean, the all male ensemble in Billy Budd, and her
own social experiences to create meaningful literacy practices.
Brandy: Society views itself as civilized, seeks to eradicate all
trace of behavior that might suggest otherwise (i.e. mutinies).
Vere, Claggart, and Billy show signs of latent homosexuality, an
aspect that would divide them from regular “civilized society” if disclosed. Vere and Claggart attempt to suppress their true desires
due to societal customs, while Billy is either oblivious or unaware
of the sexual circumstances. Capital punishment/ human sacrifice is a tool used by a judgmental society to oppress the weaker
or undesired human subgroups (i.e. homosexuals). Billy’s individuality continues even in death --- his corpse does not display
the common muscular spasm (erection) that a hanging induces.
According to Brandy, a “civilized” society elicits conformity of
sexuality behaviors to the point where it “seeks to eradicate,”
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can “divide,” “suppress,” “sacrifice,” and “oppress” those who
act according to their “true desires” of sexuality. No longer
forbidden topics for Brandy, sexuality’s institutionalized character and profound social implications, the centrality of the
material body, and the weight of practice/practicing were elements of her academic discourse. The critical literacy classroom became a site of information, intrigue, and interrogation
for Brandy, who was able to read Billy Budd through her own
world and engage in authentic and meaningful literacy practices.
Regardless of socioeconomic class, race, or gender, all
students have tremendous abilities to be critical readers of their worlds when offered the tools for success. From
a Freireian (1992) perspective, this study required learners to struggle for academic success, “not as a closed world
from which there is no exit, but as a limiting situation which
they can transform” (p. 34). Our lives as practitioners and
our connections to students as partners, members of cultural communities, and political citizens are intertwined richly.
Critical analysis of the first two minutes of Pirates of the Caribbean reveals hegemonic messages of youth and mistrust
(Apple, 2004; Brantlinger, 1991; Ghosh, et al., 2007; Raby,
2002), patriarchal structures as dominant in western society
(Gilligan, 1977; Martin, 1994), hierarchies of power as means
to negotiate identity (Foucault, 1980; McIntosh, 1997; Shor,
1992), and colonialism’s ugly roots (H. Giroux, 2008a, 2008b;
Solnit, 2004). Disney recontextualized the Billy Budd narrative
by re-envisioning colonial history (Zinn, 1997, 2009); by drawing on its entertainment goodwill --- derived from corporate
monopolies of theme parks, toys, clothing, television, and film-- through the pleasure principle (Barthes, 1975; H. Giroux &
Simon, 1989; Hamston, 2004); and, by invoking metaphors of a
golden era of the western world that, according to Giroux (1999,
p. 5), was grounded in an “ability to tap into the lost hopes,
abortive dreams, and utopian potential of popular culture.”
Multimodality in the research posters extended traditional
narrative analysis of Billy Budd to include signification and
communication through visual images, also called semiotics. Events were mediated through practices of student presentations and practices of assessment in public education.
Three major themes emerged from this study. First, popular
culture film viewing allows a rich vocabulary around images
and critical interpretations. Second, hybridity of public school
literacy practices introduces discourse around hegemonic structures in society. Third, popular culture in the classroom helps
to highlight authentic literacies of students’ out-of-school lives.
The first point of discussion is that a consequence of explicit
instruction in the grammar of film can lead to what British cultural
theorist Stuart Hall (2003) refers to as “an oppositional reading”
and a “struggle in discourse” (p. 517). When we invite students
to accommodate a grammar of film, we have the potential to accentuate the linguistic and cultural competence of our students
as they gain familiarity with codes of the dominant contemporary
culture. They can begin to interrogate and innovate their own
language use in the same way that filmmakers transform literary
semiotics, or the symbolic imagery in literary texts. Through a
grammar of film, educators can refresh, reinvigorate, and validate literacy studies so that film texts of all kinds can become
pathways for students to make relevant meanings of their visual worlds and, consequently, the often difficult high western
canon. The second point of discussion concerns how film can
introduce discourse around hegemonic structures in society.
Students were able to identify, deconstruct, and interpret dominant ideologies through critical literacy praxis and the infusion
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of popular culture texts into a mandated curriculum of the high
western canon. Students produced new meanings, including
acknowledgment of and resistance to hegemony. The third
point of discussion demonstrates the potential strong link between authentic literacies of students’ out-of-school lives and
the public school. Students in this study reflected on the pleasures they experience from mass media and popular culture;
they produced their own multimedia texts; described how popular culture texts produce certain relations of power and gendered identities; identified media messages in everyday experiences; and, became stronger readers and writers as they built
literacies within and beyond the traditional high western canon.
Teachers today must help youth to locate spaces both inside
and outside school where they can absorb and practice twentyfirst century literacy structures. As Duckworth (1996) notes,
“Wonderful ideas do not spring out of nothing. They build on
a foundation of other ideas” (p. 265). Multimodal, multiliterate, and transcultural cores possess great possibilities for
emancipatory literacy learning. We live in a world that now
demands the ability to engage in meaning-making processes
from combinations of video, audio, and print representations.
I view education as a process in which students learn to be
critical citizens in a dynamic democratic society. Critical analysis of a contemporary Disney text about military and maritime
life assisted students in their decoding difficulties of the Melville
texts and, so, opened up spaces for dialogicality. The important shared cultural work of critical literacy pedagogy did instill
numerous opportunities for my students and for me to reflect
and revisit our senses of self, our worldviews, our relationships to authoritarian officials, and our roles as literate learners,
world citizens, and humans. I had sought to unveil with students how society’s “detrimental effects can be mitigated if not
eliminated” (Fairclough, 2003, p. 203) and to believe in youth
as capable, passionate, and hope-filled citizens of the world.
Youth rose to positions of awareness and vision with accentuated distance from the hegemony of values and assumptions
in the popular culture text, Pirates of the Caribbean, as well
as the high canonical text, Billy Budd. Critical literacy praxis
invited what Giroux and Freire (1989) call “webs of possibility
within shared conversations” (xii). Students variously analyzed
principles of power, subjugation, patriarchy, classism, and
sexual orientation. Such small successes gave me insights,
strength, and new ideas as a social justice practitioner who
believed in multiliterate, multimodal, and transcultural learning.
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Questions for Critical Literacy
Structure
What are the structures and features of the text?
What sort of genre does the text belong to? Explain the conventions of this genre.
Why did the composer choose this genre/ structure over other
possibilitie?
Narrative and content
What is this text about? How do we know?
Who would be most likely to read/view this text? Why?
What does the composer of the text want us to know?
What do the pictures suggest?
What do the words suggest?
How does the text construct a version of reality?
What kinds of social realities does the text portray?
Characterization
Who is the protagonist? Who is the antagonist?
To what roles are people of minority status and women designated?
How are children constructed in this text? How are adults constructed in this text?
If there are ensemble casts, who is the leader? Are persons of
minority and status constructed as leaders or followers?
Who is working, and who is being served? Is entitlement of those
served ever questioned?
Why has the author portrayed the characters in this particular
way?
How does the text depict age, gender, race, socio-economic
class, and/or cultural groups?
Points of View
In situations where multiple opinions are expressed, who gets
to make the
final decision?
What view of the world is the text presenting?
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Who is missing from the text? What has been left out of the text?
Who benefits from the text?
Why are we reading/viewing this text?
Power at Play
Who sets the standard by which others are measured in this
text?
Who can be expected to achieve this standard?
In whose interest is the text?
Which positions, voices and interests are at play in the text?
Whose views are excluded or privileged in the text?
What questions about itself does the text not raise?
What messages are repeated?
Interpretations
What is the meaning that the composer attempts to communicate to the audience?
How do contextual factors influence how the text is interpreted?
What knowledge does the reader/viewer need to bring to this
text in order
to understand it?
How many interpretations of the text are possible? How do I feel
about the text?
How does the text rely on intertextuality to create its meaning?
Composer Choices
What kind of person, and with what interests and values, composed the text?
What view of the world and values does the composer of the
text assume
that the reader/viewer holds? How do we know?
Why is the text written the way it is? How else could the text
have been written?
How is the reader/viewer positioned in relation to the text composer?
What language choices did the composer make in the text?
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Socio-cultural constructs
Construct

Definition

Ability

Degree of function for participation in particular physical,
intellectual, or psychological activities

Actor

One who can influence others or produce change or effects

Assumption

Statement that has embedded ideas about “truth” and from
which conclusions can be drawn

Audience

Person or people to whom a text is directed; private or public
group toward which a message is geared with the likely intent
to persuade

Capitalism

Economy based on market systems and institutions that are
controlled by small and large business owner and, sometimes,
government

Characters

Persons, animals, ideas, or abstractions around which a
narrative is constructed; actors within a text

Class

A category of financial status relative to the entire population; a
division according to social and/ or economic status

Cliché

Overused term that has evolved so that it no longer reflects its
original denotative meaning

Communication

A means of passing and maintaining social contact of ideas,
information, and culture

Culture

Shared ways of knowing and thinking about the world

Discourse

Representations of language, written and oral, that contribute
to shared meanings and power relations

Economic

An adjective that describes production and management of
goods and services; financial underpinnings of wealth

Epistemology

Theories about ways of knowing the world

Ethnicity

Categorization and identification with a particular culturally
developed group commonly descended from a set of ancestors;
members of a group who share common traits such as
language, religion, dress, foods

Existential

As contrasted with essence, the belief that actual life is
consciously created by actors

Gender

An individual’s male or female status; issues related to female
or male status
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Hegemony

Forces that seek to protect and dominate certain cultural,
political, and economic institutions and practices

Hypothesis

A proposal created to test observations with the intention of
gaining insight into human behaviors and phenomena

Ideology

Sets of ideas of given material interests that benefit a definite
class or social group

Identity

Traits of an individual that create unique personal meanings
and answer the question, “Who am I?”

Institution

Structures and mechanisms of social order governing behavior
of people

Jargon

Specialized vocabulary of s particular field or discipline

Majority

The greater percentage of two parts; the dominant ideological
power in a society, generally in terms of political or economic
status

Media

Messages embedded in material forms and sign systems with
underlying persuasive intentions

Message

The object of communication

Minority

The lesser percentage of two parts; the minor ideological power
in a society, generally in terms of political or economic status

Misogyny

Hatred of women; manifestations of subjugation of women
through institutional practices

Myth

A version of reality based on supernaturalism as opposed to a
scientific explanation

Nature

A biological/ organic/ carbon-based life without societal or
cultural influences

Normal

A socially and culturally accepted way of living, doing, and
knowing that members of a majority group assume all persons
share

Obstacles

Negative factors that can keep humans from becoming safe,
healthy, happy, and/or self-actualized

Othering

A dynamic in which a division of reality occurs: Good and Evil is
correlated with Us versus Them

Passive

Conscious or subconscious inactivity in which no move is made
to fight for the initiative
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People of color

People who are non-Caucasian, often minority group members

People who are heterosexual

A person who is emotionally, physically, and/or sexually
attracted or committed to members of the other gender

People who are homosexual

A person who is emotionally, physically, and/or sexually
attracted or committed to members of the same gender

People with disabilities

Lack of degree of function for participation in particular
physical, intellectual, or psychological activities

People without privilege

A special advantage, immunity, or benefit not accorded to
particular groups of people

Perpetuate

To cause to continue or prevail

Persuasion

Communication intended to induce belief or action

Power

Possession and ability to enforce controlling influence

Privilege

A special advantage, immunity, or benefit accorded to a
particular group of people

Race

People who are believed to belong to the same genetic pool

Reason

Capacity for rational thought, inference, and/or discrimination

Sexual orientation

A term used to refer to a person’s emotional, romantic, and
sexual attraction to individuals of a particular gender (male or
female).

Society

An extended network of people having a distinctive cultural and
economic organization

Theory

A systematic explanation of concrete practices

Truth

Assumption that an objective reality is shared by others;
objective reality is interpreted by persons through frames of
thoughts, words, and symbols
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Technology Integration in Teaching: Faculty
Attitudes and Beliefs
I remember my very first methods class
in this building 25 years ago and I started
class with a statement that I thought was
rather profound at the time. I said “I’m going
to prepare you to teach, but I want you to
think what your job would be if every child
had the Library of Congress on their desk.
If information was no longer the issue, what
would you do?” Guess what? That has
happened and we still haven’t changed what
we do! We act as if we are the possessors
of knowledge and we’re not! We don’t know
squat compared to what kids could access if
they wanted to. So what are we going to do
about that? (Science Education Instructor)
This mixed methods concurrent triangulation
study was designed to examine instructional leaders’
descriptions of their experience with integrating
technology into their teaching. Seminal studies
from the 1990s were found to remain true today—
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teachers are not ready to incorporate technology
into their teaching (Becker, 1999; Ertmer, 1999).
Since Becker’s and Ertmer’s findings however,
changes have occurred in select pockets of the
university community.
We were interested in
exploring one of these “pockets” identified through
our work with online instruction and in consultation
with faculty who are either beginning or are veterans
at integrating technology into their teaching.
Although access to technology has become
ubiquitous, that fact alone does not ensure technology
integration. Other conditions are necessary for
effective integration. We explored ways that faculty
in a College of Education were using technology
and the strategies they modeled as they sought
to pass on their skills to pre-service teachers.
Study participants viewed technology as
a necessity for their teaching and daily lives. Data
analysis showed that they believed instructional
technology shaped, modeled, and extended
learning processes for students by providing
opportunities for more independent, self-directed,
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and in-depth learning. When students felt in
control of their learning, they became more actively
engaged and were able to select, analyze and
synthesize information, make decisions about
their learning, detect gaps in their knowledge,
and find solutions for how to fill those gaps.
Methodology
This manuscript is a report of a 2011 study
of faculty attitudes and beliefs about integration of
technology in their teaching. Buckenmeyer’s (2008)
statement “if change is to occur in classrooms, it
must begin with the teacher, not the technology” (p.
8) was reinforced by the study findings. The central
research question was: How do faculty members
who use technology to support pedagogical
best practices describe their experiences?
Twenty faculty members in the College
of Education at a large university, known for their
successful integration of technology into their
instruction, participated in a mixed methods study to
explain their practices. Interviews were conducted
and each of the participants was asked to complete
a survey to indicate the categories of technologies
used in their teaching.
After interviews and
surveys were completed by 20 faculty members,
the remaining college faculty were surveyed
to compare answers on technology use by the
larger college community with the responses of
the interviewed participants. Because the faculty
interviewed were known for their technology use, it
was hypothesized that they would use technology to
a greater degree than the rest of the college group.
During the interviews, the faculty described the
student-centered teaching strategies they used in
their classrooms. In addition to traditional lectures,
projects, and discussions, the faculty reported the
use of internet-based research, digital presentations,
Smartphones, and other portable devices.
Findings
A focus that emerged from the interview
findings was context; the milieu or perspective
the faculty noted in their integration and use of
technology in the classroom. Context involves the
discussion of how attitudes toward, and beliefs about,
technology integration affect its use in the classroom.
Characteristics of this focus included attitudes and
perceptions in technology integration, resistance
to technology integration, and 20th Century and
21st Century beliefs about use of technology in the
classroom. Attitudes were defined in this study as
faculty feelings or mindset in their use of technology.
Faculty perceptions were observed as insights or
discernment of how technology could be used and
faculty beliefs about the value of technology to their
discipline or in their teaching determined how and
to what degree they used technology. A statement
from one of the participants helps illustrate the use
of the term attitude; “It’d be almost impossible to list
a particular set of technology skills. It’s more about
an attitude or approach to being able to figure out

what you need to figure out with the technology.”
This participant went on to say, “I think of it as sort
of a search to find a solution to a problem, and I
hope that I convey that to [my students] as well.”
Research regarding higher education
revealed several topics including how technology
can enhance pedagogy in the classroom and how to
prepare students for the 21st Century. Jugovich and
Reeves (2006) presented a model of a university’s
Information Technology staff. They found that
more and more faculty were asking those doing
technology training how these technologies could
be effectively used in instruction. The technology
staff began to hire people with pedagogy experience
to provide faculty training for both how to use
the technology and how to use it for instruction.
Another issue was how to prepare
students for life in the 21st century and the factors
that affected it. Hildebrand (2009) examined
the need for schools to integrate technology into
their curriculum in order to prepare students for
their future. She addressed a gap in studies on
teacher’s technology beliefs by conducting a
study in schools in the Southwest United States of
teachers’ and administrators’ technology skills and
beliefs. Hildebrand (2009) stated that schools need
to make sure students are engaged in instruction,
so their understanding and retention increase.
Research on technology integration in
teaching (Baia, 2009; Hildebrand, 2009; Windschitl
& Sahl, 2002) suggests faculty beliefs are at
the heart of whether and how faculty integrate
technology into their teaching.
Tabata and
Johnsrud (2008) found attitude to be a factor in use
of technology. Their contention was that the speed
with which technology has changed education, has
impacted university responses to how teaching
is delivered. Results of their survey showed that
faculty members’ skill in using technology, attitude
toward technology, and ability to adapt, all had an
impact on their use of technology in the classroom.
In
the
current
study,
faculty
participants reflected on the range of
attitudes
about
technology
integration:
●

●

●

I love the technology. I absolutely
love the technology. And it can be
the bane of your existence when it
doesn’t work. But to stand in front of
150 students, young people who are
raised in society today and put up an
overhead—well, you just can’t [do that].
I’ve seen professors where their
motive for technology was to
decrease their workload and I think
that students pick up on that—it’s
kind of pawning off responsibility in
some ways. And I’ve had students
talk about how frustrating that is.
I hear other professors talk about,
“well, I’d love to do this, but by the
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time I figure this out, something else is
going to be coming along and they’re
going to tell me to do something
else. And so I just stick with my
overhead.” I think that’s really sad.
Wan (2009) reported that faculty at one
university were not taking advantage of technology
training and that misconceptions about technology
prevented its integration. He found that teachers’
beliefs shaped their instructional goals and
perceptions including barriers to technology use.
Many participants in Wan’s (2009) study viewed
computer technology as a “tool in a teacher’s
toolbox” (p. 45). Those who learned and used
technology saw changes in their approach to
teaching, but not a change in the heart of what
they taught. They viewed technology as a tool
allowing better communication with the purpose of
helping the students learn and be successful.
A faculty participant in the current study
reflected on the attitudes he observed, “I could not
get anybody else in that school to be interested
in using the technology because it changed the
way that they were comfortable teaching. In
certain ways, that attitude still exists today.”
Other
participants
spoke
attitudes he sees among his

of
the
colleagues,

●

[Faculty are] not comfortable with
technology as much, and they don’t
use it.
Or it’s creeping into their
practice, but there are deep-seated
beliefs, 20th Century beliefs if you may,
about how these things should go.
A participant voiced a concern about some
faculty. He said, “They’re not feeling comfortable in
digital environments. Their understanding of media
skills is very limited.” Another took this thought further,
●

an

I think [lack of media skills is] seriously
challenging at this point. And the
truth is, even in our courses as I look
at our curriculum for our teachers in
the technology classes, I think we
are teaching for the technology of
the 1990’s in many ways, and that’s
something that needs attention...
One
participant
described
ideal
environment
for
change,
●
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Personnel who are willing—or team
members who are willing to collaborate
that have that kind of vision and that kind
of risk-taking—that they’re willing to try
something new. I think that’s huge—
the risk-taking factor. I’m not stuck
in a rut, I want to know—I get excited
when [I see] something new—how do
you do it? Where did you get that?
Do you have examples of that? Can
you share? That really is invigorating
for me—but not for everyone. And I’d
like to see a critical mass of people
like that–-that would be exciting.

Perceptions are important in building
confidence in teaching. One participant shared
her experience, “Perceptions of confidence—
I’ve had people say, ‘You’re actually doing
pretty well.’
But it’s my perception and my
confidence that’s going to affect my choices.”
A participant fearful of the future of
technology integration in his college stated,
●

There’s the underlying very strong belief
that online experiences are inherently
worse than offline. And, when you really
cut to the chase and talk about that,
everybody believes that that is true.
Basinger (2000) examined the learning
process of teachers as they integrated technology
into their instructional practices. She observed 12
classroom teachers participating in a technology
course and noted that teachers experienced stages
of growth in using technology where the focus moved
from self-use to how to use the technology for greatest
impact on learning. Once they moved through the
process of designing, developing, and delivering an
application, they were able to see the effectiveness
of the technology in helping students learn.
A participant described the tension that
exists with change. He spoke of a book he had read
regarding the gap between reality and the ideal,
●

A rubber band exists between the two.
You have to realize that if you’re going
to move reality, you have to put some
tension on the system. If you put too
much tension on the system, you break
your rubber band and you get nowhere.
If you don’t have enough tension,
then mediocrity reigns supreme.
The faculty member saw the benefits to technology
integration, as well as the resistance inherent with
moving in that direction. The faculty members
interviewed were committed to pedagogically
sound teaching. They experienced the tension,
moved past the barriers, and saw students
benefit from their experience with technology.
Students must acquire 21st Century Skills.
They must learn to collaborate, think critically,
problem-solve, and communicate. These elements
will naturally be supported by information and
technology skills acquired as students use the tools
within their classrooms and as faculty members
model the use of technology and tools in their
own teaching. The challenge for higher education
is to prepare tomorrow’s teachers and leaders
to not only survive in a world of fast-changing
technology, but to be able to pass along those skills.
The 20 interviewed participants showed a
high rate of agreement on a five-point Likert scale
measuring their perceptions of technology use. The
highest mean, 4.75 was scored for the statements,
“Instructional technology is important in higher
education” and “I change my teaching plans and
strategies to foster student learning.” The lowest
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mean, 3.90 with the greatest standard deviation,
1.07 was scored for the statement: “I have adequate
training opportunities at my institution to develop the
technical skills required for instructional technology
integration.” These results showed that the interview
participants understood the value of technology for
their teaching and that they need more training to
effectively use instructional technologies in teaching.
Conclusions
The study answered five research questions
based on the qualitative dataset and two quantitative
datasets. The central question answered by the
study was, How do instructors who use technology to
support pedagogical best practices in the classroom
describe their experiences? Participants viewed
technology integration as important to their teaching
and to student learning. The interviews revealed
participant’s practices of technology integration.
The survey responses showed that the interviewed
participants (N=20) used technologies more
frequently than the rest of the college instructors
(N=85), although the results were not significant.
Likewise, the interviewed participants’ attitudes and
perceptions were higher than those of the college
wide group—not to a significant measure. Different
interpretations could be made for the results of
the surveys. One explanation could be that the
interviewed participants were chosen because
of their technology use—so they were already
interested in using technology in the classroom, and
thus scored high on the survey questions. Also,
those who responded to the college-wide survey
may have been instructors who perceived it was
valuable, and they were interested in the topic. If
that is true, then the measure for this group may
have been higher than if a better cross-section
had volunteered to answer the survey questions.
An examination of the context of
technology use demonstrates the differences
between 20th and 21st Century beliefs. We hear
about the cloud everywhere.
An educational
blogger reflected on the part technology plays,
●

Because school defines learning
as passive, learners come to see
education as something done to them.
When students are stuck in the middle
of a problem, they don’t try and figure
out what makes sense to do next;
instead, they try to remember what
they are supposed to do. If this is the
premise for learning, is it any surprise
that learners become less autonomous,
more dependent?
(Bower, 2010).
The blogger reflects an approach toward
education where students benefit from being
more actively involved in their learning as faculty
members prepare them to survive and thrive in a
changing world. The faculty members interviewed
described attempts to help students understand
that education is not about coming to class and
letting the faculty member dump knowledge into

their heads; but rather to provide them with tools
to discover solutions to the questions they face.
All of the interviewed faculty participants
reported technology integration allowed them to
do things differently. One individual compared
the “stand-and-deliver” methods of the past with
what he was doing. He said students today are
exposed to a “new toolbox for learning.” Ten
individuals discussed the changes that technology
brought to their teaching and the importance of
technology integration for students. Participants
indicated they no longer need to tell students
what to do, but rather show them how to do it.
The
interviewed
faculty
described
technology as a vehicle to student learning—it
was “merely the mechanism.” They realized that
their best use of technology would allow students
to learn the concepts without being aware of the
technology used. Transparency of the technology
was important to them. The major contribution
this study makes to existing knowledge on
technology integration is its unique consideration
of faculty attitudes and beliefs about the use of
technology in the higher education classroom.
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Abstract
Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English defines
vocabulary as „all the words someone knows or uses,
or all the words in a particular language“ (Retrieved
from http:// www.ldoceonline.com/Linguistics-topic/
vocabulary). It is a special problem of language
teaching and learning because there are multiple
aspects of vocabulary knowledge that learners must
master: connotation and usage, polysemy, part of
speech, collocation, frequency of occurrence of a
word. „There are various reasons why we remember
some words better than others: the nature of the
words themselves, under what circumstances they
are learnt , the method of teaching and so on“ (Ur,
2009, p. 64). That is why teachers should pay special
attention to presenting and practicing vocabulary.
When presenting new vocabulary items, it is important
to keep in mind those items should not consume all
of our time and prevent us from putting these words
to into practical usage (dialogues, additional fill- thegap exercises), because students will get better at
recognising these items through often usage. Thus,
those vocabulary items will be transfered from students’
passive vocabularies into their active vocabularies.
The number of words to be presented depends on
many factors, and some of them are the learners’
level, the difficulty of items, and whether those items
are easy to explain or demonstrate. When teachers
decide on the number of items to teach, then they
need to decide whether they will teach meaning
first and then form, or vice versa. Even though
both approaches are valid, many methodologists
suggest to teach the words in spoken form first,
and only when your students can pronounce them
well, introduce the written form. Otherwise, the
students will always try and pronounce English
words as if they were written in their own language.
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Although incidental vocabulary teaching can occur
during the lesson, and the activities mentioned
bellow can be useful, this paper deals with ways in
which vocabulary can formally be presented in the
classroom, i.e. pre- planned lesson stages in which
learners are taught pre- selected vocabulary items.
It aims to stress the importance of new vocabulary
acquisition and various techniques and practical
activities for presenting and practicing vocabulary.
Words and Word- formation Processes
Apart from how to teach, a teacher needs to know
what needs to be taught, as well. When we talk
about vocabulary, we usually mean words. There
are five types of ‘words’: single words, set phrases
(e.g. bottom line, in the other hand, etc.), variable
phrases (off and on = on and off), phrasal verbs,
and idioms. Ur (2009) points out that it is „a useful
convention to cover all such cases by talking
about vocabulary items rather than words“ (p. 60).
The knowledge of morphology and word- formation
processes is useful information for more advanced
learners. This includes coinage, borrowing,
compounding, blending, clipping, backformation,
conversion, acronyms, and derivation- by far the most
important process in the formation of English words.
Coinage refers to the invention of totally new terms
in a language, most typically based on trade names
of commercial products (e.g. aspirin, nylon, vaseline,
kleenex, teflon) or on the name of a person or a place,
as in the following examples from Yule (2006, p. 53):
1. sandwich (from the eighteenth-century Earl
of Sandwich who first insisted on having his
bread and meat together while gambling)
2. jeans (from the Italian city of Genoa
where the type of cloth was first made)
3. fahrenheit
(from
the
German
Gabriel
Fahrenheit)
4. volt (from the Italian, Alessandro Volta)
5. watt (from the Scot, James Watt).
Therefore, if one mentions these interesting
facts, students will quickly memorise them.
English has become an international language
and many languages borrow words from English
vocabulary. Nowadays, some Spanish speakers eat
perros calientes (literally ‘dogs hot’) or hot dogs, but
this does not mean English itself did not borrow and
still does not borrow words from other languages. The
following are just some examples of such process:
croissant (French), dope (Dutch), lilac (Persian),
piano (Italian), pretzel (German), sofa (Arabic),
tattoo (Tahitian), tycoon (Japanese), yogurt (Turkish)
and zebra (Bantu). Crystal (2008) reminds us that
such words are usually known as loan words (p. 58).
Compounding is a joining of two separate words
to produce a single form, as in the following
examples from Yule (2006, p. 54): bookcase,
doorknob, fingerprint, sunburn, textbook, wallpaper,

wastebasket and waterbed, good-looking, lowpaid, fast-food, full-time. According to Crystal
(2008), compound words consist of „two or more
free morphemes, as in such ‘compound nouns’ as
bedroom, rainfall and washing machine.“ (p. 96)
Blending is the combination of the beginning of one
word and joining it to the end of the other word:
gasohol, smog, smaze, smurk, bit, brunch, motel,
Spanglish, modem, etc. Carstairs-McCarthy (2002)
considers blending to be „a kind of compound
where at least one component is reproduced
only partially.“ (p. 65) It is especially interesting to
teenagers, because it gives them various posibilities
to ‘play with words’ and to be as creative as possible.
Carstairs-McCarthy
(2002)
expresses
further
conviction that „the most extreme kind of truncation, i.
e. omission, that a component of a blend can undergo
is reduction to just one sound (or letter), usually the
first.“ (p. 65) These are better known as acronyms,
for instance radar (‘radio detecting and ranging’), CD
(‘compact disk’) or VCR (‘video cassette recorder’).
Clipping is the process in which a word of more than one
syllable is reduced to a shorter form. Yule (2006) gives
quite long list of such words: facsimile = fax, gasoline
= gas, ad = advertisement, bra = brassiere, cab =
cabriolet, condo = condominium, fan = fanatic, flu =
influenza, perm = permanent wave, pub = public house,
movie = moving pictures, telly = television, Aussie =
Australian, barbie = barbecue, bookie = bookmaker,
brekky = breakfast, hankie = handkerchief, etc. (p. 55).
Backformation is a process in which a word of one
type is reduced to form a word of another type,
for instance: television (n)- televise (v), donation
(n)- donate (v), emotion (n)- emote (v). According
to Crystal (2008), back- formation is „a term used
in historical studies of morphology to refer to an
abnormal type of word-formation where a shorter word
is derived by deleting an imagined affix from a longer
form already present in the language.“ (p. 48-49)
Conversion (also called category change or
functional shift) is a special instance of wordformation processes in derivational morphology.
It is realised by a change in the function of a word,
as for instance when a noun comes to be used as
a verb, without any reduction or change in shape.
Katamba (2005, p. 65) gives the following example:
She is a fast runner. (adjective)
vs.
She
runs
very
fast.
(adverb)
Vocabulary Teaching Activities
Folse (2008) considers that „the most successful
vocabulary activities are those that allow students
to accomplish three goals: focus on the vocabulary,
experience multiple retrievals of the vocabulary,
and develop successful vocabulary learning
strategies“ (p. 15). In other words, they should be
exposed to a new item, understand its meaning and
form, and practice it under controlled conditions.
Thus, Ur (2009) lists the following ways
of presenting the meaning of new items:
1. „concise definition (as in a dictionary; often
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

a superordinate with qualifications: for
example, a cat is an animal which ...)
detailed
description
(of
appearance,
qualities... )
examples (hyponyms)
illustration (picture, object)
demonstration (acting, mime)
context (story or sentence in which the item
occurs)
synonyms
opposites (antonyms)
translation
associated ideas or collocations“ (p. 63).

the classroom when needed. Using realia was a
defining technique of the Direct method, and refers
to the presentation of a set of concrete objects
(e.g. fruit, clothes, etc.). A Total Physical Response
lesson also usually involves using realia (e.g.
Point to an apple. Offer some biscuits to Maja.).
Using body language
A teacher can say students truly understand a word
if they understand its construction and grammatical
surrounding. Teachers then can use body language to
convey meaning e.g. Finger technique of the Silent Way).

Furthermore, Ur (2009) did a group experiment in
memorising words and this is what she concluded that
results will be better if the words the teacher presents
have clear, easily comprehensible meanings, if items Figure 2: It’s a pen (Harmer, 2001, p. 57)
can be linked with each other or with ones already
known, through meaning- or sound-association. The
conclusion was that „it is better to teach vocabulary
in separated, spaces sessions than to teach it all at
once. In other words, words will be learnt better if,
for example, they are taught briefly at the beginning
of a lesson, reviewed later in the same lesson, and
again in the next than if the same total amount of time
is used for learning the words all at once“ (p. 67).
Brainstorming
During this activity, students are asked to brainstorm
all the words they can think of that are connected
with a word in the centre of the board. Brainstorming
activities are useful because new words can be
introduced apart from those students already know,
as well as because words are given in a meaningful
context.
Figure 1: Brainstorming round an idea (Ur, 2009, p. 69)

Using translation
Many methodologists argue that only target language
must be used in the foreign language classroom,
regardless learners’ age or level. Especially because
of language interference a mother tongue can have
on second language aquisition. Translation, however,
has certain advantages, as well. For instance, if one
assumes there is a close match between a target
word and its first- language equivalent, translation
is the most direct route to a word’s meaning.
Using realia
Realia are simple objects that can be, brought in
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Using body language also refers to using facial
expressions, mime and gestures. For instance,
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if a teacher wants to explain the meaning of
the word sad, s/ he can pull a sad face, or
explain what hug means by hugging someone.
Using pictures, posters and flashcards
Many teachers have their own resource boxes
and collect their own sets of flashcards, posters,
and pictures from magazines, calenders, etc. But
these are also published in teacher’s magazines
and journals, or can be found on the internet.
Drawing
Even a teacher without too much skill can represent
simple objects on the board. If s/ he draws badly, a
guessing game helps to determine what s/ he actually
has drawn. As Harmer (2001) puts it: „Anything which
helps students understand meaning is worth trying“
(p. 56). So if a teacher wants to explain the meaning
of since in I’ve been living here since 1992, s/he can
draw this timeline on the board (Harmer, 2001, p. 56).

Verbal definition
Verbal definition implies explanation or description.
These are non- visual, verbal means of
clarifying meaning, and involve teachers giving
example sentences, synonyms, antonyms, or
subordinate terms, or full definition (perhaps from
a dictionary). Harmer (2006) gives one antonym
as an example: „we explain the meaning of full
by saying that it is the opposite of empty “ (p. 18).
Using drills
Drills are among the most traditional materials used
by language teachers and serve to highlight the
spoken form of an item. There are many types of
drills (e.g. repetition, substitution, transformation
drills). Each type of drill can be meaningful or
mechanical, depending upon how you develop it.
„A Word of the Day“
Some magazines and newspapers have a Word of the
Day item on the same page as the crossword puzzle,
and something similar can be used in the classroom.
Teachers could, perhaps, bring different realia or
poster each day with them as an extra tip, apart from
what they have already planned for the class. But they
should keep in mind that words should be useful and
not something that will be quickly forgotten or never
used and mentioned again. It could be something
mentioned on the news, in a new pop song or movie,
so that the student can make connections which
will allow them longer retention of a word meaning.
Class Observation
All of the above procedures can be combined, of

course. During the observation of 50 classes,
we noticed that the entire lesson plans were
often focused on vocabulary acquisition,
mostly on adjectives and adverbs (e.g. to pass
an exam easily; an easy test). We observed:
1. 15 classes in local grammar school, i.e.
classes where students learned English as
a second foreign language (German is their
first foreign language)
2. 16 classes in local primary school
3. 19 classes in local vocational school.
The teacher in grammar school used:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

describing pictures in textbooks: +
translating meaning: +
explaining meaning: + + + + + + +
practicing word-formation by completing
exercises in student’s books: +
listening to a recording: + + + + +
fill- in- the- gaps: + + + + + + + + + +
matching words with correct phrases: + +
writing a letter: + +
writing example sentences: + +
watching a video: +
songs: +

The teacher in primary school used:
1.
2.
3.
4.

drawing on the board: + +
realia: +
crosswords: + + + + + +
songs: + +

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

describing pictures in textbooks: + + + + + +
using dialogues: + + +
reading aloud: + + + + +
matching questions and answers: +
listening to a recording: + + + + +
city maps: + +
explaining meaning: + + + + +
writing an essay: +
using dictionaries: +
fill- in- the- gaps: + + + +
flashcards: + + + +
games (the hanging man; guessing game):
++
17. body language: + +
18. word lists: + + + + + + + +
19. The teacher in vocational school used:
20. describing pictures in textbooks: + + + +
+++
21. using dictionaries: + + + + +
22. word lists: + + + + + + +
23. fill- in- the- gaps: + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
24. reading aloud: + + + + + + + + + + +
25. eliciting meaning: + + +
26. completing sentences: + + + +
27. matching words together: + + +
28. giving example sentences: + + + + + + +
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29. explaining meaning: + + + + + + +
30. listening to a recording: + + + + + + + + + +
++++
These are the results given in the form of three
separate charts:

teachers, to constantly work on self- improvement,
to find good resource books and handbooks for
teachers. My advice for all begginer- teachers
is to find (in case they already did not) Jeremy
Harmer’s How to Teach English and David Cross’s
A Practical Handbook on Language Teaching.

Figure 3
Conclusion
A solid knowledge of vocabulary is necessary
for language students to improve their language
proficiency, which will allow them to communicate
ideas and better communication, because a
lexical lapse can limit communication or lead to
misunderstanding. In order to help their students gain
new vocabulary, teachers need to know what kinds
of classroom activities to use. Just saying ‘read as
much as possible’ will not miraculously lead to rapid
vocabulary extension. Teachers should have a clear
picture of what they want to achieve for one particular
lesson, as well as during a longer time period, how
they are going to achieve their aim, and is that the
easiest and fastest way for their students to learn it.
Figure 4
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This is a typical example of differences in teachers’
creativity and habits. It can also be a sign that
teachers know their students best, and know what
to use to teach them new vocabulary in the best
way possible. Nevertheless, we, as teachers,
should be as creative and as observant as possible.
It is crucial for all teachers, especially language
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Macedonia is living its “Euro-integration”
drama for over two decades. It had its pick moments
but this rare momentum’s seems to be far from the
overall expectations of its residents. One element
that seems to be largely in focus in the last few years is
the distinctive measures to reform education. These
reforms had two main driving engines. The first one
was as part of the modernization of the system in
bringing considerable amount of equipment in the
public schools, and the second dealt with the process
of decentralization of education as one of the pillars
of the Ohrid Framework agreement. In this paper
I will try to share some perspectives regarding the
process of decentralization of education and how it
is impacting the public educational service entirely
although it was a requirement of the Albanian
community only. The World Bank Institute (1999)
indicates that the attempts for a decentralized
education in Hungary had begun in 1970, in
Czechoslovakia in 1987 and in Albania in 1992.
Unfortunately, Macedonia still remains the most
centralized country in the region and it remained
the same until year 2004 when decentralization
became an legislative issue, as a result of the
Ohrid Framework Agreement in 2001. This paper
includes the main developments in the process
of the decentralization of education, after 2001
by referring to international reports and decisions
of the Government of the Republic of Macedonia.
The needs of having a decentralized
education are as follows:
1. More efficient management
educational infrastructure;

of

the

as well as a third party in this process. According
to the developmental plan of the Ministry of
Education in 2004, the decentralization and
transfer of competences was supposed to
be carried out in two phases. The first phase
analyzed the development of municipalities and
the management of the educational process
in primary schools and later in secondary
schools in terms of goods and services (not
salaries). After this phase was supervised
by the international and the local factors, the
most successful municipalities went then
on to the second phase of decentralization.
In the first official international report on
decentralization(USAID,2007), there were certain
difficulties reported in this process, such as:
1. minimal enthusiasm by the current
government about the implementation of the
process;
2. suspicious population;
3. the fact that 70% of mayors are new in their
positions.
Before we analyze the difficulties that the local
authorities faced within this process, it is important
to recall the challenges that the Ministry of Education
and Science in Macedonia was facing at the time:
1. The need for formulating a legal
reality which exactly described the
competencesof every unit that was a
result of the decentralization of education;

2. More privileges and responsibilities for the
local government as being more familiar
with the educational needs of the local
population;

2. The need for creating e common database
about the number of pupils, staff, funds that
schools get from the state budget (because until
2004 there were different databases used).

3. Depolitization of the process in order to
gain the trust of non-majority communities.

In order to better manage the new reality, the Ministry
of Education established two units: the legal issues
unit and the analytical unit. The urgent challenge
for the development of this process has to do with
the fact that only in its primary education Macedonia
had about 340 primary schools that functioned
as individual administrative units and therefore
the centralized management created the “Black

One of the first developments about this
issue was that the decentralization process
did not recognize only the direct delegation
of competences from the central to local
government, but engaged the school councils
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Box” effect which meant that only educational
units or school principles that were “closer” to the
management of the Ministry of Education could
gain privileges or adequate support. The Albanian
political factor have always suspected on the
sincerity and the ways of allocation of these budget
means, since there were some arguments that
before 2004 the calculation of endowments for one
pupil in Skopje was multiple times higher than of
those in peripheral schools in Macedonia, especially
Albanian ones. An important role in the process
was played by the USAID and more specifically
with the engagement of Jan Herczyński, an expert,
consultant and compiler of more than 50 international
reports on decentralization in Poland, Romania,
Albania, Ukraine, etc. In the report of Open Society
Institute(Bishof,2009), Macedonia is named as an
absolutely centralized country until 2001. Also, the
imbalance between some Albanian and Macedonian
schools is pointed out, especially in terms of working
in two or more shifts in some of the Albanian schools.

council had now competences to even change
the school status and its budget. One of the
criteria was that school principals were supposed
to get special licenses for holding that position.
The partnership between school councils and
mayors in proposing and then appointing principals
or managers, budgets, and the statutes of
educational institutions was expected to improve
the quality in education in the following terms:
1. By being part of the community both parties
have better understanding of the problems
these institutions are facing in contrast
the former practices when the Ministry
of Education decided upon every issue;
2. The possibility of creating the feeling of trust
in local leaders due to the minimization of the
political impact by the central government.
Unfortunately, part of these criteria hasn’t
proved to be efficient even ten years after
the endorsement of the Ohrid Agreement.
In the study of People Centered Analyses in
which 1,200 families were surveyed overall
Macedonia, though most of them are in favor
of the decentralization process, they responded
as follows to the question who they would trust
more in terms of managing the educational,
social, healthcare and other public services:

As mentioned earlier, in order to have better
decentralization efficiency, the process was split
into two phases. The first phase planned a limited
delegation of competences related to maintenance,
reparations, and goods (excluding the teachers’
salaries); the second phase was planned for the
period between 2007 and 2009 and it would extend
the local authority competences over the education.
The legal framework and new competences of
local authorities
Initiated after the agreement signed in Ohrid in
August 2001, the process of the decentralization
of education started legal reforms in 2002 with
the adoption of the law on self-government and
associated with the Law on Financing the Local
Self-government in 2004, amendments on the
Law on primary and secondary education, the Law
on the New Territorial Division and the territorial
redefinition of the municipalities upon which there
were 85 municipalities remaining out of 128.
Based on the set criteria, about 50 municipalities
in Macedonia entered the second phase.
According to the book of rules, the competences
for managing with schools and appointing the
principals belonged to both parties: the municipal
council and the parents’ councils in schools. The
school council which was also known as parents’

According to the chart, it is clear that 69% of the
surveyed consider that these processes should be
managed by the central government. This piece
of information, though contradictory, reflects low
understanding of the process of decentralization
from its citizens and its possible advantages
in the education system in Macedonia.
The defects in the education system that
resisted
the
decentralization
process
The
framework
for
multicultural
education
In order to have an efficient and sincere
implementation of the decentralization process,
we should take into consideration the cultural
aspect and the multicultural reality in which
Macedonia exists. In international programs the
need for multicultural education is quite evident
-

Who do you consider would do the best job in providing the service?
Proportion of
respondents who
wish service to be
provided by:
Central
government
Local government
Private providers
NGOs

Education
services

Services
for the
elderly

Services for
children

69%

61%

63%

69%

28%

32%

30%

23%

2%

2%

2%

2%

1%

5%

5%

6%

(Source: People Centred Analyses report 2009, Table 6)
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and referred to, since it synthesizes tendencies
in four dimensions which are necessary for
the development of multicultural education:
1. Curriculum Reform (historical inquiry,
detecting bias in texts, media, and
educational
materials,
curriculum
theory);
2.

Multicultural
Competence
(ethnic
group, culture, prejudice reduction, and
ethnic identity development);

3.

Equity
Pedagogy
(school
and
classroom
climates,
students
achievement, cultural styles in teaching
and learning);

4.

Societal
equity
(social
action,
demographics, culture and race in
popular culture)

1. Curriculum reforms and the lack of materials
and methods to promote new curriculum
developmental approaches

The current curricula in the education system in
Macedonia have failed in encouraging the mutual
understanding and equality among various ethnic
groups in public schhols. Even though most of the
ethnic groups in a society can have similar goals,
such as creating educative values that would help
the prosperity of the society, some of them face
obstacles and discrepancies in educational practices
which have historically been created by regimes in
power. The curricula have failed in introducing topics
that would encourage mutual understanding. While
Albanian pupils along with other non-Macedonian
mates are obliged to study about the history,
literature and culture of Macedonians, Macedonian
pupils do not learn anything, or very little in some
cases, about other ethnic groups that live in the
same country. Besides, most of the texts, especially
those dealing with history and literature, represent
obviously ethnocentric agendas and prejudices.
These materials and methods along with this kind
of approach which incites ethnocentrism does not
contribute anything towards the creation of new
visions in the long-term process of collaboration and
integration of the education system in Macedonia
in western European educational institutions.

2. The

multicultural competence (ethnic
group,
culture,
prejudice
reduction,
and development of ethnic identity)

The presence of the multicultural competence as an
important dimension in the process of developing
high standards in Macedonia is almost unnoticeable.
There have been quite a few initiatives that have
emphasized the collaboration among different school
communities aiming at decreasing prejudices among
them and stimulating the development of the ethnic
identity. The lack of subjects that promote interethnic
tolerance and multiculturalism is more than evident
across the curricula in Macedonia. It is necessary
for the education system in Macedonia to support
programs that will help increase the community
awareness towards interethnic relations and create
competent human resources that will learn, work

for and protect issues such as culture, prejudice
elimination and development of ethnic identity.

3. Equity Pedagogy (school and classroom
climates,
students
achievement,
cultural styles in teaching and learning);

According to Garcia(1991), during the past 40 years
it was usual for the American education system to
label the minority students or those coming from
poor social strata as “culturally deprived”. The
theories on cultural deprivation were based on
the conjectures that due to the fact that students
of minority groups or low stratum do not manifest
cultural characteristics of youngsters of the middle
class, they are deprived from the prevailing culture.
Without it, the theories said, these pupils felt it
difficult to compete and achieve good results at
school. Similar problems have been occurring in
Macedonia as well. Though most communities
hoped that after the fall of Communism, educational
possibilities would be equal for everybody, the
Equity pedagogy continues to be an open issue in
the “democratic” Macedonia. The decentralization
process helps in managing efficiently the education
institutions whereas as regards the quality and
academic performance in education they have
to be assured by governing elites at both levels.

4. Societal equity (social action, demographics,
culture

and

race

in

popular

culture)

Human resources represent a very important factor in
the development of adequate education infrastructure
and conditions. In order to create an effective
multicultural environment for pupils, teachers should
demonstrate understanding and respect, be good
leaders, and create environments for intellectual
stimulation. Unfortunately, there are many obstacles
in achieving these aims in Macedonian schools.
They change adequately with the change in
circumstances and the ethnical origin of the service
user. I can mention some factors that stimulate
teachers intellectually, based on my own experience:
-

The
need
for
creating
provisions

-

The creation of a more collaborative
environment among teachers which would be
oriented towards the pupils’ success rather
than individual and personal achievements;

-

The teacher’s identity in the process.

equilibrium
in
in
schools;

The aim of bringing up these examples is to
emphasize that egalitarianism and tolerance should
be the goal not only for students but for teachers
and school administrators too, who quite often
belong to different ethnic groups. The process of
decentralization of education enables this, even
though the quality is implemented by internal
factors as well as by the egalitarian pedagogy, the
multicultural competence and inter-ethnic tolerance.
Based on the above-mentioned arguments, the
decentralization of education has brought a series of
advantages and positive developments for Albanians.
The delegation of competences to the local selfgovernment helps the administrative efficiency
of the education system and partial elimination of
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doubts and frustrations that the Albanian factor had
against the political system as a whole. The linguistic
diversity in Macedonia is more than evident and
since students are exposed to different languages at
an early age, they can acquire those language skills
very quickly and easily. A lot of students (especially
Albanian and Turkish ones) are at least bi-lingual.
Even though the latest recommendations by the
OSCE office in Skopje and the Minister of Education
are that Albanians should study Macedonian from
their first grade, in accordance with the formula for
integrated education, it is evident that even without
this recommendation, the Albanian pupils have a lot
more knowledge in Macedonian than vice versa. By
gaining these competences, local self-government
units should aim at resolving these issues:
-

Focus on egalitarian education for all
ethnicities;

-

Expansion of basic knowledge on different
local cultures and the development of the
“multicultural” viewpoint in learning and
teaching

-

Assessment of cultural pluralism and
positive attitude towards linguistic diversity;

-

-

-

-
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Revision of the formula about the calculation
of endowments for secondary school
pupils within the state budget allocated for
education institutions. Until 2008 this formula
was publicly shown in the official gazette.
Recently, the official gazettes only publish
the budget amounts without explaining
clearly the formula which produces those
amounts. This creates a problem on the
Albanian side because it makes them think
that the budget is again allocated based on
ethnic preferences and not on the equilibrium
that was created by the new formula
for budget allocation approved in 2007.
The political influence in education should
be minimized or even removed totally
both at a local and central level. One of
the main arguments about the initiation of
the decentralization process was the need
of depolitization of the education system.
It should enable greater efficiency in the
decentralization process itself(Bartlet,2010).
A general revision of curricula in
cooperation with the Ministry of Education
in order to adapt the materials and teaching
methods to pupils’ needs focused on a
balance between academic and market
needs as well as to the fight against
stereotypes
and
ethnic
prejudices.
The OSCE, in its Decentralization Analysis
Report(OBSE, 2008)), suggests that the
local self-government should intensify
the relations with school councils and
teachers in order for the collaboration to
be efficient and constant. Even though
79% of the citizens responded positively to
the query if they knew their competences,
municipalities should offer training courses

for the teaching and the administrative
staff so that they can get more acquainted
with their responsibilities and obligations.
-

The
decentralization
process
helps
in managing efficiently the education
institutions whereas as regards the
quality and academic performance in
education they have to be assured
by governing elites at both levels.
Such suggestions as well as instructions as
a cultural reaction differ in their usage depending
on political factors, educational systems, and pupils’
level of knowledge and the diversity of lessons
where they take part. There is not “a single and
better way” through which new or old pupils become
competent(Baker,2001). However, being aware
culturally and academically for all cultures and their
needs within the educational system would make
a great difference in the social development in
Macedonia and especially for the Macedonians. The
Ohrid Framework Agreement should be seen as a way
out for the social prosperity and, of course, according
to many theories, the social development often
goes through the gates of the educational system.
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Abstract
This paper studies different writing approaches used
in writing across the curriculum (WAC) sections of a
communication studies course. In fall 2010, I worked
with community college students as they completed a
group analysis paper. The results of this assignment
prompted me to change the group analysis paper
from one high-stakes writing(HSW) into several
smaller low-stakes writings(LSW’s) for two non-WAC
sections of the same class in winter 2011. Studying the
outcomes of the two different writing formatsprovided
me with insight into the students’ writingqualities and
preferences. In spring 2011, I surveyed students in
WAC communication studies classes about their own
writing and the WAC program. This data was analyzed
against data from the two sets of student assignments.
This study concludes with my suggestions for
teaching future WAC courses at community colleges.
Writing for Their Futures
High vs. Low-Stakes Assignments and Students’
Reflections on Writing
My community college studentsmanage parenthood, low-wage jobs, learning gapsand/or speaking English as a second language (Kingsborough
Community College, 2011; Nicosia, 2005). My community collegeofferstwo-year Associate’s degrees
thatstudents canuse to find work or to transfer to a
university for two more years to earnaBachelor’s degree. Americans earned895,000 Associate’s degrees
in 2011-12, 50% more than in 2000(Schumann, 2012).
President Barrack Obama declared that by 2020,the
US would lead the world in college attainment and
community collegesare central to his vision (Obama,
2009). I amexcited to be helping to prepare a record

number of students for their futures but doing this
meansdeveloping their writing skills. Currentlyonly
25% of my college’s students earn an Associate’s degree after three years. This is New York City’shighest
community college graduation rate (Christ, 2012).
Our Writing Across the Curriculum (WAC)
program promotes student success by requiring
writing intensive courses, beyondcomposition and
literature classes,for graduation. Under WAC, professors in all disciplines deliverintensive writing
coursework to develop students’ writing skills. WAC
emerged in the 1980’s and promotes two types of
writing (Wells, 2011). Writing to Learn are short (1-3
pgs.) writings about a course concept in plain, but
grammatical, language where the point is to understand and retain the information. Writing in the
Disciplines are longer (5 plus pgs.) reports, reviews,
and proposals where the point is to master longer
writing formats and to use the ideas and language
of that discipline; this writing might be based on
two or more Writing to Learn assignments. Henceforth I willcall the former low-stakes writing (LSW)
and the latter type high-stakes writing (HSW) to indicate low and high grade point values, writing intricacyand page lengths(Sorcinelli&Elbow, 1997).
With more writing practicecommunity
college graduateswill bettermanage the future
rigorsof university and career. Spak (2011) argues
that only 24% of US high school graduates tested
in 2010 had theEnglish, reading, math and science
skills needed for higher education.While Hines &
Basso (2008) argue that US higher education fails to
prepare students for writing intensive careers. The
research calls for more focus onwriting yet Pfeifer &
Ferree (2006) argue that faculty avoids WAC due to
the workload. This, I argue, is a factorfor community
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college faculty who teaches 10 more hours on
average and has larger classesthanuniversity
faculty(Cataldi, Bradburn, & Fahimi 2005).My
institution encourages WAC by limiting classes
to 25 studentsand providingwriting fellows to
assist professors with reviewing student writing.
Fall 2010: Teaching WAC Using LSW and HSW
In this study I adapt a HSW used in a Small
Group Communication course into three smaller
LSW’s to study the impact of format on students’ writing. I also examine students’ self-reports of their writing strengths and weaknesses.Small Group Communication teaches theories and methods of group
interaction. Students learn how to participate, lead
and listen effectively in the groups of 3-12 membersthat they will encounter in their professional and
social lives (e.g., study groups, committees, social
networks). In fall 2010, students attended three
60-minute lecturesfor 12weeks. The writing fellow,
Sarah,attendedthe last class of each week togive
students feedback ontheir writing drafts and to answer writing questions. Students were required to
complete (1) several short LSW’s and (2) one5-6
page HSW, a case study in which students had to
research a social, professional, and/or political group
in society and analyze them for specific small group
concepts from the class (see Appendix I). As prescribed by WAC we asked students to meet with Sarah to get feedback on rough drafts of their final HSW.
Building a HSW from small drafts of each part of the
essay is called scaffolding (Skene & Fedko, n.d.).
Sarah and Ialso practicedWACinlimitingour
correction of grammar errors (Daniels, Zemelman,
& Steineke, 2007). Excessive error correction is punitive, depletes students’ confidence and generally
does not improve written ideas or arguments. When
grading a LSW I would circle just one example of
a particular error and comment, “Check spelling” or
“Check grammar.” Far more comments addressedthe
substance of the writing. For instance, “You use three
good pieces of evidence. Add aconclusion sentence
built on that evidence.” Sarah and I used LSW’s to
pinpoint the three most common errors in the class
which were: (1) incorrectly introducing or citing
quotes, (2) run-on and/or incomplete ideas and (3)
homonym (e.g., their/there) and apostrophe errors
(e.g., we’re/were). Sarah devised15-minutetalks and
briefhandouts around each of the three errors. Students were responsive andtook notes. These errors
decreased over the semesterand I spent my time not
correcting countless repetitive errors, buton evaluating and improving students’expression of their ideas.
There were lesserrors and better ideas in
the HSW’s compared to the LSW’s assigned for
homework. Yet students produced less than five
pages of writing on average and only 18%showedthe
writing fellowany rough draft. When I asked students why they did not givea rough draft they primarily cited time (e.g., ‘I work full time’)or writers
block (e.g., ‘I couldn’t get started’). Several students
reported feeling more apprehensive to write the
HSW, but not the LSW’s, because the former deter-
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mined moreof the final grade (e.g., 10% vs. 2.5%).
Comparing LSW and HSW Assignments
At the end of fall 2010,my class was
adapted into two non-WAC winter 2011 express
sections.1 The express semester is challenging.
First, classes happen in rapid succession aseach
class meets for four 185-minute classes a week
for three consecutive weeks. This limits students’
writing and researching time. Second, the WAC
program does not run in theexpress winter semester meaning that I teach the classes alone without
a writing fellow to assist with paper correction.As
my fall 2010 students were more comfortable writing LSW’s I redesigned theHSW case study (see
AppendixI) into three LSW’s each worth 3.75% of
the grade for winter 2011.Sorcinelli &Elbow (1997)
argues that HSW’s are sometimes made from one
or more LSW’s so I hoped that I could achieve
something comparable to fall 2010’s HSWwith my
three LSW’s. More so I wanted to know how the
change in format would affect students’ writing.
I split the six questions of the HSWinto
thefirst twoLSW’sthat I assigned as 2-3-page
homework writings (foran example see Appendix II). The third LSWrequired that students construct a1-2 page APA works cited and suggested
readings list with the sources that they used for
the first two papers with additional readingson
their topic. I juxtaposed theoriginal HSW’sagainst
the adaptedLSW’sin the spring of 2011 to see
how students responded differently to the same
assignment in different writing formats. I summarize the analysis of the papers in Table 1.
Table 1: Comparing High-Stakes Writing (HSW)
and Low-Stakes Writing (LSW)
Characteristic: HSW:
Fall
2010			
LSW:
Winter
2011
Pages per student:
4.5
pages
average			
6.5
pages
average
Submission rates:
One
HSW
(81%)			
All three LSW’s (60%)
APA format:		
Citation:
Used
in-text
citation
(80%)		
Used in-text citation (40%)
Sources:
40% print/60% web-based
sources 80% web-based/20% print sources
Voice:			
More objective voice/Less
“I”
More “I”/More personal observation
As Table 1 summarizes, students produced two more pages of writing on average on
LSW assignments despite less preparation time.
However, students were 21% less likely to submit all three LSW’s than one HSW. In terms of
APA format,HSW’s were twice as likely as LSW’s
to havein-text citation and the sources for the
former included more print sources while the
1
A regular fall or spring semester class has
twelve weeks with three hours of classroom hours
per week while a winter express class meets for three
weeks with twelve hours of classroom hours per week.
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latter,more web-basedsources. LSW’s delivered the broad vocabularies andgrammar knowledge.
perspective of “I” (e.g., “I do not see evidence of “Grammar” also tied with “Starting/focusing my writthis concept …”). This “I” perspective largely disap- ing” for the third top weakness at 9%. The second
peared in HSW’s(e.g., “The research on this group top weakness at 13.9% was “Explaining & giving
does not suggest the presence of that concept…”). details” in which students claim a weakness for
Students Reflections on Their Writing Abilities showing their work, explaining and clarifyingtheir
and WAC
ideas.Finally, 57% said yes they would take a reIsurveyed37 Communication Studies stu- quired course in a WAC format, mainly citing the
dents enrolled in required WAC courses in spring need to improve their writing skills, while 43% opt2011, many of whom took either my fall 2010 or win- ed not to choose a WAC course and cited limited
ter 2011 Small Group courses. I asked studentswhat time to write as the main factor in their decision.
they felt were the strengths and weaknesses of their Discussion and Implications
writing. I also asked whether they would chooseto
In fall 2010,Sarah and I tried WAC scaftake a required course for their major as a WAC (writ- foldingby requestingseveral ungraded rough drafts
ing intensive)course or not and why?Hearing from of students’ HSW in order to give them feedback
students helped me to interpret the findings of Table 1. and improve their writing process(Skene & FedStudents responded anonymously and could choose ko, n.d.). Eighty two percent of fall 2010 students
not to participate without penalty (3 students out of would not scaffold arguing, just like forty percent
40declined). Students could list as many strengths of winter 2011 students who missed one or more
and/or weaknesses as they wished. When students LSW’s, thatjobs and other assignments take preasked for anaverage number of strengths and weak- cedenceover drafts. They justified their non-parnesses I suggested that they each pick their top three ticipation by citing low or no penalties.The 18%
for each category. I summarized the top three report- of students who did scaffold in fall 2010 resemble
ed strengths and weaknesses in Table 2 as well as the 60% of students in winter 2011 who complettheir answers to the question about choosing WAC. ed all three LSW’s in that many students in both
Table 2: Students Reflections on Their Writing groups reported feeling less anxious or comfortable
and Choosing WAC
with short format writing. I argue that my students
							
need the flexibilityto submit either one HSWor sev			Choose
eral LSW’s based on their personal preference.
Top ThreeStrengths: 		
Top Three WeakChoice is important but students must
nesses:		 WAC
or
not? also have opportunities to write in both short and
1. Express myself/my voice (45%)
long formats. Scaffolding is ideal as it encourages
1. Structure &organization (18.6%)
Yes (57%) students to draft and revise their writing but in my
2. Structure & organization (17.5%)
experience,different students require different in2. Explain & giving details (13.9%)
No (43%) ducements to scaffold. My LSW-oriented students
3.
Vocabulary
&
grammar feel less writing and grade anxiety withshort as(12.5%) 3. (tie) Starting/focusing my writing signments. Only after all three LSW’sare complet					3
. ed would I urge this type of student to revise their
(tie) Grammar (9%) 		
writing into a HSW. This is when their grade is already secure and it can only increase with revision.
The most comments (45%) fell under the They arealso willing to complete multiple tasks. My
strength theme category called “Express myself/ HSW-oriented students write only when the grademy voice.”Students expressed themselves and point values of assignments justify usingtheir limittheir voices more in LSW’s as evidenced by stu- edtime resources. They need to be convinced that
dents writing from the first person “I.” I argue that rough drafts can shorten the time they spenddoing
LSW allows my community college students and HSW’s. HSW-oriented students would not likely sit
students like them to write to their strengths. I also at a computer and draft but I could convince them to
believe that writing in this voice allows students to multitask and send me draftsas emails during work
claim ownership for their ideas and their writing. breaks and while taking public transit to campus.
The second strength category at 17.5% was
I expected better APA in-text citation in the
“Structure & organization” concerning how students- HSW’s because the assignment carries a higher
organize and present their ideas. This was also the top point value. Yet I also argue that Sarah’s mini-lecweakness category at 18.6% of total comments made ture on citation infall 2010 created moreimproveby students. Bean (2001) argues that students will in- ment in the use of in-text citation over the course of
clude every detail when they are uncertain about how the semester than my lecture alone in winter 2011.
to structure their writing. I see this in several HSW’s, Sarah and I achieved this positive change without
but not in LSW’s, that start by introducing the origins excessive attention to correcting students’ papers
of human communication instead of their specific and this validates the minimal correction approach
group communication topic. They are overwhelmed advocated by WAC. Similarly, receiving more webby and confused about the structure of an essay based research from students is reasonable given
because they have limited experiences with writing. the time constraints of the express semester and
The third strength category at 12.5% was college students’reliance on technology as an edu“Vocabulary and grammar” assome students claim cational resource.I was not able to determine from
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this study whether different types of sources and different assignment formats resulted in significantly
different quality levels of writing. I would like to investigate this question in a future study dedicated
solely to examining the quality of written ideas and
arguments presented in LSW’s versus HSW’s.
It was significant that LSW students in winter 2011 usedmore first person “I” when making arguments and providing evidence of their analysis.
These students also showed more personal investment whenthey were picking a topic for the LSW.
Many wanted to research a topic before choosing
despite the fact that they had much less time to research (2 days) and write their assignments than
fall 2010 students (a month). When I asked studentswhy they chose their topics so carefully they
said that they wanted to write about something that
interests them. This would ensure that they could
write three different times about the same topic. This
was not an issue for HSW students in fall 2010who
had extra time to choose a topic but instead picked
quickly with some students even requesting that
I pick a topic for them. I refused such requests.
In short, my students appeared to associate
HSW with detachment (i.e., the objective voice,fewer
“I” statements, less concern with topics) while they
demonstrated personal investment in the topics
and ideas when completing LSW’s. LSW’s allowed
students to express their perspectives as writer-researchers and almost half of the students, when surveyed about their writing, identified their own voice as
their strength. I argue that LSWcan increase students’
investment in learning and I am not alone. Research
argues that by encouraging students’ own personal
voices and perspectives that we can increases their
engagement with writing (Alley-Young, 2008; Edwards, White, Gray & Fischbacher, 2001; Krajewski
& Smith, 1997). I argue that creating engagement in
writing is especially important when teaching community college students, as they are traditionally a group
that struggles with writing and writing remediation.
The fact that grammar factors in students’
self-reports as both their strength (12.5%) and their
weakness (9%) is telling. Students are not overestimating their grammar abilities with only 12.5% considering it their strength but that it also shows up as
a top three weakness shows that it is on students’
radars. They are aware of it but they also consider
organizing & structuring ideas (18.6%) and giving
explanation and detail (13.9%), which is more about
the quality of ideas, more important. This might be influenced by the WAC practices that they saw Sarah
and I use in the classroomwhen we, for instance, limit
our correction of errors to focus more on ideas.
When asked if they would choose to take a
course required by the major as a WAC course if given the option not to 57% said yes and 43% said no.
When students gave a reason for not wanting to take
a WAC course most cited the amount of time and effort a WAC course requires and said that the amount
of writing done in other courses would prohibit them
from choosing more writing. Again, as I argue above,
thatWAC makes students more successful but also
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that WAC professors need to assign writing in ways
that suit the different writing personalities of community college students. As I have come to know my
students and theirmany challenges as well as their
possibilities, I have begun having students start
writings in class beginning with a short paragraph.
This maximizes students’ limited study time and allows me to mentor their writing. One short paragraph
does not look like much to my students but I see in
these paragraphs the seed of a future assignment,
an anchor that keeps a marginalized student in
class and most importantly, I see the beginnings of
their university transfer essay and/or the first paragraph of their resume (curriculum vitae) cover letter.
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Appendix I

Fall 2010: Small Group Communication: Individual
Case Study Paper, Page 1

Due:		

1.

What is the history of your small group?
This history should blend different sources
together and not just be from one source.

2.

Which of Maslow’s interpersonal needs
(e.g., the 2 most important) does this group
serve for its members? Give examples from
your research to back these choices up.

3.

What group and team goals are important
to your small group? Give examples to from
your sources to explain your choices.

4.

What are the most important factors of
interpersonal attraction&group attraction
draw people to this group? Give examples
from your research to support your answer.

5.

How do members in this group communicate?
What topics do members regularly discuss?
What decision-making method(s) do
members use?

6.

What symbols, colors, images, mottos
etc. are important to your group and what
do these things mean to the group? Print off
any relevant symbols and attach them to the
back of the essay.

Grading Criteria –
•

A formal introduction and conclusion that is
suited to a college level essay.

•

Spelling and grammar should be complete
and free from errors.

•

Follow the paper format requirements and
instructions provided on this sheet.

•

Whenever you use a concept or theory from
the course textbook (***see the bolded terms
in the questions above) you should
o

First provide a brief definition of that
concept in your own words.

o

Second describe an example (or
two) from the research that shows
the concept (e.g., cite any outside
research in APA format).

o

Third explain how your example(s)

Monday, November 8th

Points: 10 points
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demonstrate the concept.
•

Do not use contractions (e.g., don’t, won’t) or
slang, avoid making generalizations or hasty
evaluations of any group (e.g., people who
join x group are weak), and make sure that
any work you present is your own original
thought.

•

Include a works cited list at the end of your
paper and cite your sources in the paper.

•

You must meet with your writing fellow
once to discuss your paper either in class
or outside of class before you submit your
paper

Appendix I (continued)
Small Group Communication: Individual Case Study
Paper, Page 2
Groups– Every person must choose a separate
group. You must confirm
your choice with us.

Star Wars Fan Groups
Alcoholics Anonymous				
K.K.K.				
Weight Watchers					
The Guardian Angels
La Leche League				
Avon
Walk
Breast Cancer

for

Narcotics Anonymous					
Any autism group
Scouting					
Mensa
Skull and Bones					
The Smile Train
Appendix II
Winter 2011: Small Group Communication - Short
Writing #2

Due:			
The Shriners					
A food co-op
Requirements:
A specific fraternity/sorority			
The Freemasons or
Eastern Star

Tuesday, January 11
2-3 pages, typed, double
spaced,
12-point
font,
Times
New
Roman
typeface, pages numbered,
and paragraphs indented

The Toastmasters				
100 Blacks in Law
Enforcement Who Care

Directions – Make references to your research
sources in your writing and your textbook to answer
the following questions:
The Promise Keepers					
N.O.W.				 1. Which of Maslow’s interpersonal needs
(e.g., the 3 most important) does this group
serve for its members?
The Rotarians					
2. What is the most important category of
The Southern Poverty Law
interpersonal attractionand also ofgroup
Center
attraction that draw people to this group?
A commune organization				
3. What group goals are important to this
M.A.D.D.
small group? What individual goals are
people likely to bring to this group.
W.I.Z.O.					
ACT UP
A micro-bank organization				
The Black Panthers
YMCA/YWCA/YMHA/YWHA			
Future Farmers America

***When writing remember: When you discus one
of the concepts or theories from the course (the
bolded terms above) make sure that:

4H Club					
Opus Dei
Kibbutz					
Each One Teach One
Girls Incorporated					
The Mattachine Society
The suffrage movement				
Dove Campaign for Real
Beauty		

•

you give a brief definition
of the concept in your own
words

•

use examples from your
sources to explain how your
group shows the concept

•

keep your research sources
to complete the next two
papers

Zulu Nation				
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Challenges and Opportunities of French Studies in a
Post-Colonial African State: Nigeria
Moruwawon Babatunde Samuel holds the degree of the Doctor of Philosophy
in Translation Studies from the University of Ibadan, and lectures at the University of Ado
Ekiti, Nigeria. Dr. Moruwawon works on the complex connections between language,
literature, culture and translation. He specializes in the theory, practice and teaching
of translation. His articles have been published in distinguished scholarly journals both
within and outside Nigeria.

Abstract
The paper examines the history, challenges and
opportunities of French studies in Nigeria and asserts
that given the preponderance of Francophone
countries in the West African sub-region, a good
knowledge of French and its proper application will
improve Nigeria’s vision for economic, educational,
political and social cohesion. The paper concludes
that Nigeria should prepare her citizens for
useful linguistic living, social transformation
and personal fulfillment in the globalised world.
1. O. Historical Overview of French in Nigeria
French people made their first contacts with their
first contacts with the Africans about 15th century.
When they engaged in intermittent warfare against
the Portuguese and the Dutch until they the French
were able to conquer the Portuguese and the Dutch
and later established their territory on the West
Coast of Africa. While the French were engaging
in this warfare the Britain and France were able
to establish their interests on the Coast of West
Africa. This was the state of affairs until the Berlin
conference of 1884 when Africa was partitioned
amongst the European powers who set up artificial
boundaries across ethnic groups. As a result of
this balkanization, the Hausas are found in Niger,
Nigeria republic, Chad and many other countries of
West Africa under various names such as Peuhls,
Foulah Araromi (2009:2). The Yoruba are found
in Nigeria, Benin Republic and in other areas
along the West Coast of Africa. Before the advent
of the colonialist these Africans communicated
among themselves in their indigenous languages.
There was no reported case of language
barrier or communication problem between
them, nor was there any used of the time to
employ European language in order to express
their views on matters of common interest. But
with the coming of the Europeans to Africa, the
European jealously preserved their influences by
virtually discouraging all relationships between
Anglophone and Francophone nations in social,
political and economic spheres. Indeed all forms
of communication had to be channeled through the
metropolis, London, and Paris. The aftermath of the
political arrangement was to further cause division
among the Africans in order to safeguard British and

French interests. Until a few years back, educated
Nigerians that were close to the republic of Benin
border did not even know that the “Frenchmen”
of Benin Republic could also speak of their own
Nigerian languages, the Yoruba language. The
relationship between Nigerians and her francophone
neigbours changed drastically for the better when
Nigeria obtained her independence in 1960. In the
same year, the neigbouring Francophone countries
obtained their own political independence. With
the attainment of independence, Nigeria entered
the committee of nations leading of the formation
of the organization of African Unity (OAU) now
known as African Union (A.U). The OAU charter
was signed on 26th May, 1963 in Addis Ababa by all
the then 32 independent black African nations, all of
whom pledged to improve living standards of their
people, promote unity and solidarity and cooperate
internationally among themselves in keeping with
the objectives of the OAU. Apart from this, Nigeria
concluded diplomatic relations and treaties stating
that the French was one of the two world languages
of international communication. This was in fact the
commencement of our proximity with the French
language in a formal manner since attempts had
earlier been made by some missionaries to introduce
the teaching of French into some missionary
schools prior to this period. According to Araromi
(2009:3), French has been taught in Nigeria since
1859. It was among the earliest subjects introduced
in the first secondary school founded in Lagos in
1859. In April, 1878, the Wesleyan High School
and Training was opened and French was one of
the modern language taught in that school. A charge
of 7/69 per quarter was required of students taking
the courage and in 1909, when Kings College was
founded, in Lagos, French was one of the optional
subjects offered. But up till the independence period
French was not officially inserted into the secondary
school curriculum. But then in 1961 there was a
conference in Yaoundé, Cameroon by experts of
modern languages of Africa. At this conference,
it was recommended that a second European
language should be introduced into our schools after
as certainty that our students had acquired sufficient
knowledge of the official language of the country.
By implication, English was to be introduced in
French-speaking countries while French was to be
taught in the English-speaking countries just for the
purpose of breaking the linguistic barriers created
by several years of colonial administration. It
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becomes clear from here that knowledge of French
would be necessary for the purpose of international
communication. This culminated into the formation
of ECOWAS- the economic community of West
African States. A treaty was signed in May 1976,
with the aim of uniting and governing the economic
affairs of its sixteen West African member states. In
addition to this, Nigeria has been able to establish
close association with France in the area of
technical and economic development.At present
three major languages are being spoken in Nigeria.
These are: Hausa, Yoruba and Igbo. English is the
official language of instruction in Nigeria schools.
It is the language of public administration at both
federal and state government levels. Native
speakers of these languages form about half of
the population of the country. A large number of
non-Hausa people, including those of Fulani origin,
in the northern point of the country also speak
Hausa as a first or second language. During the
colonial period English was of course, the official
language of the government, although Hausa was
extensively used in government correspondence
and the activities of the Northern protectorate. At
independence in 1960, the constitution retained
English as the language of administration. But there
was much talk of replacing the foreign language
with an indigenous one. There was a serious
debate in the first session of the federal parliament
when a motion was moved that Hausa should be
adopted as the national language of the country,
but with effect from 1981, that is, after a learning
period of twenty years during which English was to
continue to function as the official language of the
country.The impact of this motion was to promote
intense rivalry among the three major languages.
The observed higher profile of Hausa instigated
the other two rivals to intensify their efforts to gain
national recognition. In Nigeria, English is the
official language of the country. English belongs to
a class of its own. Imported from Britain and suitably
modified from time to time through the process of
adoption since it arrived in Nigeria, its dominance
in government business in the country from colonial
times, and particularly from the 1950’s to the
present, is an incontrovertible fact. It dominance
has intensified in recent years with the increasing
impacts of globalization. The prestige that English
already enjoyed as the language of the colonial
master race has become even more overwhelming
since independence as the language acquired
other races, such as the purport for passport for
economic, political and social success as well as
they yardstick for measuring the quality of one’s
education and the basis for comparison with the
civilized world. Research shows that Nigerians
preferred learning English to learning French or
any Nigerian language even when the language
was that of the dominant people. It is a common
thing in Nigeria to find that middle class children are
more fluent in English than in their mother tongue,
to the delights and pride of their parents. As a result
of this predilection, the policy put in place by the
federal government to encourage secondary school
students to learn at least one indigenous language
other than their own in the interest of national
integration is in shamble, because such an exercise
is generally considered more or less futile compared
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to the advantages accruing from learning English.
Many schools have therefore, either abandoned
the policy or implemented it without conviction.
3. Historical Analysis of Language Policy in
Nigeria
Nigeria is a multilingual and multicultural nation.
The language question in Nigeria was brought to
prominence by our colonial experience which has
left behind a foreign national language to cater for
the affairs of administration, communication, and
instruction in education from early or later primary
school up to the University level. The continent
of Africa has experienced a degrading linguistic
predicament during the colonial era. The colonialist
regarded Africans not only as a pre-historic, prelogical people but also creatures possessing no
formalized languages. The spoken languages in
Africa communities during the colonial period were
seen as mere passage of air that consistently
lacked words and contents (Okere1996:16), while
commenting on the whiteman’s judgement of
African languages affirms that their languages were
hopelessly tone-infested cacophonies. The colonial
effort was to recreate Africans in European image
and that by imposing a new language upon them. The
early attempt was to deprive Africans of their native
languages in favour of the coloniser’s own language.
They succeeded and it was taken for granted
among the Africans that the White man’s language
was far superior to the languages of those they
called savages. The African linguistic predicament
assumes a new dimension in the continuous pride
of place accorded to foreign languages as against
African languages. The economic advantages
attached to knowing the white man’s language in
terms of getting job, promoted the decay of the
African languages. Africans are proud of speaking
the Whiteman’s language to the detriment of the
African languages. The problem caused by this
is that African man is caught up with the difficulty
of self-expression between the European and
African languages. In pre-independence era, there
was no record of any formalized language policy
for Nigeria. Scholars have argued that even when
there is no official language policy, the linguistic
status quo becomes the implicit policy. The English
language was used as the language of the colonial
master as it would have been too difficult for the
British colonial authorities to operate in the country
in an unknown Nigerian language. Some Nigerians
who have the rudimentary knowledge of the English
language were able to use it as a means of social
promotion. These few Nigerians served as the
intermediaries between the colonial powers and
the other Nigerians and realized that knowledge
of the English language is what allowed them to
have access to the jobs that other Nigerians were
deprived of. Attempt to teach Nigerian languages
by missionaries who were in charge of education
during this period was frustrated by the educated
Nigerian elites Soyoye (2010:29). The elite could
not see any good thing in a language competence
that will not yield economic, social promotion
dividend (ibid:29). There was no clear statement
concerning languages in the 1960 constitution, but
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the status que was that English was the language
of governance, media and administration of the
country just as it was during the colonial period.
The constitution of Nigeria that has stayed longer
than other is that of 1984. It was modified in 1989,
1995 and 1999. Articles of the 1999 constitution
of the Federal Republic of Nigeria states that:
That business of the National Assembly shall
be conducted in English, but the House may in
addition to English conduct the business of the
House in one or more other languages spoken in
the state as the House may by resolution approve.
The provision of the constitution did not declare
English language explicitly as the official language
of Nigeria, gives it the status of the priority
language of governance at both Federal and State
levels. The provisions also make Hausa, Igbo and
Yoruba to be possible language of governance at
these levels. The implication of the priority status
given to English is that it infringes on the right
of Nigerians who are incompetent in the use of
English language to participate as legislators at
least at the Federal level. Apart from the status quo
inherited from the colonial masters, the language
in education policiesof Nigeria can be found mainly
in the country’s constitution, and the National
Policy on Education first published in 1977. On
paper, children were expected to be taught in their
Mother Tongue in the first three years of primary
school while English was to be used from the
fourth year to the end of primary school education,
the secondary school and tertiary education. The
choice of the languages taught in Nigerian schools
was left in the hands of proprietors of schools and
regional government. In this case, the Western
Region, apart from English, Christian missionary
schools taught Yoruba in the primary schools and
Latin or French were added in the secondary
schools. The first clear language education policy
statement can found in the National Policy on
Educationa (1977, revised 1981, 2000). The
essence of this policy can be summarized as: The
search for a truly national and Federal policy on
Education started in the aftermath of the civil war
which had brought home to the government the
urgency of an integrated policy which would unify,
in the minds of all Nigerians the various ethnic
groups and cultural traditions (Brann 1972:32).
The National Primary Education became
operational for the Junior Secondary Schools
(SSS) in (1985). The interpretation of the National
Primary Education provisions for the teaching of
languages in Nigeria schools can be seen below:
i.
Primary school (six year duration): Each
child is expected to study two languages his
mother tongue, an indigenous language of wider
communication in his state of domicile and English.
ii.
Junior Secondary School (three-year
duration): Each student is expected to study
at least three languages his mother tongue (if
not available, an indigenous language of wider
communication in his state of domicile), English
and anyone of the three major indigenous
languages in the country (Hausa, Igbo, or Yoruba)
that is different from the student’s mother tongue.

iii.
Senior secondary school (three year
duration): Each student is expected to study, two
languages, a Nigerian language and English.The
National Primary Education policy made provision
for two optional languages that can be taught in
the Nigerian Educational system. They are French
and Arabic. The two languages can be taught at
the Junior and Senior Secondary School levels in
the institution that have the facilities. However, the
practice today in Nigeria is that private schools and
Federal government colleges teach French while in
the Northern part of the country, Arabic is taught by
most of the schools. The National Primary Education
made no statements as far as tertiary education
is concerned. The National Primary Education
(revised edition) of 1998 made French a core subject
at the Senior Secondary School (SSS) leaving
certificate examination. The implication of this is
that French is compulsory for every candidate that
sits for the West Africa School Certificate Education
WASCE or National Examination council (NECO)
regulations and syllabuses contain this information
but the reality on ground shows that the policy has
never been applied as students who did not study
French in lower classes of the Senior Secondary
school will find it difficult to sit for the language
at the end of their senior secondary education.
Besides, the existing number of French teachers
is grossly inadequate to cope with the number of
candidates that sit for Senior Secondary school
examinations. In fact, school principals take the
idea of making French a core subject at the SSCE
as huge joke as it is not backed up by any planning.
2. O. The Challenges of French Studies in
Nigeria
French as a foreign language has been
introduced in Nigerian’s school curriculum, it is
generally recognized as an important subjects in
the secondary school curriculum. Its learning at
this level has, however, suffered many set backs
as polices made about it are not put into practice.
For instance, not many government schools teach
the language effectively from the Junior Secondary
Schools (JSS 1) to the Senior School (III) (SSS 3).
In the science and Technical schools, there was no
mention of French at all. This is largely due to lack
of qualified teachers to handle French in Nigerian
schools. In the past, due to the newness of French
language in Nigerian secondary schools, the then
existing Nigerian indigenous teachers were not in
a position to teach French property to their pupils.
As a result, the first batch of French teachers in
Nigeria were mainly British qualified teachers
who were later joined by some young men and
women from neighbouring French speaking African
countries most of whom possessed only their
“brevȇt élémentaire”, the equivalent of West African
school certificate in Nigeria or General certificate
in education, ordinary level, and the “Bacalauréat
equivalent of Nigeria higher school certificate or the
General Certificate in Education (GCE) Advanced
level. Other foreigners of course soon joined
them under the names of American peace corps
and the French “coopérants” sent by the French
government as technical advisers. At present,
University and Nigerian certificate of Education
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(NCE) graduates participate in the teaching of
French Graduates of French and other disciplines
from ECOWAS countries such as Ghana, Togo,
Chad, Niger, Republic of Benin are equally engaged
to teach French but operate mainly in Nigerian
private institution. This constitutes a serious
challenge to study of the language in Nigeria.
Most people believe in Nigeria that French
is too difficult to learn while some think that they
do not need French because they are already in
the science and technical disciplines. The apparent
lack of interest in French is really not peculiar
to Nigerians, it is a common trait of most English
speakers Sonaiya (2005:209). Since English has
emerged as the number one international language,
speakers of it seem not to feel the need to acquire
competence in another foreign language. They
show some levels of complacency in French. We are
in the era of globalization and the desire to be able
to communicate in language other than one’s own is
being expressed by the present social economic and
political reality. Apart from these challenges, those
who show interest in the language turn out to be
disappointed due is the sudden disappearance of the
teacher to the greener pastures in other countries.
Contributing to these factors is the attitude of our
government towards the learning of French. Before
the government took over all the secondary schools
from the missionary in Nigeria, mission schools,
especially the Catholic Mission schools, were
encouraging the teaching of the French language.
Since government took over the Mission schools,
French language learning has witnessed a serious
decline. The most discouraging of this decline was
the case of a state government which cancelled the
teaching of French throughout the state in 1985
and 1986 session (Abayomi 2005:161). Moreover,
except in enters like the Nigeria French language
village, Alliance Francaise much equipment
and qualified personnel needed for the effective
learning of French are lacking. Furthermore, most
of these centers are established as business
ventures whose main concern is to make profits.
These centers still engage in using the
traditional method which is far cheaper to maintain
than the modern methods of teaching French which
require a lot of investment in terms of time allocation.
In Nigeria, people have reasons for learning the
language. Some need it for communication and
interaction with their colleagues who are not from
the same language community while others learn
it to be able to read literary materials published
in French. With the exception of a few foreign
language centers like the Nigeria French Language
Village which is located in Badagry, Lagos, French
language learning out of school begins in the
classroom and ends there. Some of these centers
seem to forget that learning a foreign language like
French also implies learning the culture customs
and traditions of the native speaker. These centers
do not provide opportunities for the learners to
interact with the native speakers. During the oil
boom in Nigeria, most student, traveled to Frenchspeaking countries for language and cultural
immersion programs today the new economic
situation has now given full justification to what
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was already in the offing. With regard to the PanAfrican continent the Pan-African movement’s
struggle for the independence of African countries
led to the search for a second European language.
In 1961 the meeting of specialists on the teaching
of a second European language held in Yaounde
in November 1961 recommended that:A second
European language should be considered not only
as a means of communication between English and
French speaking countries in Africa, but also as an
international language with a wide purpose which,
jointly with the first European language, would
enable Africa to communicate with other countries
throughout the world. UNESCO (1981:39).
The above statement is further corroborated by
Abayomi (2005:164) when he claims that if foreign
language is to be properly learnt efforts should be
made by our language centers, both private and
public, to afford learners the opportunity to have
out of classroom experience of the language use by
way of excursions to the native-speaker’s countries.
3.0. The Opportunities of French Studies in
Nigeria
Apart from the challenges of French studies
in Nigeria the opportunity that French language
offers is enormous if the country is committed to the
study of the language. French studies in Nigeria is
relevant to Africa within the framework of Nigeria’s
political and geo-economic interests. French is the
official language of the non-English speaking Africa
apart from the few countries that speak Arabic,
Lusophone, or Hispanophone and Portuguese.
The United nation’s definition of West Africa include
15 countries of which 9 are French speaking with
Mauritania being the only non-ECOWA state.
Africa is the continent with the greatest number
of French speaking people in the world Sabo
(2010:8). In West Africa, the Francophone states
are Benin, Burkina. Faso, Guinea Conakry, Niger,
Mali, Mauritania, Tchad, Togo and Sengal while
the Anglophone states are: the Gambia, Ghana,
Liberia, Nigeria and Sierra Leone Guinea Bissau
is a Lusophone country where Portuguese is the
official language. Given the above groupings it is
evident that English, French and Portuguese are
the languages of ECOWAS. The aim of ECOWAS
is to foster regional integration, understanding and
unity of member states for this to be achieved, all
barriers should be removed. One of the barriers
in ECOWAS is that of language. The West African
sub-region needs to intensify efforts towards getting
the masses off economic, scientific and political
poverty through integration of efforts from member
states. To do this effectively, language barriers
must be broken for the pockets of knowledge and
wealth within the region to be properly managed
by bodies and commissions set up by member
states. Wherein therefore, the need for French
in the sub-region Obinaju (2004). In view of our
vested interested which oblige us to constantly look
beyond our borders, French language should be
high on Nigeria’s list of priorities. The Nigerian style
of relying on translators and interpreters even for
the most basic conversation in French is evidence
of a definite refusal to acknowledgment the need
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for foreign language learning. Amosu (2005:102).
Official sources constantly remind us that the
Nigeria’s foreign policy has Africa as its centerpiece.
How then can such a goal be achieved when most
of our career diplomats are hardly bilingual? Instead
of the usual story of Nigerian delegates blocked in
foreign airports by the language factor, we could do
well to lay the basis for a sound language learning
policy (Ibid.:103). Nigeria could benefit from what
obtains in the francophone African states where, be
it Benin or Cameroon for example, there is hardly
a top government functionary who cannot readily
communicate in English. The opportunities are not
lacking for the country to use the French language
as Nigeria has vested interests in several sporting
and economic activities in Africa and the political
leverage is alternately hampered by our inability
to lobby other delegates in their own language
thus, matching other positive efforts with language
power.As Ade Ojo (1993:4) notes that on this eve of
the 21st century, when it is now compulsory, within
the EEC countries, for the child to learn at least
three international languages, including his or her
own, every Nigerian child should be motivated to
learn French in addition to English in order to be at
ease with his/her peers in the modern world. Nigeria
stands to gain enormously if the right attitude is
given to the study of the French in the Economic
Partnership Agreement (EPA). A good example of
this is the Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) project in
Nigeria of which Obiriaju (2004) says that Benin,
Republic, Togo, Ghana, Sao Tomé and Principé
among others, are, by process of integration
becoming major beneficiaries by effectively using
French in the ECOWAS military, the mechanism of
peace and security will be properly taken care of in
the region and at the same time dispel the suspicion
the Francophones have for the Anglophones
and vice versa (Sabo 2010:11). This will forestall
what Guy and Harberson (1995:178) decried on
the formation of the defunct ECOWAS Motoring
Group (ECOMOG).Language barriers made the
Francophone to join the ECOMOG late. It was initially
predominated by five Anglophone state. (Gambia,
Ghana, Guinea, Nigeria and Sierra Leone) because
the Francophone appeared to be reluctant to get
fully involved. Indeed, Burkina Faso, Côte d’Ivoire
and Senegal expressed reservations about the
intervention of the ECOMOG Peace Keeping Force.
Togo and Mali, the two Francophone representatives
on the standing mediation committee did not
contribute to the force. The role of Nigeria can not
be ignored if Nigeria is to understand regionalization
in West Africa.Ragumanu (2005:11) states that
Nigeria’s gross domestic product of roughly 30
billion dollars is equivalent to more than half of the
West African region as a whole. Despite its great
credentials in this area and others like security
in the sub-region, the Francophone are better off
than Nigeria when it comes to language efficiency.
French Language acquisition will pay a vital role
in the area of communication network for Nigeria
to be able to access French site of the African
Virtual University (AVU) in order to maximally profit
from the program which is interactive-instructional
telecommunications network established to
serve the sub-Saharan Africa through the power

of modern information technologies and to
increase educational resources in the region
through the training of world class professionals.
4.0. Conclusion
French studies in has not been given its
rightly place in the scheme of things in Nigeria.
During the regime of General Sanni Abacha, French
was made Nigeria’s second official language.
In spite of the pronouncement of the president
large subtle abandonment of French is a common
phenomenon in Nigeria secondary schools. This is
to a large extent is a demonstration of unfulfilled
expectation as no concrete effort has been made
by the Nigerian government to actualize this policy.
French is supposed to be taught from primary four
as embedded in the Universal Basic Education
Curriculum. Good as this may be, there are doubts
of its full realization because Nigerians usually
conceive good ideas, but at the level of execution,
everything is often adulterated Araromin (2009:30).
Nigeria has to accept its past misfortunes
on the international scenes. Some year ago, one
of the nation’s past president, Olusegun Obasanjo,
missed the position of the Secretary General of
the United Nations because he was not bilingual in
English and French, because he could only speak
English, the position of was given to an Egyptian,
Brutous, Ghali, who was bilingual. We cannot delude
ourselves that we can gain something without
making concessions. Nigeria should henceforth stop
paying lip-service to the study of French language
by embarking on an aggressive training of teachers
of French in both primary, secondary and tertiary
schools in the country. Not only that government
should provide enough fund for the purchase of
audio-visual materials to schools. French teachers
should be given incentives in form of allowance in
order to encourage more people to take up the study
of French so that the nation can prepare her citizens
for useful linguistic living, social transformation
and personal fulfillment in the globalised world.
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